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A primary goal of context-aware systems is delivering the right information at the
right place and right time to users in order to enable them to make effective decisions and
improve their quality of life. There are three key requirements for achieving this goal:
determining what information is relevant, personalizing it based on the users’ context (lo-
cation, preferences, behavioral history etc.), and delivering it to them in a timely manner
without an explicit request from them. These requirements create a paradigm that we
term as “Proactive Context-aware Computing”.
Most of the existing context-aware systems fulfill only a subset of these require-
ments. Many of these systems focus only on personalization of the requested information
based on users’ current context. Moreover, they are often designed for specific domains.
In addition, most of the existing systems are reactive - the users request for some informa-
tion and the system delivers it to them. These systems are not proactive i.e. they cannot
anticipate users’ intent and behavior and act proactively without an explicit request from
them. In order to overcome these limitations, we need to conduct a deeper analysis and
enhance our understanding of context-aware systems that are generic, universal, proactive
and applicable to a wide variety of domains.
To support this dissertation, we explore several directions. Clearly the most sig-
nificant sources of information about users today are smartphones. A large amount of
users’ context can be acquired through them and they can be used as an effective means
to deliver information to users. In addition, social media such as Facebook, Flickr and
Foursquare provide a rich and powerful platform to mine users’ interests, preferences and
behavioral history. We employ the ubiquity of smartphones and the wealth of information
available from social media to address the challenge of building proactive context-aware
systems. We have implemented and evaluated a few approaches, including some as part
of the Rover framework, to achieve the paradigm of Proactive Context-aware Computing.
Rover is a context-aware research platform which has been evolving for the last 6 years.
Since location is one of the most important context for users, we have developed
‘Locus’, an indoor localization, tracking and navigation system for multi-story buildings.
Other important dimensions of users’ context include the activities that they are engaged
in. To this end, we have developed ‘SenseMe’, a system that leverages the smartphone and
its multiple sensors in order to perform multidimensional context and activity recognition
for users. As part of the ‘SenseMe’ project, we also conducted an exploratory study of
privacy, trust, risks and other concerns of users with smart phone based personal sensing
systems and applications.
To determine what information would be relevant to users’ situations, we have de-
veloped ‘TellMe’ - a system that employs a new, flexible and scalable approach based on
Natural Language Processing techniques to perform bootstrapped discovery and ranking
of relevant information in context-aware systems. In order to personalize the relevant
information, we have also developed an algorithm and system for mining a broad range
of users’ preferences from their social network profiles and activities. For recommend-
ing new information to the users based on their past behavior and context history (such
as visited locations, activities and time), we have developed a recommender system and
approach for performing multi-dimensional collaborative recommendations using tensor
factorization.
For timely delivery of personalized and relevant information, it is essential to antic-
ipate and predict users’ behavior. To this end, we have developed a unified infrastructure,
within the Rover framework, and implemented several novel approaches and algorithms
that employ various contextual features and state of the art machine learning techniques
for building diverse behavioral models of users. Examples of generated models include
classifying users’ semantic places and mobility states, predicting their availability for ac-
cepting calls on smartphones and inferring their device charging behavior. Finally, to
enable proactivity in context-aware systems, we have also developed a planning frame-
work based on HTN planning. Together, these works provide a major push in the direction
of proactive context-aware computing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A context-aware system is a system that keeps track of and employs the context of a
user to provide relevant information and services to him, where relevancy depends on
the user’s task [1, 2]. A user’s context can include location, physical activity, emotional
state, interests and preferences. Thus, a fundamental principle underlying context-aware
systems is delivering “the right information at the right place and the right time” i.e.
relevant, personalized and timely information to users. This principle entails the following
capabilities for a context-aware system:
1. Determining relevant information - This capability is the cornerstone of context-
aware computing. In today’s world, with the abundance of information available to
us, information overload can easily happen. Hence, it is imperative that the system
retrieves and displays only that information which is relevant to the user’s task at
hand.
2. Personalization - This is achieved by acquiring a user’s context (needs, preferences,
etc.) through implicit or explicit means and using it to filter the relevant informa-
tion.
3. Timeliness - The system can achieve timely information delivery by providing the
1
personalized and relevant information to the user at a time when he needs it and can
act upon it.
For instance, users who intend to get a medical test done would benefit from relevant
information such as suggestions for hospitals and laboratories. Furthermore, this infor-
mation should be personalized according to their location and needs. Finally, the context-
aware system should provide this information to them in a timely manner in order to help
them make an informed decision and save their time and effort.
These requirements create a paradigm that can be termed as Proactive Context-
aware Computing. Most of the existing context-aware systems fulfill only a subset
of these requirements. A number of existing systems such as those described in [3–5]
focus only on personalization of the requested information based on the users’ inter-
ests/preferences or their limited context (such as time or location). Moreover, they are
specific to domains such as museums and healthcare. In addition, most of these systems
tend to be reactive or ‘pull’ based. The users request or query for some information and
the system responds with the requested information. None of these systems are proactive
in that they do not anticipate the users’ intent or behavior in order to proactively ‘push’
relevant information to them.
This paradigm poses several key challenges pertaining to:
• Recognizing and anticipating users’ current and future context, activities and situa-
tions,
• Determining information relevant to those situations, and further personalizing this
relevant information,
2
• Providing the users with the personalized and relevant information in a timely man-
ner.
1.1 Our vision of a proactive context-aware system
To achieve this paradigm, we present our vision of a proactive context-aware system. As
shown in Figure 1.1(a), we envision a proactive context-aware system which, in addition
to storing and retrieving context, will:
• Sense the users’ context and situation including location, behavior and activities,
• Determine what information would be relevant to their situation,
• Learn the users’ preferences in order to personalize the relevant information,
• Learn the users’ behavioral patterns and activities from their behavior and context
history,
• Build and store models of users’ behavior and utilize them to predict and anticipate
the next action of the users,
• Provide the users with personalized and relevant results in a timely manner and take
actions on their behalf without being asked explicitly, and
• Refine the stored user models based on the users’ feedback as their context, behav-
ior and situations are highly dynamic.
Such a system constitutes what Mark Weiser referred to as disappearing or invisible tech-
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(a) Our vision of a proactive context-aware system
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(b) Situation of a user - In a Meeting
Figure 1.1: Our vision of a proactive context-aware system and the system sensing the
situation of a user via a client agent application.
Such a system exhibits three main capabilities:
1. Sensing ability - As mentioned earlier, one of the main goals of a proactive context-
aware system is to sense the users’ context and situation including location, be-
havior and activities. Thus, it needs to answer the question: Who, What, When
and Where? [2]. To answer this, these systems need to gather multi-dimensional
contextual information of types such as:
• behavioral - users’ current indoor or outdoor location or activity,
• technical - the kind of device that is being used and the applications that are
running on it, and
• environmental - temperature, and climate etc.
Moreover, this information should be acquired without placing undue burden on the
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users. As a result, automated sensing ability is highly desirable for any information
system powered by proactive context-aware computing. In addition, this ability to
sense users should be embedded in devices that they can carry around without effort
and the user interaction should be kept to a minimum so that it is unobtrusive. The
ubiquitous smartphone, with its multitude of sensors and capabilities, has become
the best choice for this purpose.
Today’s smart phones come equipped with an increasing range of sensing, com-
putational, storage and communication capabilities that have enabled sensing and
tracking applications to emerge across a wide variety of applications areas, such
as, personal healthcare, environmental monitoring, social networking etc. A key
challenge of mobile phone sensing is to process raw sensory data from multiple
sensors (e.g. GPS, accelerometer, temperature and pressure sensors, microphone,
bluetooth, ambient light sensor, camera, proximity sensor, gyroscope, Wi-Fi etc) in
order to infer higher level activities and context in real-time and in a robust, generic
and independent manner using machine learning techniques such as classification
and clustering.
Figure 1.1(b) shows the proactive context-aware system sensing the user’s situation
‘In a meeting’ via a client agent application.
2. Learning ability - The proactive context-aware system should store users’ sensed
activities, context and behavioral logs and extracts their context and behavioral his-
tory from it. This can be done by logging all events and activities for every entity
and indexing logs according to them. For instance, a log entry en1 would be of the
5
form - < e, a, t > where e is an entity, a is the activity performed by the entity and
t is the time at which it was done. E.g., < xyz, walking, 5pmEST >.
The system would then utilize the users’ activities and behavior from their context
history to learn their preferences and behavioral patterns in order to predict their fu-
ture behavior. This involves applying machine learning and data mining algorithms
to model user preferences and deriving behavioral rules. For instance, the following
rule could be derived from the log of user’s daily activities.
currentActivity< xyz,walking > ∧ currentTime < 5 pm EST >→ currentState<
device, silent >
This rules states that if user ‘xyz’ is walking in the evening, then put his/her device
on silent mode.
3. Proactivity - Proactivity is the ability of the system to act on the users’ behalf in
anticipation of future goals or problems without explicit requests. Based on the
current context of users and the stored behavioral models and patterns for them, the
proactive context-aware system can trigger itself and predict their future intent and
behavior. Furthermore, it can take proactive actions based on the predicted behavior
to assist the users and save their time and effort.
1.2 Contributions
This dissertation makes several contributions:
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1. It introduces the novel paradigm of Proactive Context-aware Computing and
Systems and describes the requirements and challenges that this paradigm entails.
It also presents a vision to realize it.
2. It presents the design and implementation of a proactive context-aware middleware
which has been developed by enhancing an existing context-aware middleware,
Rover II, and which exhibits the capabilities required by proactive context-aware
computing.
3. It presents various systems and approaches that we have developed, some as part
of the enhanced Rover II middleware, in order to realize the vision of proactive
context-aware computing. These form the building blocks of a proactive context-
aware system and include:
• Locus [7, 8] - a robust and calibration-free indoor localization, tracking and
navigation system for multi-story buildings,
• SenseMe [9] - a system that leverages a user’s smartphone and its multiple sen-
sors in order to perform continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context
and activity recognition,
• TellMe [10] - a novel, general and flexible framework for bootstrapped discov-
ery and ranking of heterogeneous relevant services and information in context-
aware systems,
• An unsupervised algorithm and system [11], that models users’ interests from
their Facebook profiles and activities, for personalizing the relevant informa-
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tion,
• A system and an approach [12] for leveraging the aggregated sensed context
(context history) of several users in order to recommend new information to a
particular user via collaborative filtering techniques,
• A Learning Engine [13], within the infrastructure of the Rover II middleware,
which implements several novel approaches and algorithms that employ var-
ious contextual features and state of the art machine learning techniques for
building diverse behavioral models of users,
• A Planning Framework [14], within the infrastructure of the Rover II mid-
dleware, which employs HTN Planning and demonstrates the feasibility of
enabling proactivity in a context-aware system.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized into several chapters. In Chapter 2, we describe the existing
context-aware middleware, Rover II. In Chapter 3, we explain the enhancements made to
Rover II (in the form of new components and subsystems) as well as other approaches that
we have developed in order to achieve the vision of proactive context-aware computing.
Chapters 4 - 11 explain the various approaches and subsystems in detail. We finally
conclude and discuss our contributions and future work in Chapter 12.
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Chapter 2: Existing context-aware middleware - Rover II
A middleware is an enabling layer of software that resides between the application pro-
gram and the networked layer of heterogeneous platforms and protocols. It decouples
applications from any dependencies on the plumbing layer that consists of heterogeneous
operating systems, hardware platforms and communication protocols. [15]
Rover II [16, 17] is an integration and fusion middleware that caters to the develop-
ment of context-aware applications. It provides the means to store and retrieve contextual
information as well as facilitates delivery of relevant services to applications to more
effectively use the contextual information.
2.1 Rover Context Model
RoCoM [16] is an ontological model built around four Primitives. These Primitives are
the building blocks of every context-aware system built on this model. Each piece of con-
textual information is associated with at least one of these primitives. We have identified
these primitives depending on the role they play in defining and influencing the context
of a given situation. We discuss each primitive now:
• Entity: An individual element of the context-aware system, such as a person, a
place, an organization, or a computing device. The properties or attributes of an
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entity constitute its context. An entity can be classified as physical or virtual; per-
manent or transient; single or group. Typically, entities would be specific to a
situation. For instance, in the case of an accident situation, an entity involved can
be a person, a place, a car, a building, etc.
• Event: An event has one or more entities involved in it and can consist of one or
more activities. Every event will have a start time and/or end time, along with a
duration, associated with it. It has its own properties or context, and inherits the
context of involved entities and activities. An example of an event would be a road
accident or simply a request for dining information. An event triggers the context-
aware system and sets the implicit desired outcome or the goal, whether its long
term or short term. Events play the prime role in defining the initial context. Since
the event acts as the trigger of the situation, the context of the event influences how
the situation is handled. For example, consider the case where an emergency call
is made when a road accident happens. The person involved in the accident may
have high blood sugar and blood pressure, which would define the context based on
which services have to provided to him. But if in the course of the accident, he had
a severe head injury, these conditions may become secondary. A medical center
handling emergency casualties becomes relevant then. Thus, the event triggers the
situation and contributes its context to it.
• Activity: An activity occurs for a fixed time and causes a change in context. Every
activity is driven by a goal. The goal ceases to exist once the sequence of activities
aiming to achieve it have been performed. There can be interaction or coordination
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between different activities to achieve the common goal. Every activity has some
executable or action associated with it, which is required to carry out the operations
necessary for it to achieve the goal. An activity is performed by one or more entities
and derives a part of its context from those entities. It also influences the context
of the entities involved in it. For instance, when an emergency call is made on M-
Urgency [18], the context of the emergency dispatcher changes from “available” to
“busy” when the call is accepted. Every following activity will keep changing the
context of the involved entities.
• Relationship: A relationship describes how two primitives are related and has its
own context. Relationships can be derivative or transitive, i.e. if primitive A has
a relationship with primitive B, which in turn has a relationship with primitive C,
then A may also have a relationship with C. The relationship that an entity shares
with another entity influences the context of the situation. The creation, change or
end of a relationship between entities redefines the context. For example, when the
relationship between dispatcher and an emergency responder is created, the context
of the responder changes from “available” to “assigned”. And if he/she was the
last responder available, the system should behave differently when further calls
are made to the him/her.
2.2 Rover II Ecosystem and Architecture
Figure 2.1 provides a high level layout of the Rover II ecosystem architecture. An ecosys-
tem here is a logical view of how different entities interact with the context-aware system.
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Figure 2.1: Rover 2.0 ecosystem
This architecture is centered on the information flow between the various sources and the
end application or users. The architecture is organized in three tiers:
• Service Tier This tier consists of external or third party services with which the sys-
tem communicates to obtain structured/unstructured information. Figure 2.1 shows
some of the services that have been implemented in the system to date. The location
service resolves GPS coordinates or Wi-Fi signals to a location with the local map
system; the streaming service enables any application to establish an audio/video
stream with the system; the external service enables incorporation of external infor-
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Figure 2.2: Rover II architecture
mation to add to the clarity of the context, e.g. the weather information, restaurant
menus, traffic information, etc.
• Interface Tier This tier defines the application interface for clients/applications
with the system.
• Context Tier This is the most critical part of the system which makes use of the
contextual information of each user to mediate the flow of information from the
source to the client/user. Based on the context of the user, along with the general
context of the environment, the information is filtered, consolidated and/or rear-
ranged, and some services are enabled.
Figure 2.2 depicts the detailed design of the Rover 2.0 Context Tier. The three layers
are:
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1. Service Interface - This layer interfaces with the third party services in the Service
Tier and that could be Web Services, REST based services, etc.
2. Client Interface - This layer interfaces with the client applications. The interaction
can be through HTTP, TCP sockets or through Remote Procedure Calls.
3. The Rover Core - This layer forms the core layer of the Rover Server. It consists of
several modules that handle and propagate context:
(a) The Controller is the main module, which schedules different processes run-
ning inside the Rover Core and passes around the context between modules.
(b) The Context Store contains the aggregation of context for every instance of a
primitive such as an entity or event, etc.
(c) The Template Store contains the primitives and context templates in ontologi-
cal form.
(d) The Context Engine determines the relevant context for each primitive based
on predefined templates stored in the Template Store.
(e) The Template Manager is used to retrieve the context and primitives templates
from the Template Store.
(f) The Activity Manager is responsible for the execution of all the activity(s) that
form an event, until the Goal of the event or activity has been achieved.
(g) The UI Console is the user interface for a human entity, for making decisions
based on the contextual information provided by the system.
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Chapter 3: Enhanced Rover II
This chapter explains the various approaches and systems that we have developed, includ-
ing some as part of the enhanced Rover II ecosystem and architecture, in order to achieve
the vision of proactive context-aware computing.
3.1 Rover II - New Architecture and enhancements
Figure 3.1 shows the new architecture for Rover II. Here, we have retained the core struc-
ture of the existing middleware while adding components and functionalities, that achieve
proactive context-aware computing, such as:
1. A Graph DB based Context Store - This component stores the current context for
an entity such as a user. Even though ontologies (used in Rover II) are expressive
and promote reuse and interoperability between applications, they often become
too cumbersome and intractable for use in practical systems. Hence, instead of
ontologies, we have adopted a more flexible approach that uses a NoSQL graph
database for storing users’ context.
2. Context Interface - This component interfaces with the Context Store and is respon-










































Figure 3.1: Rover 2.0 new architecture
3. A smartphone client agent application called SenseMe for performing multi-dimensional
context and activity recognition.
4. Relevant Information Discovery and Ranking Engine - This component is respon-
sible for dynamically determining information relevant to the users’ context or sit-
uations. The Relevant Information Discovery and Ranking Engine as well as the
Service Tier together form a part of the TellMe framework.
In Rover II, the Context Engine contained predefined templates (created by the sys-
tem designer) for determining information relevant to a user’s situation. However,
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as we discuss later, such an approach is not scalable and flexible and cannot be
dynamically adjusted.
5. Learning engine - This component is responsible for learning and storing behav-
ioral models of users from their context history (which has been extracted from
their behavioral logs). It would also refine these models periodically based on user
feedback or changed context.
6. User models store - This component stores the learned user models.
7. Rule based engine - This component is responsible for generating and storing rules
derived from user behavioral models.
8. Activity Store - This component stores the actions that can be executed by the
system on the users’ behalf.
9. Planning Engine - This component is responsible for generating a plan that contains
a sequence of actions that the middleware can execute in order to act proactively on
behalf of the user. The Planning Engine and the Activity Store together form the
Planning Framework of the Rover II context-aware middleware.
3.2 Building blocks of a proactive context-aware system
We now explain the various systems that we have developed which, when integrated
together with the components of the enhanced Rover II middleware, form the building
blocks of a proactive context-aware middleware:
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3.2.1 Determining the indoor location of a user - Locus
Since location is often considered as one of the most significant context of a user, it is
important for any context-aware system to determine it accurately. The most popular
technology for localization is GPS, which provides worldwide coverage and accuracy
of a few meters depending upon satellite geometry and receiver hardware. Its major
shortcoming is that it is reliable only in outdoor environments with direct visibility to at
least four GPS satellites.
For indoor environments, alternative technologies are required. A fundamental goal
of indoor localization technology is to achieve the milestone of combining minimal cost
with accuracy sufficient enough for general consumer applications. To achieve this, cur-
rent indoor positioning systems need either extensive calibration or expensive hardware.
Moreover, very few systems built so far have addressed floor determination in multi-story
buildings. To address this, we have developed a Wi-Fi based indoor localization, tracking
and navigation system for multi-story buildings called Locus [7, 8] (Chapter 4). Locus
determines a device’s floor as well as location on that floor by using existing knowledge
of infrastructure, and without requiring any calibration or proprietary hardware. It is an
inexpensive solution with minimum setup and maintenance expenses, is scalable, readily
deployable and robust to environmental changes. Experimental results in three different
buildings spanning multiple floors show that it can determine the floor with 95.33% accu-
racy and the location on the floor with an error of 6.49m on an average in real life practical
environments. We also demonstrate its utility via two location-based applications for in-
door navigation and tracking in emergency scenarios.
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3.2.2 Continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context and activity
recognition - SenseMe
In order to make context-aware systems more effective and provide timely, personalized
and relevant information to a user, the context or situation of the user must be clearly
defined along several dimensions. To this end, the system needs to simultaneously recog-
nize multiple dimensions of the user’s situation such as location, physical activity etc. in
an automated and unobtrusive manner. To achieve this, we have developed SenseMe [9]
(Chapter 5) - a system that leverages a user’s smartphone and its multiple sensors in order
to perform continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context and activity recogni-
tion. It recognizes five dimensions of a user’s situation in a robust, automated, scalable,
power efficient and non-invasive manner to paint a context-rich picture of the user. We
evaluate SenseMe against several metrics with the aid of 2 two-week long live deploy-
ments involving 15 participants. We demonstrate improved or comparable accuracy with
respect to existing systems without requiring any calibration or input.
As part of this work, we also conducted an exploratory study [19] of privacy, trust,
risks and other concerns of users with smart phone based personal sensing systems and
applications. The results of this study are presented in Chapter 6.
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3.2.3 Bootstrapped discovery and ranking of relevant services and infor-
mation in context-aware systems - TellMe
A context-aware system uses context to provide relevant information and services to the
users, where relevancy depends on the users’ situation. This relevant information could
include a wide range of heterogeneous content. Many existing context-aware systems
determine this information based on pre-defined ontologies or rules. In addition, they
rely on users’ context history to filter it. Moreover, they often provide domain-specific
information. Such systems are not applicable to a large and varied set of user situations
and information needs, and may suffer from cold start for new users. We address these
limitations and propose a novel, general and flexible approach for bootstrapped discovery
and ranking of heterogeneous relevant services and information in context-aware systems.
We present the design and implementation of a framework called TellMe [10] (integrated
with the Rover II context-aware middleware) which employs four variations of a base
algorithm to rank candidate relevant services, and the information to be retrieved from
them, based on the Semantic Relatedness between the information provided by the ser-
vices and the user’s situation description. We conduct a live deployment with 14 subjects
to evaluate the efficacy of our algorithms. We demonstrate that they have strong posi-
tive correlation with human supplied relevance rankings and can be used as an effective
means to discover and rank relevant services and information. We also show that our
approach is applicable to a wide set of users’ situations and to new users without requir-
ing any user interaction history. Chapter 7 explains TellMe and addresses the problem of
bootstrapped discovery and ranking of heterogeneous relevant services and information
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in context-aware systems.
3.2.4 Personalizing relevant information by unsupervised modeling of
users’ interests from their Facebook profiles and activities
Once the relevant information has been determined, it should be personalized based on
users’ individual preferences. These preferences can be either obtained explicitly by ask-
ing users to create user interest profiles or by modeling these profiles in an automated
manner which is preferable and less burdensome. In today’s world, social networks such
as Facebook or Twitter provide users with a powerful platform for interest expression and
can, thus, act as a rich content source for automated user interest modeling. This, how-
ever, poses significant challenges because the user generated content on them consists of
free unstructured text. In addition, users may not explicitly post or tweet about everything
that interests them. Moreover, their interests evolve over time.
To address these challenges, we propose a novel unsupervised algorithm and system
[11] (Chapter 8) that models a broad range of users’ explicit and implicit interests from
their social network profile and activities without any user input. We perform extensive
evaluation of our system, and algorithm, with a dataset consisting of 488 active Facebook
users’ profiles and demonstrate that it can accurately estimate users’ interests in practice.
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3.2.5 Recommending new information to the user via multi-dimensional
collaborative recommendations
The users’ sensed context, such as their location and activities, is aggregated over a pe-
riod of time to generate their context history. The context history of several users can
be leveraged to recommend new information to a particular user via techniques such as
collaborative filtering. Previous work has mainly explored recommendations along one
dimension such as location; however, users would also benefit from recommendations
for activities in which to participate at those locations along with suitable times and days.
Thus, systems that provide collaborative recommendations involving multiple dimensions
such as location, activities and time would enhance the overall experience of users. The
relationship among these dimensions can be modeled by higher-order matrices called
tensors which are then solved by tensor factorization. However, these tensors can be ex-
tremely sparse. To address this, we present a system and an approach [12] (Chapter 9), for
performing multi-dimensional collaborative recommendations using tensor factorization
on sparse user-generated data. We formulate an objective function which simultaneously
factorizes coupled tensors and matrices constructed from heterogeneous data sources. We
evaluate our system and approach on large-scale real world data sets consisting of 588,000
Flickr photos collected from three major metro regions in USA. We compare our approach
with several state-of-the-art baselines and demonstrate that it outperforms all of them.
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3.2.6 Modeling Users’ Behavior from their Context History
A large volume of research in mobile and ubiquitous systems has been devoted to using
data sensed from users’ smartphones for inferring their current high level context and ac-
tivities. However, mining of users’ diverse longitudinal behavioral patterns from this data,
which can enable exciting new context-aware applications and services, has not received
much attention. In this work, we focus on learning diverse patterns from large-scale data
collected from users’ smartphones [13]. We utilize these patterns to help identify a va-
riety of users’ behaviors, habits, and daily life places and activities. To address this, we
use their context history to build different types of user behavioral models. The Learn-
ing Engine (see Figure 3.1) mines this history for building user behavioral models using
a combination of machine learning and data mining algorithms such as Decision Trees,
k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier, k Means clustering, Hidden Markov Models, and
Association Rule Mining.
Chapter 10 explains the design and implementation of the Learning Engine of the
Rover II middleware framework. This engine implements several novel approaches and
algorithms that employ various contextual features and state of the art machine learn-
ing techniques for building diverse behavioral models of users. Examples of generated
models include classifying users’ semantic places and mobility states, predicting their
availability for accepting calls and inferring their device charging behavior. We evalu-
ate our work on large-scale real-world smartphone data of 200 users, from the Device-
Analyzer dataset, consisting of 365 million data points. We show that our algorithms
and approaches can model user behavior with high accuracy and outperform existing ap-
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proaches.
3.2.7 Proactively taking actions on behalf of the user
The context-aware middleware can utilize the behavioral models of users in order to pre-
dict their future behavior and proactively take actions on their behalf. These actions could
include tasks such as sending emails, calling a phone number, changing the device mode
(say from silent to ringer) based on their situation, installing or starting an application on
the user’s device etc. To this end, we present a new paradigm for enabling proactivity
in context-aware middleware systems by means of a Planning Framework based on HTN
planning. We present the design of a Planning Framework [14] within the infrastructure
of the Rover II middleware in Chapter 11. We implement this framework and demonstrate
its utility with several use cases. We also highlight the benefits of using such a framework
in dynamic ubiquitous systems.
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Chapter 4: Locus: A indoor localization, tracking and navigation sys-
tem for multi-story buildings
Since location is often considered as one of the most significant context of a user, it is
important for any context-aware system to determine it accurately. The most popular
technology for localization is GPS, which provides worldwide coverage and accuracy
of a few meters depending upon satellite geometry and receiver hardware. Its major
shortcoming is that it is reliable only in outdoor environments with direct visibility to at
least four GPS satellites.
For indoor environments, alternative technologies are required. A fundamental goal
of indoor localization technology is to achieve the milestone of combining minimal cost
with accuracy sufficient enough for general consumer applications. To achieve this, cur-
rent indoor positioning systems need either extensive calibration or expensive hardware.
Moreover, very few systems built so far have addressed floor determination in multi-story
buildings. In this chapter, we present Locus [7, 8] - a robust and calibration-free indoor
localization, tracking and navigation system for multi-story buildings that addresses these
limitations.
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4.1 Introduction and Related Work
A user’s location has become increasingly important for mobile computing, providing
the basis for services such as navigation and location-aware advertising. The most pop-
ular technology for localization today is GPS, which provides worldwide coverage and
accuracy of a few meters depending upon satellite geometry and receiver hardware. How-
ever, its major shortcoming is that it is reliable only in outdoor environments with direct
visibility to at least four GPS satellites.
For indoor environments, alternative technologies are required. A fundamental goal
of indoor location technology is to achieve minimal cost with accuracy sufficient enough
for general consumer applications. A low-cost indoor positioning system should be inex-
pensive, both to install and maintain. It should require only available consumer hardware
to operate, and its accuracy should be room-level or better. To achieve this level of ac-
curacy, current systems need either extensive calibration or expensive hardware. Most
of them are based primarily on time or signal strength information. Time-based systems
require hardware support for timestamping that is not available in consumer products. A
third alternative, angle-of-arrival information is useful in outdoor environments but is not
generally helpful indoors due to obstructions and reflections. For more information on
angle-of-arrival or time-based approaches, refer to the survey on indoor positioning by
Liu et al. [20].
The use of wireless received signal strength indicators (RSSI) values for localization
of mobile devices is a popular technique due to the widespread availability of wireless
signals and the relatively low cost of implementation. In its simplest version, it involves
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the mobile device measuring the signal strengths of existing infrastructure points such as
Wi-Fi access points (APs) or mobile phone base stations. The device then reports the
origin of the strongest signal it can hear, or the accesspoint to which it is connected, as its
location. This technique may be applied both to short range communications technologies
such as RFID or Bluetooth as well as longer range technologies such as Wi-Fi or mobile
phones. However, its performance is directly linked to the density of reference points.
While there are several other techniques for indoor localization such as ultrasonic ranging
(used in [21] and [22]), we focus our discussion mainly on Wi-Fi based techniques and
systems.
The accuracy of signal strength approaches is improved to meter-level by fingerprint-
ing techniques, such as those used in RADAR [23] or Horus [24], that use pre-measured
fingerprinting radio maps. One such commercial solution is Ekahau 1, which achieves a
high localization accuracy of 1 to 3 m but requires proprietary hardware. However, a ma-
jor drawback of fingerprinting is the overhead of recording the radio map — a significant
amount of human effort and money is required to record the signal strength at each de-
sired location using a receiver. To overcome this limitation, organic positioning systems
(which aim to eliminate these deficiencies by managing their own accuracy and obtaining
input from users and other sources) are being developed. An example of such a system
is WiFiSLAM 2 which exploits the power of crowdsourcing to mitigate the manual effort
required in fingerprinting and reports a localization accuracy of 2.5m. Similarly, Ledlie et
al. [25] utilize crowd sourcing to facilitate fingerprinting and build an organic positioning
system called Mole. However, ordinary users who are not trained like surveyors to take
1 http://www.ekahau.com/ 2 https://angel.co/wifislam
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fingerprint scans can introduce noise in the collected radio maps. Moreover, the quality
of the system’s response depends on the willingness of users to contribute during its en-
tire life cycle. If the user input rate varies with time, it can cause the system to become
“unstable” [26].
More importantly, these works do not overcome another significant limitation of fin-
gerprinting i.e. it is not robust to environmental changes. If the infrastructure or environ-
ment changes significantly — for instance, if the locations of APs are changed, furniture
is moved around, the number of people occupying the closed space increases dramati-
cally, or the test site is changed; the radio map must be remeasured to maintain perfor-
mance [27]. Similar to WiFiSLAM, PlaceLab [28] uses crowdsourcing and war-driving
to create radio maps of existing Wi-Fi/GSM APs. They aim to improve coverage at the
expense of accuracy, achieving a median accuracy of 15-20m. However, war-driving can
be extremely time-consuming. An ideal solution should be cheap and scalable. Moreover,
as mentioned earlier, if the environment changes, the radio map must be recalibrated.
Systems that don’t use fingerprinting techniques can suffer from low accuracy. These
include Active Campus [29], that uses an empirical propagation model and a hillclimbing
algorithm to compute location with a location error of about 10 meters. Li [30] proposed a
ratio based algorithm which produces median errors of roughly 20 feet (6.1 m) by predic-
tively computing a map of signal strength ratios. Lim et al. [31] developed an automated
system for collection of RSSI values between APs and between a client and an AP. They
determine the client’s location with an error of 3m. They do not create a radio map but
require initial AP calibration and its modification for continuous data collection. Madigan
et al. [32] encoded the dependency between RSSI and distance in the form of Bayesian
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networks, and rely on statistical sampling to localize. This requires an infrastructure setup
that can provide fingerprints (though the associated locations are not needed) from many
mobile devices or from a single mobile device over a long period of time.
Lately, some commercial solutions such as iBeaconTM3 have emerged which enable
indoor localization using Bluetooth Low Energy signals and employ a Bluetooth emitter
as a landmark. The range of iBeacon varies from “immediate” (< 0.5 m) through “near”
(0.5 - 2 m) to “far” (2 - 30m). However, iBeacon requires external hardware such as
bluetooth emitters to be installed in all buildings where indoor localization needs to be
performed.
More important than the raw error in distance is the computation of the correct floor
in indoor multi-story environments. Even a most modest error in altitude can result in
an incorrect floor. This leads to a high location error as determined by human walking
distance. Identifying the exact floor is also more difficult because there are multiple APs
on each floor and a device can receive signals from APs spread across several floors.
Several existing systems either require user input for floor or do not address floor
determination. Active Campus [29] has options for user adjustments to correct the com-
puted floor while in [30], the testbed is assumed to be on a single floor. FTrack [33]
uses an accelerometer to capture user motion data to determine floor but requires user
input for initial floor. Moreover, it achieves a floor accuracy of > 90% after 2 hours of
experimentation.
Other systems have employed fingerprinting for floor determination. Skyloc ( [34,35])
uses GSM based fingerprinting for floor and location determination. It has been tested in
3 http://blog.nerdery.com/2013/11/nerdery-labs-ibeacon-experiments/
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three multi-story buildings and achieves a best case correct floor estimation in 73% and
an estimation within 2 floors in 97% of the experiments. This makes it unsuitable for real
world applications. Other works such as Alsehly et al. [36] focus on floor determination
alone (without localization on the floor) and achieve a floor accuracy of 86% by finding
the k Nearest Neighbors in the radio map obtained by fingerprinting. Marques et al. [37]
propose a fingerprinting-based technique that applies similarity functions and majority
rules to determine the floor and location of the device. As mentioned earlier, fingerprint-
ing based techniques suffer from several drawbacks including the manual and monetary
overhead required to record the radio map, and non-robustness to environmental changes.
To address all these limitations, we present Locus — a Wi-Fi based indoor localiza-
tion, tracking and navigation system for multi-story buildings. Locus employs a Floor
and Location Determination algorithm to determine a device’s floor, and location on that
floor, in a multi-story building without any calibration. It achieves approximately room-
level accuracy by using the existing knowledge of infrastructure but without the need of
building radio maps by fingerprinting. It is an inexpensive solution suitable for localiza-
tion with minimum setup or maintenance expenses. Hence, it has very low computational
requirements. By avoiding the dependence on radio maps, it is readily deployable and
robust to environmental changes unlike fingerprinting based techniques. Since it relies on
existing mobile device capabilities, it does not require an instrumented set up or propri-
etary hardware. Hence, its hardware complexity is minimal.
An initial version of the Locus system and experiments in a testbed consisting of one
multi-story building were presented in Bhargava et al. [7]. Our contributions are:
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• We present a modified version of the underlying algorithm which improves the
average location error (Section 4.3). We also present an approach for determining
shortest path between two indoor locations on the same and different floors of a
building.
• We present experiments conducted with commercial smart devices in a real life
practical testbed consisting of three different buildings that span multiple floors
and a total covered area of over 200,000 sq. feet (Section 4.4). Our experiments
show that Locus can determine the floor with an accuracy of 95.33% (> 90% floor
accuracy across all the buildings) and the location on the floor with an error of
6.49m on an average.
• Our experiments also show that our system, as well as its underlying algorithm,
can be universally used without any calibration and are scalable across different
multi-story buildings with varying AP density.
• We demonstrate the robustness of Locus to environmental changes by conducting
experiments at different times in a day (with varying number of people), on days
spread across a month (with changes such as movement of furniture and locked
doors) as well as before and after displacement of APs.
• We validate the utility of Locus via two location based applications for indoor nav-
igation and tracking in emergency scenarios.
Our system has no requirements on the infrastructure other than the locations of land-
marks, such as APs, which can be easily obtained. Such independence from the infras-
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(a) A.V. Williams Building (b) Susquehanna Hall (c) Holzapfel Hall
Figure 4.1: The three multi-floor buildings in UMD campus which serve as test beds for
Locus
tructure means that it can be applied in a wider range of scenarios. As explained in Section
4.5, it can enable indoor location based services and applications that require room-level
accuracy. These include a tracking and navigation smartphone application that can down-
load a map of a building the user is in, track his approximate current position on a floor
map, and provide indoor navigation directions for destinations such as restrooms, offices,
or conference rooms. It is also essential for situations like search and rescue operations
in emergency scenarios where knowledge of the exact floor and location of the device
or person on that floor is crucial for timely assistance. Though our system has a higher
location error as compared to fingerprinting techniques, we believe it still serves as a com-
petitive alternative particularly in scenarios where extensive fingerprinting is not feasible
or affordable and it is preferable to trade a little accuracy for saved human effort.
4.2 Experimental Setup and Data Collection
The testbed for Locus is a real life practical environment consisting of three multi-story
academic office buildings at the University of Maryland — the A.V. Williams Building
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Bldg # Name Area (ft.2) Floor # of APs AP density (AP per ft.2) # of Test Points




















Table 4.1: Testbed Buildings’ Characteristics
(Building # 1), Susquehanna Hall (Building # 2) and Holzapfel Hall (Building # 3). Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the three buildings. Table 4.1 shows the total covered area, number of
floors,number of APs on each floor and the average AP density of each of the three build-
ings. As evident, the buildings have varied structure, floor area as well as AP density.
The AP model deployed in the campus and used in our experimental setup is the
Cisco AIR-LAP1142N-A-K9. Each physical AP runs several virtual APs mapped to it.
The last hexadecimal digit for the base MAC address (for a physical AP) is 0, for instance
00:xx:yy:zz:96:20, while for each virtual AP, it is varied, for example 00:xx:yy:zz:96:22,
00:xx:yy:zz:96:24, etc. Some MAC addresses of virtual APs were seen to repeat for
802.11a and 802.11b/g/n networks.
For data collection and experimental evaluation, we defined a two dimensional coor-
dinate system for each building, in our test bed, which spanned the entire building. One
corner of the building was marked as the origin (0,0). The horizontal X axis was aligned
with one wall of the building while the vertical Y axis was aligned perpendicular to it.
The axis points were placed 1 feet apart on each axis. The locations of all the APs and
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(a) Floor Map of the first floor (b) Floor Map of the second floor
(c) Floor Map of the third floor (d) Floor Map of the fourth floor
Figure 4.2: Floor Maps of Building # 1 (AV Williams Building) with locations of the
APs and some of the test points marked
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(a) Floor Map of the first floor (b) Floor Map of the second floor
(c) Floor Map of the third floor (d) Floor Map of the fourth floor
Figure 4.3: Floor Maps of Building # 2 (Susquehanna Hall) with locations of the APs
and some of the test points marked
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test points (where the RSSI samples were recorded) in that building were then defined in
this X-Y coordinate space. The APs are placed at fixed locations as determined by the
campus authorities. We placed the test points 5 feet apart in the corridors and a few ac-
cessible rooms on each floor of each building. This distribution generated 120 test points
in Building # 1, 75 test points in Building # 2 and 50 test points in Building # 3 (Table
4.1). Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the floor maps of each of the testbed buildings with
the location of the APs and some of the test points marked. To improve the legibility of
the floor maps so that individual locations can be discerned, we have marked the locations
of some of the test points only.
We collected RSSI samples at these labeled test points using an Android based mobile
client application called LocateMe (explained later in Section 4.3.1). We noted the ground
truth (x,y, floor) coordinates of the test point where the samples was collected. We then
compared these ground truth values with the actual (x,y,floor) values estimated by Locus
for each sample.
4.3 The Locus System
The Locus system has a client-server architecture. The lightweight client application runs
on a mobile device and scans the Wi-Fi environment. Each scan at a test point produces
a RSSI sample which contains the network name (SSID), MAC address, signal strength
and frequency for each AP heard at the test point. This sample is then sent to the Locus
server in a HTTP query. The server side system parses the AP list with signal strength
values and employs a Floor and Location Determination algorithm in order to determine
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(a) Floor Map of the Ground Floor (b) Floor Map of the First Floor

















<x,y>, AP Id, 
Floor #, Building
(d) System overview of Locus
Figure 4.4: Floor Maps of Building # 3 (Holzapfel Hall) with locations of the APs and
some of the test points marked, and System overview of Locus
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an indoor location (x coordinate, y coordinate, Room #, Floor, Building, Address) for the
test point which is returned as a JSON response to the client’s query.
Figure 4.4(d) shows the overview of Locus. It consists of two subsystems:
4.3.1 Client side application
The client application for Locus is an Android mobile application called ‘LocateMe’ that
can run on a smartphone or a tablet. The application scans the environment for Wi-Fi
APs using the standard Android scan functionality 4. This RSSI sample is then sent
by the client to the Locus Server side system. All the samples are pruned to remove
detected signals weaker than a threshold value of -85 dBm. This is because AP signal
strengths below this threshold are weak and received only occasionally, while stronger
signal strength values are received consistently.







The LocateMe client application also receives the JSON response returned by the Lo-
cus server side system and displays it to the user. This response contains the x coordinate,
y coordinate, floor, room and building address information for the location at which the
RSSI sample was taken.
4 http://developer.android.com/reference/android/net/wifi/WifiManager.html
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4.3.2 Locus Server side system
The Locus Server side system consists of four components:
4.3.2.1 Access Points, Rooms and Buildings Database
The server side system maintains a database of 4500 APs deployed in the UMD campus5.
The database includes their MAC addresses, AP IDs (which correspond to the room num-
ber of the nearest room), and the floors, wings and buildings where they are installed.
It also records the ‘Room Use’ for each room which corresponds to its category such as
‘Faculty Office’, ‘Staff Office’, ‘GA room’ etc.
In addition, the database also contains the (x,y) coordinates for each AP (in the coor-
dinate system of that building) in each of the three buildings in our test bed. Along with
this information, the database also stores the bounding box coordinates (north east and
south west corners) for all the rooms in each of our testbed buildings.
4.3.2.2 Locus Floor and Location Determination Algorithm
The Locus server side system parses the XML that it receives from the Android client
application and resolves the <x,y> coordinates, AP ID, Floor, and Building Address of
every AP, present in the XML, based on its MAC address. In the majority of the samples,
the APs being heard in a sample were present within the same building. The system
then employs the Locus Floor and Location Determination algorithm (Algorithm 1) to
determine the indoor location of the client device.
5 This data was not collected manually but was obtained from appropriate sources at the university. We
updated the database periodically by obtaining an updated list of the APs and their locations.
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Algorithm 1: Locus Floor and Location Determination Algorithm
Data: RSSI sample from the client containing the SSID, MAC address, and RSSI value for
each AP being heard
Result: Client’s estimated location - X,Y coordinate, Room #, Floor #, Building, Address,
Location Type, Room Use
Remove all APs with signal strength < threshold;
while not at end of Data do
map MAC address of each AP to Building, floor, x,y;
end
foreach Building floor do
compute statistical measures : numSS, avgSS, maxSS, varSS
end
Determine floor properties - maxNumFloors, maxSSFloor, maxAvgFloor, maxVarFloor;
// Check the combinations and individual properties in
decreasing order of their accuracies as mentioned in
Table 4.2
foreach Combination or property that is satisfied do
if labelCombination equals null then
Select the current combination to determine label floor;
labelCombination←− Higher order combination enclosed in the current selection;
labelFloor←− floor property satisfying the labelCombination;
end
Compute weights for every AP on labelFloor based on its power;
Location <x,y>←− weighted average of locations of n APs heard from labelFloor;
Map Location to a Room #;
Determine Building Location Type and Room Use;
return Location, labelFloor, Building, Address, Location Type and Room Use
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The algorithm determines the location in two phases:
• Floor Determination Phase - To determine the floor, the algorithm computes the fol-
lowing four statistical measures, for each building floor, from every signal strength
sample that it receives from the client:
1. numSS - # of signals from the floor,
2. maxSS - Highest signal strength received from the floor,
3. avgSS - Average of signal strengths received from the floor,
4. varSS - Variance of signal strengths received from the floor.
These statistical measures were selected based on the fact that AP signals are atten-
uated when passing through ceilings and floors. As a result, a client is more likely
to hear signals from its current floor than other floors, and those signals are likely to
be stronger. AP signal strengths from a different floor will be attenuated and hence
their average strength will be lower. The variance of signal strengths of APs from
the current floor is also expected to be higher than other floors. This is because all
floors will have some APs with low signal strengths, but the current floor will have
APs with high as well as low signal strengths.
Comparing these statistical measures across floors, a floor property value is applied
to each sample. The property value is a floor number, or in the case of a tie, floor
numbers. The properties are:
1. maxNumFloors: Floor(s) with maximum count of signals.
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Combination/Property Recall Precision Accuracy
maxNumFloors = maxSSFloor= maxAvgFloor = maxVarFloor 1.0 0.83 0.91
maxNumFloors = maxSSFloor= maxAvgFloor 0.97 0.79 0.87
maxNumFloors= maxAvgFloor = maxVarFloor 1.0 0.72 0.84
maxNumFloors = maxSSFloor= maxVarFloor 0.97 0.73 0.83
maxSSFloor= maxAvgFloor = maxVarFloor 1.0 0.67 0.80
maxNumFloors = maxSSFloor, maxVarFloor = maxAvgFloor 1.0 0.71 0.83
maxNumFloors = maxAvgFloor, maxVarFloor = maxSSFloor 0.99 0.69 0.82
maxNumFloors = maxVarFloor, maxSSFloor = maxAvgFloor 0.99 0.68 0.81
maxNumFloors = maxSSFloor 0.97 0.85 0.92
maxAvgFloor = maxVarFloor 0.92 0.89 0.91
maxSSFloor = maxAvgFloor 0.95 0.81 0.87
maxNumFloors = maxAvgFloor 1.0 0.76 0.86
maxNumFloors = maxVarFloor 0.93 0.81 0.86
maxSSFloor= maxVarFloor 0.95 0.74 0.83
maxNumFloors - - 0.91
maxSSFloor - - 0.87
maxAvgFloor - - 0.86
maxVarFloor - - 0.82
Table 4.2: Accuracy for individual properties and combination of properties
2. maxSSFloor: Floor with AP with maximum signal strength
3. maxAvgFloor: Floor with maximum average signal strength
4. maxVarFloor: Floor with maximum signal strength variance
There are exceptions to these generalizations, particularly for the floors below and
above the actual floor, but the combined use of these properties can yield the correct
floor with very high probability (> 95%), as we observed empirically.
A validation dataset, containing 500 RSSI samples from 120 test points in Building
# 1, was collected via the methodology described for data collection in Section 8.7.
This dataset was used to evaluate the properties and their combinations to determine
their accuracies shown in Table 4.2. The combinations included taking two, three
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and all four properties together. If a plurality of the properties agree on a floor, that
is the label floor. If there is a tie, the property or combination of properties with the
higher accuracy is used as the label floor. This validation is performed only once
for tuning the algorithm. The algorithm is then used universally.
The Accuracy (a) measure for a combination is its F-Score which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. Precision (p) and Recall (r) are defined here as:
p =
# of instances valid for a combination where
label floor matched with ground truth floor
# of instances in the dataset where
label floor matched with ground truth floor
r =
# of instances valid for a combination where
label floor matched with ground truth floor
# of instances that were valid for
a combination
a = F-Score f =
2 ∗ p ∗ r
p+ r
The accuracy measure for each individual property is:
a =
# of instances where ground truth floor
was equal to the individual property
Total # of instances
in the dataset
Based on the determined accuracy measures, we established an order for checking
these properties and combinations in Algorithm 1 to determine the label combina-
tion and the label floor. Since the first combination is the highest order combination
(that involves all four properties being equal) and encompasses all other combina-
tions, it is tested first. Similarly, the combinations of three properties being equal
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are tested next as they include the combinations of two of the properties being equal
within them, and so on.
• Location Determination Phase - Once the algorithm determines the label floor of the
client, it uses an indoor radio propagation model in order to determine the client’s
approximate location on that floor. It first normalizes the square root of the power of
the signal received from each AP to generate a weight. It then computes a weighted
average of the location of the n strongest APs on the label floor, where n is varied
from 1 to the maximum number of APs heard from the label floor.
The signal strength for each AP is essentially the average of the signal strength of
all the virtual APs running from it. The weights are calculated by converting this
averaged signal strength to power (in mW), taking the square root and normalizing
it. This nullifies the effect of location of APs that are far away and have weaker
signal strengths. This is because they will have a much lower weight as compared
to APs that are closer and have stronger signal strengths. Thus, for APi :
Power Pi(in mW) = 10








The estimated X and Y coordinates for the client are calculated as a weighted aver-
age of the (x,y) coordinates of the n strongest APs.
































(a) CDF of Location Error for the validation data set
for different values of n
(b) Graph G describing the space on a build-
ing floor
Figure 4.5: CDF of Location Error for the training data set and Graph G describing the
space on a building floor
These estimated coordinates are then mapped to a Room # by comparing them with
the bounding box coordinates of each room on the label floor and determining the
bounding box within which they lie. If no corresponding bounding box is found,
then it is assumed that the test point is in the corridor and the nearest AP ID is
reported as its Room #.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the CDF for n ∈ [1, 7] for the validation dataset collected from
Building # 1. n= 3 achieves the least average location error of 7.42 m and hence,
we use n=3 in our current implementation6. Henceforth, all experimental results
will concentrate on n=3.
6 Plese note that n =1 corresponds to the location of the strongest AP being picked as the client’s location.
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4.3.2.3 Location Type and Room Use Determination
We also augment the location of the client with the Location Type of the building and
Room Use for the room. The Location Type corresponds to one of the FourSquare cate-
gories and is obtained by searching for the building using the FourSquare Venues API 7.
The Room Use corresponds to its category such as ‘Staff Office’, ‘Faculty Office’ etc.
Finally, the estimated location of the client consisting of the x coordinate, y coor-
dinate, room, floor, building address, location type and room use information is returned
as a JSON object to the client application. A sample JSON response returned by Locus is:
{“x coordinate”:35.80494601039969,“y coordinate”:1.6341576683999484, “Room”:“4149”,
“Floor”:“4”,“Wing”:“1c”,“Address”:“A.V. Williams Building, University of Maryland, College Park,
MD”,“Location Type”:“College Academic Building”,“Room Use”:“Faculty”}
4.3.3 Shortest Path Determination
Locus can also generate the shortest path between two indoor locations on the same or
different floors. This enables indoor navigation applications (explained later in Section
4.5.1) that can plot a path between two rooms and display it to the user on a floor plan.
It employs Algorithm 2 that takes as input a graph G (which represents the structure
of a building and contains rooms, stairwell/elevators, and corridor points as nodes) and
finds the shortest path between two nodes of G. An edge between two nodes denotes a
direct path between them. Each node essentially represents a geometric point (x,y) stored
in the spatial database. The weight of the edge between two nodes is computed based on
7 https://developer.foursquare.com/overview/venues.html
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Shortest Path Determination
Data: Graph G < N = {rooms, stairs/elevators, corridors}, E >, startNode,
endNode
Result: Shortest Path between two nodes
floor1← extract Floor from startNode;
floor2← extract Floor from endNode;
Sub Graph S1← get sub graph for floor1;
if floor1 6= floor2 then
Sub Graph S2← get sub graph for floor2;
Graph S←Merge S1 and S2;
Path← run Dijkstra’s algorithm on Graph S with startNode as source;
return Path;
the Euclidean distance between them. A sample graph is shown in Figure 4.5(b).
We do not use the entire graph for shortest path computations, but extract only the
floor sub-graphs that we will need. To this end, Algorithm 2 extracts the floor numbers of
startNode and endNode. If the two floors are different, it generates two sub graphs S1 and
S2 from G that contain nodes on the two floors (floor1 and floor2). It then combines S1 and
S2 to form graph S by connecting the inter-floor edges at stairwell/elevator nodes. Finally,
it performs a shortest path search on s using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm
is a single source shortest path algorithm that explores all possible nodes starting from
the source and keeps updating the shortest distance to reach a node. It also maintains
connectivity information based on the minimum distance, which helps to reconstruct the
shortest path starting from the source to any node on the graph. Algorithm 2 returns a
path as a set of nodes on the graph.
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4.4 Evaluation
We now evaluate the Locus system, and its underlying algorithm, using several evaluation
metrics which are established measures used in indoor localization ( [20]).
4.4.1 Test Dataset
To evaluate Locus, we collected several RSSI samples at different test points in the three
buildings in our test bed. These samples were collected by the authors using the Lo-
cateMe client application via the methodology described for data collection in Section
8.7. Our final test dataset contains 281 RSSI samples from 90 test points in Building # 1,
217 samples from 74 test points in Building # 2 and 164 samples from 50 test points in
Building # 3.
4.4.2 Results
We use seven metrics to evaluate the performance of the Locus system: Floor Accuracy,
Location Error, Complexity, Scalability, Universal Applicability, Robustness and Cost.
4.4.2.1 Floor Accuracy
Since our test sites are multi-story buildings, we have considered floor accuracy to be a
measure of the percentage of correct floor estimations by Locus. We believe that it is an
important performance measure especially for practical multi-story environments such as


































(a) Floor Accuracy results across all buildings



















Strongest APs heard at test point (n=3)
Other APs being heard from the same floor
Estimated Location
Actual Location
(b) An illustrative example showing Location of APs
and estimated and actual locations of client in Building
# 1 (using n=3)
Figure 4.6: Floor Accuracy and Location Estimation
# Building Name Average Error(m) Median Error(m)
1 AV Williams 6.7 5.31
2 Susquehanna Hall 7.37 7.28
3 Holzapfel Hall 5.41 4.63
Table 4.3: Average and median location errors (in m) for all the buildings for n=3
the accuracy with which the algorithm can correctly determine the current floor, be 1 floor
off (i.e. predict the adjacent floor to the actual floor as the correct floor) and be 2 floors
off, across all the three buildings. The average floor accuracy is 95.41% for Building #1,
99.54% for Building #2 and 92% for Building #3. The average floor accuracy across the
3 buildings is 95.33%.
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4.4.2.2 Location Error
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2.2, once the floor is determined, we determine the client’s
location on that floor by calculating a weighted average of the locations of the 3 strongest
APs being heard on that floor. Figure 4.6(b) shows an illustrative example with the loca-
tion of APs and actual and estimated locations of the client in Building # 1 marked.
Table 4.3 show the average and median location errors for all buildings for n=3. The
average location error across all the three buildings is 6.49m which corresponds to ap-
proximately room level accuracy. Figure 4.7 shows the PDF and CDF of the location
errors for n=3 for all the three buildings. In Building #1, 25 % of the errors lie within
2.95 m, 50 % within 5.31 m and 75% within 9.21 m. In Building # 2, 25 % of the errors
lie within 3.94 m, 50 % within 7.28 m and 75% within 10.12 m. In Building # 3, 25 % of
the errors lie within 2.87 m, 50 % within 4.63 m and 75% within 6.28 m.
4.4.2.3 Complexity
Complexity can be measured in terms of software or hardware. Since our approach re-
quires no proprietary hardware and is based solely on existing infrastructure, the hardware
complexity is minimal. Also, the Locus server side system runs on a central server that
has ample processing capability and power supply. The client side application is very
lightweight and runs on off the shelf mobile devices. In addition, it is restricted only to
scanning and detecting the APs being heard, sending this information to the server side
system and displaying the response received.
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(a) Cumulative Distribution Function of the Location
Error




















(b) Probability Density Function of Location Error
Figure 4.7: Location Error PDF and CDF for n=3 for all three buildings
4.4.2.4 Universal Applicability
Locus employs the underlying Floor and Location Determination algorithm for indoor
localization across all the buildings. No calibration is required for any building. Thus, it
is calibration-free and can be universally used.
4.4.2.5 Scalability
Scalability of a localization system can be assessed in terms of:
• Geographic scalability - This means that the system will work even when area or
volume covered is increased, and
• Density scalability, which means that as the number of units located per unit geo-
graphic area/space per time period is increased, wireless signal channels may be-











































(b) Readings sampled on different days separated by a
month
Figure 4.8: ANOVA Box Plots of Location Error for Building # 1 with readings sampled
on different times in a day and on different days separated by a month
required to perform localization.
• Another measure of scalability is the dimensional space of the system.
Locus can be used in multi-story and 3D spaces as shown by the experiments which
have been conducted across three different buildings in our campus. Since the density
of APs is part of the infrastructure, we have tested Locus on various floors of different
buildings where the AP density varies greatly (see Table 4.1). Also, the localization
process in Locus is independent of the number of floors in a building and hence, it can be
scaled to any multi-story building. In addition, the computational overhead of the SQL
queries is minimal. As a result, they can be easily scaled to a larger database.
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4.4.2.6 Robustness
Since Locus avoids any dependency on radio maps, it is robust to changes in the envi-
ronment such as the time of the day, number of people in the closed space etc. Even if
the positions of APs are changed, only the AP database will have to be updated. The de-
ployed system and its underlying algorithm will remain unchanged unlike fingerprinting,
where the radio map has to be calculated afresh.
To demonstrate the robustness of Locus to environmental changes such as rearrange-
ment of furniture or change in number of people, we carried out the following experi-
ments:
• Change in number of people: We collected 219 RSSI samples at three different
times in a day (in the morning at around 8 am, in the afternoon at around 1 pm and
in the evening at around 6 pm) at 120 test points in Building # 1. We selected these
times because they exhibit the greatest variation in the number of people present.
The university work hours are from 8:30 am - 4:30 pm. Hence, there are very few
people in the department at 8 am in the morning. Most people are in their offices
by 1 pm. Moreover, many people leave for home by 5:30 pm and only some of the
students are in the building at around 6 pm.
We performed one-way ANOVA on the samples with an α (significance) level of
0.05. Figure 4.8(a) shows the ANOVA box plot for the Location Error for readings
sampled at three different times in a day. The p-value was 0.71. As can be seen,
the mean values for the two box plots are aligned very closely, thus, indicating that
there was very little variation in the errors at the different times of the day. This
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demonstrates that Locus is agnostic to change in the number of people around.
• Environmental changes: Similarly, we carried out experiments on two days which
were a month apart (in January and February) to determine any effects that can arise
from environmental changes such as movement of furniture or open and closed
doors. We selected these days as they fall during the winter holidays and the subse-
quent spring semester and exhibit great variation in the environment. Most people
go home during the winter holidays and their offices are empty and locked.
We collected 281 samples in Building # 1 on these two selected days. We performed
one-way ANOVA on the samples with an α level of 0.05. Figure 4.8(b) shows the
ANOVA box plot for the Location Error for readings sampled on the same day in
January and February 2014. The p-value was 0.82. As can be seen, the mean values
for the two box plots are aligned very closely, thus, indicating that there was very
little variation in the errors at the days spread across a month.
• Displacement of APs: We also analyzed effects of changes such as displacement of
APs by conducting experiments on two different days before and after the displace-
ment. To this end, we first collected 265 RSSI samples in Building # 1. We then
manually interchanged the position of some of the APs in Building #1 and updated
their locations in our AP database. Finally, we collected the second set of RSSI
samples at the same test points in Building # 1.
Figure 4.10(a) shows the one -way ANOVA box plot for the Location Error for
the readings belonging to the two sets of samples. It was performed with an α
level of 0.05. As can be seen, the mean values for the two box plots are aligned
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very closely, thus, indicating that there was very little variation in the errors before
and after change in positions of APs. Moreover, as opposed to fingerprinting, no
recalibration of the system was required, thus, saving a significant amount of effort.
4.4.2.7 Deployability and Cost
One of the biggest advantages of Locus is that it is readily deployable and has zero cost
for deployment and maintenance as it relies solely on the existing infrastructure. The time
cost of setting up is also minimal as it only requires setting up access to a database with
the APs and buildings information.
4.5 Location-aware Applications
In this section, we describe two indoor localization applications, enabled by Locus, that
can be used to localize, track and navigate in indoor spaces. We also briefly discuss other
indoor location based services and applications, enabled by Locus, that we are currently
developing.
4.5.1 Navigation
We have developed a navigation application called IndoorNavigation on top of the vanilla
LocateMe client application (explained in Section 4.3.1). This application displays the
user’s current location on the appropriate floor map of the building he/she is in, tiled over
an ArcGIS ESRI map. The user can then enter a destination room # and the application
displays a path to it from the user’s current location. As explained in Section 4.3.3, the
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(a) Localizing the user and displaying his indoor loca-
tion on a floor plan
(b) Displaying the shortest path to a destination loca-
tion on same floor
(c) Displaying the shortest path to an elevator to move
to a different floor
(d) Displaying the path to the destination from the ele-
vator after switching floors
Figure 4.9: Screen shots of the IndoorNavigation application displaying shortest paths to
destination rooms on the same and different floors of a building
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Locus server side system employs Algorithm 2 to calculate the shortest path and returns
a list of points on the path as a JSON Object. The client application then draws a path
connecting these points and displays them on the floor map.
As shown in Figure 4.9(a), the user presses the ‘Locate’ button and the application
localizes him to an indoor location - Room 4160 of Building # 1 (AV Williams Building)
and displays it on the floor plan of Floor 4. The user then enters a destination room
number - Room 4125 and presses the ‘Navigate’ button. The application then plots the
shortest path to the destination room from the user’s current location and displays it on
the floor plan (Figure 4.9(b)). In case the destination room is on another floor (say, Room
3449 on Floor 3), the application first computes the shortest path to an elevator (Figure
4.9(c)) and once the user’s floor changes, it displays the shortest path from the elevator to
the destination room as shown in Figure 4.9(d).
We have tested the IndoorNavigation application on different floors of Building # 1
successfully and intend to test it in other buildings on campus.
4.5.2 Tracking in emergency scenarios
M-Urgency 8 [18] is a public safety system that redefines how emergency calls are made
to a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP), such as in the 911 system, and is designed to
be context-aware of the situation in which it is used. It enables mobile users to stream live
audio and video from their devices to a local PSAP along with the real time location. In
such scenarios, a precise information about the caller’s location will be extremely helpful
for the responders to get to the location of emergency, thus, avoiding confusions and
8 http://m-urgency.umd.edu/
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(a) Readings sampled before and after changing AP
positions
(b) Caller’s location being displayed on the M-Urgency
dispatcher console
Figure 4.10: ANOVA Box Plots of Location Error for Building # 1 with readings
sampled before and after changing AP positions, and Screenshot of the M-Urgency
Dispatcher console
delay.
During a normal 911 call, the emergency personnel are able to locate the building
where the call originated from, but often find it difficult to zero in on the actual floor
and the location of the caller on that floor. A system like Locus is essential here. As an
M-Urgency call is made to the police department, the caller application makes a location
request to the Locus system. The indoor location returned by Locus is displayed to the
dispatcher by the caller application, as shown in Figure 4.10(b). This feature is already
incorporated and ready to be released in next public version of the deployed M-Urgency
system.
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4.5.3 Other services and applications
Locus can enable several indoor location based services and applications, some of which
we are already developing, such as:
• Educational Content and Events - A university student with a smart device can
benefit from an application that downloads class notes or other multimedia content
for a class based on the current time, his/her current location and class schedule. A
visitor could use such an application to get information about all the relevant events
or talks happening in a building, along with directions to each venue.
• Retail - Retail organizations would benefit from an application that performs tar-
geted advertising, based on the time, location of customers in a mall and their prox-
imity to public displays. They could also send coupons and offers to customers
based on their shopping preferences.
Moreover, shoppers will welcome a location-based application to assist them in
finding a product that they are looking for in a store. A context-aware shopping
application can enable shoppers to tag stores in malls with deals, and also help
them in searching for deals based on their shopping preferences.
• Healthcare - For healthcare providers, an application that can track patients in a
hospital or at their home and monitor their health will be very useful.
• Social Networking - A social networking application can help connect people, with
similar interests, at an indoor conference venue or a gathering.
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• Entertainment - People can use indoor location to build augmented reality games
such as Hide and Seek.
• Location and Time-aware reminders - Users can leave reminders or notes for them-
selves or others. These will be delivered to the intended recipients based on their
location in a building or a room, the current time and their proximity to another user.
Potentially, an intelligent personal digital assistant (PDA) can access the calendar
of a user and remind him/her about a meeting that will happen in the same building
or another. It can also determine how much time it will take to walk there based on
his/her current location and generate an alarm at time with appropriate lead.
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Chapter 5: SenseMe: A System for Continuous, On-Device, and Multi-
dimensional Context and Activity Recognition
In order to make context-aware systems more effective and provide timely, personalized
and relevant information to a user, the context or situation of the user must be clearly
defined along several dimensions. To this end, the system needs to simultaneously rec-
ognize multiple dimensions of the user’s situation such as location, physical activity etc.
in an automated and unobtrusive manner. In this chapter, we describe SenseMe [9] - a
system that leverages a user’s smartphone and its multiple sensors in order to perform
continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context and activity recognition.
5.1 Introduction
A user’s situation can have multiple dimensions or aspects at any given instant of time,
some of the most important ones are: where he is (location), what he is doing (activity),
and when (time) i.e. “Who, What, Where and When?” [38]. These aspects form the W4
model proposed by Castelli et al. [39] to represent contextual information about physical
world objects, which can be employed by both users and context-aware systems. An
additional aspect - whom the user is with, proposed by Schilit et al. [40], can be added to
augment this model. Taken together, these five dimensions paint a context-rich picture of
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the user.
To determine these aspects of a user’s situation, the context-aware system needs to
simultaneously recognize multi-dimensional contextual information of a user at a given
instant of time. Moreover, for large-scale adoption by users, this information should be
acquired in a non-invasive manner, without placing undue burden on them. As a re-
sult, automated sensing ability is highly desirable for any information system powered by
context-aware computing. In addition, this ability to sense users should be embedded in
devices that they can carry around without effort and the user interaction should minimal
so that it is unobtrusive.
The ubiquitous smartphone, with its multitude of sensors and capabilities, has become
the best choice for this purpose. Today’s smart phones come equipped with an increas-
ing range of sensing, computational, storage and communication capabilities. This has
enabled sensing and tracking applications to emerge across a wide variety of applications
areas such as location based services, personal healthcare, and social networking etc. A
key challenge of mobile phone sensing is to process raw data from multiple sensors in
order to infer higher level activities and context in real-time and in a robust, generic and
energy efficient manner.
We present SenseMe - a system that leverages the smartphone and its multiple sensors
in order to perform continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context and activity
recognition for a user. It achieves this in a robust, automated, scalable, power efficient
and non-invasive manner. Table 5.1 summarizes the set of five dimensions of a user’s
situation (and their possible discrete values) that SenseMe recognizes, with a temporal
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resolution of a minute1, to determine the aspects “Who, What, Where, When, and Who
you are with?”. The dimensions are:
1. Environmental context - This dimension represents whether the user is Outdoors
(outside a building), Indoors (inside a building), or Indoor-Outdoors (close to or in
a semi-open building or inside a building but near a door or large window). It is
significant as it enables context-aware localization(explained next).
2. Context-aware Location - This dimension represents location of the user in both
indoor and outdoor environments. If he is ‘outdoors’, SenseMe uses GPS for local-
ization and reverse geocoding in order to resolve the logical address of the user’s
location. If he is ‘indoors’ or in the ‘indoor-outdoor’ area, SenseMe performs in-
door localization using Locus [7] which is a Wi-Fi based indoor localization system
for multi-story buildings.
Since the location should be in a human understandable format, SenseMe deter-
mines a high-level logical location in addition to a low-level location in a raw for-
mat. It further identifies a location type (restaurant, academic building, student
center etc.) for each resolved location. This enables tracking of a user’s location
history at fine and coarse grained levels throughout the day and also helps in iden-
tifying the places where they spend a significant amount of their time.
3. Physical Activity - This dimension represents the physical activity of the user such
as walking, running, stationary or in a vehicle (car, bus, bike etc.).
4. Device Activity - This dimension represents the task the user is currently engaged
1 This time slice duration is long enough to be discriminative and short enough to provide high accuracy
labeling results.
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Situation Dimension Possible Values
Environmental Context {Indoor, Outdoor, Indoor-Outdoor}
Physical Activity {Stationary, Walking, Running, In-vehicle}
Context-aware Location Locations determined by Wi-Fi(indoors) or reverse geocoding(outdoors)
Device Activity Task the user is engaged in on the device such as phone call or messaging
Social Context Number of people around the user at any given instant of time
Table 5.1: Situation dimensions being captured by SenseMe at any instant of time
in on his/her smart device (checking mail or phone call). It is equally important as
the physical activity due to the growing proliferation of mobile devices and their
increasing usage as opposed to desktop and laptop computers. Most people carry
their smart devices everywhere and perform a substantial set of their everyday ac-
tivities such as web browsing on it. As a result, we believe that it forms a significant
dimension of the user’s situation.
5. Social context - This dimension represents the social activity of users i.e. how much
time they spent interacting or being around people.
Thus, at any instant of time t, SenseMe represents the user’s situation S as a feature
vector in a multi-dimensional Situation Space. For example, S(t) for a user is: <Indoor;
Stationary; Phone Call; A.V. Williams Building - College Academic Building; With 4
people>.
SenseMe has been completely implemented on the Android platform and runs on off-
the-shelf Android smartphones and tablets. We evaluate SenseMe extensively against
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Device Range Resolution
Magnetic Field (µT) Light (lux) Magnetic Field (µT) Light (lux)
Google Nexus 9830.0 65528.0 0.15 0.2
Motorola Xoom 2000.0 208076.8 0.0625 0.05
Table 5.2: Comparison of Range and Resolution for Magnetic Field and Light sensors on
two different devices
several qualitative and quantitative metrics, with the aid of 2 two-week long live deploy-
ments involving 15 participants. We demonstrate improved or comparable accuracy with
respect to existing systems without requiring any user calibration or input.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 8.2, we discuss existing
related work in the field of Context and Activity Recognition and highlight their short-
comings and differences with our approach. Following that, we explain the key contribu-
tions of our work in Section 5.3 and training data collection in Section 5.4. Section 5.5
describes the SenseMe system and Section 5.6 describes its evaluation.
5.2 Related Work
There have been several recent efforts in the field of context and activity recognition.
We discuss some notable and relevant examples here including those whose goals are
similar to ours i.e. they use off-the-shelf devices such as mobile phones rather than pro-
prietary hardware or sensors. We also highlight their limitations and differences with
our approach. Moreover, most of these efforts have been isolated and capture a single
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dimension of context or activity as opposed to multi-dimensional context and activity
recognition.
5.2.1 Environmental Context Recognition
IODetector [41] is a sensing service that runs on the mobile phone and uses light and
magnetic field sensors, and cell tower signals in order to detect whether the device is
outdoors, indoors, or semi-outdoors2. However, sensors such as the magnetic field and
light sensors often depend on device manufacturer. As shown in Table 5.2, the range and
resolution of these sensors vary with each device. The output of these sensors also varies
with time of the day and weather. Hence, extensive calibration and hand tuning as done in
IODetector [41] is not a robust and accurate method. In addition, they use the cell tower
signal strength but many smart devices such as tablets do not come equipped with the
cellular radio. Overall, it has an average accuracy of 88%.
The unavailability of a GPS fix has been used by Ravindranath et al. [42] to infer that
the user is in an indoor environment. However, just the availability or unavailability of
the GPS fix is not a robust parameter and can lead to many false positives. It is possible
to have a GPS fix indoors even if its weak.
TempIO [43] determines environmental context by comparing the environment tem-
perature, measured using proprietary hardware, with the current outdoor temperature ob-
tained from a web service or external thermometer. A major limitation of this work is
that web services usually provide temperatures at a coarse granularity of a city or local-
ity rather than an exact fine grained location. Moreover, users have to carry the external
2 We use the same definitions in SenseMe for Indoor, Outdoor and Indoor-Outdoor respectively.
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hardware along with them as temperature sensors may not be available on all devices.
On the other hand, SenseMe performs environmental context recognition using NMEA
0183 data [44], obtained from GPS, which is a standard data specification used for com-
munication between electronic devices such as GPS receivers and other types of instru-
ments. This makes it robust and independent of time, weather, and device manufacturer.
5.2.2 Physical Activity Recognition
CenceMe [45] is mobile phone system which uses accelerometer, GPS, audio and blue-
tooth to infer human activities such as ‘Walking’, ‘Standing’, ‘Running’, ‘Sitting’ and
‘Vehicle’. It runs on the Nokia N95 with components written in both JME and Sym-
bian C++. To preserve phone resources, certain computations are split between the phone
and a back end desktop server. The accuracy of the classifier varies with the activity be-
ing classified - high (94%) for ‘Walking’ but low(<80%) for the others. CenceMe uses
kMeans clustering to identify significant locations inhabited by users. It injects the users’
presence and current activity on a social network which can be privacy invasive. More-
over, there are latency challenges in splitting the computation between the phone and a
backend server as this slows down the response time of the system and requires network
connectivity at all times. In addition, there are privacy concerns and other costs associated
with uploading personal data of users to a server or cloud.
Jigsaw [46] is an application with a similar premise but different implementation. It
uses three different pipelines for accelerometer, GPS and microphone and runs entirely
on the phone. The classifier accuracies for the same set of activities as CenceMe is about
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94%. The microphone pipeline detects activities such as brushing, showering, typing,
vacuuming etc. and its accuracy ranges from 84% to 88%. While the ability to detect
higher number of activities is definitely an advantage, the tradeoff between accuracy, util-
ity and energy consumption must be maintained. The microphone is a power hungry
sensor and hence, using it for activity recognition poses significant challenges. Addition-
ally, this raises privacy concerns [47] and can have legal implications as recording audio
in any form may require users’ permission.
Using accelerometer for activity recognition suffers from several limitations which
make it a non-robust method:
• High likelihood of false positives - if a user shakes his phone, it is often labeled as
a physical activity.
• Dependency on the gait of a user,
• Dependency on placement of the phone - whether it is placed on the body or if its
in a bag or a purse.
• User calibration is required in order to make it independent of orientation and body
position [46].
To address these limitations, SenseMe recognizes a user’s physical activity based on




There exists a wide spectrum of research in indoor and outdoor localization using off the
shelf devices as well as instrumented setups. All of them focus mainly on either indoor
localization (Wi-Fi based systems such as RADAR [23], Horus [24], Active Campus [29]
and Locus [7]) or outdoor localization (GPS based systems such as EnTracked [48] and
StarTrack [49]). However, our aim in SenseMe is to enable context-aware localization
i.e. localization in both indoor and outdoor environments through technologies that are
readily available through the smartphone - GPS and Wi-Fi. This aids in capturing all of
the user’s locations in an unobtrusive manner using a ubiquitous device.
5.2.4 Social Context Recognition
CenceMe [45] determines social context by scanning a user’s environment for recognized
bluetooth devices and displaying the number of ‘CenceMe buddies’ (other CenceMe
users) that are around. However, this requires location sharing which can be privacy-
invasive. Hence, in SenseMe, we address the general problem of determining how many
people are around the user, irrespective of whether they use SenseMe or not. Moreover,
many users may not consent to sharing their data especially location with other users and
as a result, we do not support that in the current system. Instead, we use bluetooth to
recognize a user’s social context.
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5.2.5 Device Activity Recognition
There are several commercially available smart phone applications that track the applica-
tion usage of a user and organize the applications based on the Most Frequently/Recently
used application. On the other hand, in SenseMe, we add a temporal aspect to the appli-
cation usage and observe it in tandem with other recognized dimensions.
5.2.6 Logging raw sensory information
In the FunF project [50], Aharony et al. log a variety of sensory information from the
devices of 55 users with a maximum temporal resolution of 6 minutes. Wagner et al. [51]
undertake the challenge of large scale smartphone usage data collection from Android de-
vices of 21,350 users over a period of 2 years. The data collected includes accelerometer
readings, call logs, cell tower scans etc. However, these approaches log low level data
without inferring any high-level context or activities from it.
5.3 Key Contributions
Our key contributions in this work are:
1. We present a robust, generic and scalable technique for performing environmental
context recognition which is independent of time, weather, and device manufac-
turer.
2. We present a robust, generic and scalable technique for performing activity recog-
nition, for select physical activities, which is independent of gait, body position and
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orientation.
3. We utilize the user’s environmental context and physical activity to perform oppor-
tunistic context-aware localization using existing technologies that are generic and
easily scalable.
4. We capture the user’s device activity as well as social context to augment his multi-
dimensional situation.
5. We implement the aforementioned techniques as part of a generic system, SenseMe
that runs entirely on the smart device and is completely non-invasive.
6. We demonstrate improved or comparable accuracy with respect to other existing
systems without requiring any user calibration or input.
Since SenseMe uses GPS and several other sensors, managing power consumption is
crucial. To this end, we have implemented a resource efficient duty cycle that employs
power conservation techniques to control GPS usage without sacrificing accuracy.
5.4 Training Data Collection
To implement the SenseMe system, we first collected NMEA 0183 and speed data over
a period of one month in different environments (such as university, office buildings,
high rises, apartment complexes) and in different road conditions (such as highways,
downtown, city and local roads).
The NMEA training data samples includes specific NMEA sentences received in a




Context(%) Activity(%) time (s)
C4.5 96.87 93.18 0.1
kNN 92.74 83.77 0.2
Random Forest 92.65 94.79 34
Table 5.3: Comparison of classifier accuracies(%) and average training time(s) for the
training datasets
and the first word, also called the data type, defines the interpretation of the rest of the
sentence. The two sentences that interest us the most are the GGA and GSA sentences.
These sentences contain meta-data about the GPS fix such as number of visible satellites
and the Dilution of Precision (DOP) [52]. The DOP is the relative accuracy of horizontal
(HDOP) or vertical (VDOP) position as the case may be. It is a number where a smaller
value means a higher level of accuracy. Once an NMEA listener is enabled on the device,
it starts receiving these sentences every second irrespective of a GPS fix being achieved
and independent of the GPS sampling rate. The speed training data samples consist of
raw speed values of the device received in a time span of a minute sampled at a minimum
interval of 10 seconds.
The data was collected by 4 members of our lab (including the authors) at several
times in a day as well as in different weather conditions, to study their effects (if any)
on the data. All the participants who collected the data also annotated it carefully to
provide ground truth values for each dimension being captured. We computed Pearson’s
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linear correlation coefficient on the collected NMEA data and determined that the weather
specifically outlook had a strong correlation with it. Hence, we removed it from our set
of features. The total data collected was approximately equivalent to a continuous run of
168 hours.
We experimented with 3 classifiers on both the NMEA and speed training datasets:
C4.5, kNN (k=3) and Random Forest (10 trees). The Weka [53] implementation of each
classifier was run on these sets with 10 fold cross validation. Table 5.3 shows a com-
parison of the classifiers’ accuracies as well as average training time for environmental
context and physical activity recognition. C4.5 proved to be faster, more accurate and
efficient than both kNN and Random Forest for environmental context recognition. For
physical activity recognition, it proved to be more accurate than kNN and slightly less
accurate than Random Forest but faster than both.
Since smart devices have memory, CPU and power constraints, it is most effective
and efficient to use a fast, accurate and light-weight classifier. The C4.5 decision tree
is a light-weight classifier as opposed to the kNN classifier (which is an instance based
method for classification and hence requires in-memory storage of training instances) and
Random Forest (which is an ensemble classifier). As a result, we selected the C4.5 deci-
sion tree on the basis of its performance and also because it is fast and not computationally
intensive. We implemented it in SenseMe for environmental context and physical activity
recognition. There are more advanced techniques like Support Vector Machines which
generate a confidence measure with each classification label. This can then be used as
an input to a Hidden Markov Model for smoothing. However, in SenseMe we attempt to



























Figure 5.1: Architecture of the SenseMe system
the C4.5 classifier achieves it superbly.
5.5 The SenseMe system
We now describe the SenseMe system in detail.
5.5.1 System Design and Architecture
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the SenseMe system. It has been completely im-
plemented on the Android platform. It consists of a background Android service called
SenseMeService, which consists of 5 individual services (one for each dimension), a
SQLite database called SenseMeDb and a foreground proof of concept visualization
called SenseMeVis. The temporal context and activity information recognized by each
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Figure 5.2: GPS Duty Cycle
which can be easily pushed to the background where it continuously functions, collects
and processes data. Whenever the application is brought to the foreground, SenseMeVis
retrieves the information from SenseMeDb in order to render it on the device display.
5.5.2 GPS Duty Cycle
Zhuang et al. [54] propose several techniques for preserving energy consumption of lo-
cation based applications specifically on the Android platform. These include: (i) Sub-
stitution (replacing a more accurate but energy intensive provider such as GPS with a
less accurate but efficient provider such as Network), (ii) Suppression (using low power
sensors to suppress the usage of GPS), (iii) Piggybacking (synchronizing the location
sensing requests with existing requests) and (iv) Adaptation (adapting the system-wide
sensing parameters such as time and distance, when battery level is low). Some of these
techniques such as Substitution and Adaptation preserve the battery at the cost of location
accuracy.
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In SenseMe, we utilize the GPS in an energy and resource efficient manner without
sacrificing accuracy. Figure 5.2 shows the workflow of the GPS Duty Cycle in SenseMe.
It employs the following techniques to conserve power usage:
5.5.2.1 Suppression
Several systems such as SenseLess [55] and Nericell [56] have been proposed to utilize
the accelerometer as a control for the GPS. On a similar line, SenseMe uses the linear
accelerometer as well as the rotation vector sensor as a means to control or suppress the
GPS usage. Since they are light-weight sensors and consume very little power, they can
be used as an effective trigger for turning the GPS on when motion is detected and off
otherwise.
We calculate the `2 norm root of the linear acceleration and rotation vectors to get the
overall linear acceleration and rotation of the device. Some of the samples can be noisy
and hence we do not rely on raw values. Instead, we calculate the average and variance of
the acceleration and rotation values obtained from 150 samples to obtain four parameters,
termed as µacc, σacc, µrot and σrot respectively. These samples can be spread over 10 to
30 seconds according to the sampling rate, as specified in the Android API [57].
We empirically studied the linear acceleration and rotation vector values obtained
from different Android devices when a user was stationary and when he/she was in mo-
tion. We determined suitable thresholds for all the parameters. If all the parameters are
greater than their respective threshold values, it implies that the device is in motion. In all
other cases, it implies that the device is not moving.
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Figure 5.3: Environmental Context and Physical Activity Recognition Services
5.5.2.2 Piggybacking
When the linear acceleration and rotation vector sensors detect motion, the system checks
if another application is already using the GPS. If yes, it piggybacks location sensing on
the existing requests. If not, it explicitly starts the GPS for location sensing.
5.5.2.3 Sensing Adaptation
We attempt to balance the trade-off between accuracy and power consumption, by em-
ploying an optimum sensing interval (in terms of time and distance) for location up-
dates [58]. This is based on the intensity of the physical activity (walking as opposed to
driving) of the user and further aids in preserving battery life and consumption.
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5.5.3 The SenseMe Service
The SenseMe service consists of the following individual services:
5.5.3.1 The Environmental Context Recognition Service
This service uses NMEA 0183 data from the GPS to recognize the environmental context
for a user. Figure 5.3(a) shows the pipeline for it. It has the following stages:
• Framing - Since NMEA sentences are received every second, we operate on frames
of these sentences where each frame consists of τ= 10 seconds.
• Feature Extraction - For each frame, we average the number of satellites and the
HDOP for both the GSA and GGA sentences to create a feature vector of the form
< #SatGGA, HDOPGGA,#SatGSA, HDOPGSA >.
• Classification - This feature vector is then used as input to a C4.5 classifier, to gen-
erate either of the following labels - ‘Indoor’,‘Outdoor’,‘Indoor-Outdoor’. Thus,
we have a vector of six labels < l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6 > for every minute.
• Majority Voting - We then perform majority voting on this vector to generate an
environmental context value, EC(t), for each minute.
• Temporal Smoothing - For smoothing outliers, we have implemented this service
as a stateful service and modeled the environmental context as a 1st order Markov
Chain, where the current state i.e. environmental context at time t, EC(t), is de-












Figure 5.4: Indoor-Outdoor transition Markov Chain
transition probabilities for the Markov Chain and is derived from the fact that any
person when moving from ‘indoor’ to ‘outdoor’ state or vice versa will always go
via the ‘indoor-outdoor’ state.
5.5.3.2 The Physical Activity Recognition Service
This service uses raw speed data from the GPS to recognize the physical activity of a user.
Figure 5.3(b) shows the pipeline for it. It has the following stages:
• Framing - According to the duty cycle, the service receives speed data at a minimum
interval of 10 seconds and a maximum interval of 60 seconds depending on the
motion of the device. Each frame consists of τ = 60 seconds and for each frame,
we get a raw speed vector S = < v1, .., vn >, where n ∈ [1,6].
• Feature Extraction - We extract statistical features from this raw speed vector to
generate a feature vector of the form<minSpeed, maxSpeed, avgSpeed, varSpeed>
where minSpeed is the minimum, maxSpeed is the maximum, avgSpeed is the av-
erage and varSpeed is the variance, of all the speed values in S.
• Classification - This feature vector is used as input to a C4.5 classifier, to generate
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Figure 5.5: Opportunistic context-aware Localization performed by the Localization
service
one of the following labels - ‘Stationary’,‘Walking’, ‘Running’ and ‘In-vehicle’.
Thus, we get a Physical Activity value, PA(t), for the user for every minute.
• Temporal Smoothing - This service is a stateful service and we store the values
PA(t-1) and PA(t-2) at any given instant of time. We use a sliding window smoother
of size 3 to smoothen any outliers out.
5.5.3.3 The Localization Service
Although SenseMe senses the raw location of the user in accordance with the GPS duty
cycle, we resolve the location to a logical address only when the user is ‘Stationary’.
This serves three purposes: (i) It reduces irrelevant contextual information in the form
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of multiple logical locations that the user could be passing through. For instance, if the
user is driving on a highway, he/she will pass through multiple locations within a few
seconds. (ii) It prevents unnecessary network bandwidth usage. (iii) It can help determine
the user’s mobility patterns such as daily commute routes and travel paths. It also capture
the places, where they spend a significant amount of their time (such as home, work,
restaurants and coffee shops), with fine-grained accuracy.
Figure 5.5 shows the workflow of the Localization service. As shown, the Localiza-
tion Service performs context-aware localization on the basis of the user’s current envi-
ronmental context i.e. EC(t) and the current physical activity i.e. PA(t). Thus, if PA(t) is
determined to be ‘Stationary’, after a transition from another physical activity, SenseMe
localizes the user to a logical indoor or outdoor address. If EC(t) is ‘outdoor’, it resolves
the location obtained from the GPS (which is in latitude and longitude format) to pro-
vide a logical address using the Android Reverse Geocoding API. If EC(t) is ‘indoor’ or
‘indoor-outdoor’, it employs the Locus [7, 8] system to determine the Room #, Floor #,
and Building the user is in. The main benefits of Locus are that it is a calibration-free,
readily deployable, scalable and robust system for floor as well as location determina-
tion in multi-story buildings. It relies on existing infrastructure and off-the-shelf mobile
device capabilities, and requires no proprietary hardware to be installed.
If an indoor location could not be obtained using Locus (due Wi-Fi being off or dis-
connected), SenseMe resolves the last sensed outdoor location so that a coarse-grained
location for the user can be obtained. This is only to ensure that the user is always lo-
calized whenever he/she is stationary and there are no unknown locations in the user’s
location history. If a network or data connection is not available at any time, SenseMe
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performs what we term as Retrospective Localization. It stores every unresolved location
where the user was stationary and localization could not be performed. As soon as a data
or network connection is available, SenseMe performs opportunistic localization of all
unknown locations.
Once localization has been done and a logical address is obtained for the location,
the Localization Service also determines the location type if available. If the user is
outdoors, the location type is a Foursquare category obtained via the FourSquare Venues
API3 (such as “College Academic Building”) or a Google Place type via the Google
Places API4. If the user is indoors, the location type has two fields: a coarse-grained
“Building Type” which refers to the type of the Building or establishment the user is in
and a fine-grained “Room Use” which specifies the category of the room the user is in,
for example, “Research Laboratory”. This is useful meta information that can enable
semantic place prediction.
5.5.3.4 The Device Activity Recognition Service
This service determines the task that the user is engaged in on his smart device, for in-
stance, a phone call, web browsing, or using a navigation application such as Maps. It
polls the device OS every minute to determine which application is running in the fore-
ground while the screen is on and active. If a media file such as an audio or video file is
being played, SenseMe also records its metadata (track, artist, album name etc.).
3 https://developer.foursquare.com/overview/venues.htm 4 https://developers.google.com/places/
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Figure 5.6: Screenshot of the SenseMeVis timeline (best viewed in color)
5.5.3.5 The Social Context Recognition Service
This service uses bluetooth to scan the user’s environment every 2 minutes to determine
a social meter i.e how many people and/or their devices are around the user in any given
time interval of 2 minutes. It obtains the device class [59] of all the devices it hears and
filters them on the basis of their type. Thus, portable devices such as phones, laptops,
hand held PDAs and wearable devices are counted, while other devices are not, as these
devices are more likely to be carried around by people. Since bluetooth scans take about
60 seconds on an average to complete [60], we have set a threshold interval of 60 seconds
between successive scans in order to balance power consumption with accuracy.
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5.5.4 Proof of Concept Visualization - SenseMeVis
As mentioned earlier, SenseMe continuously operates as a background service. Whenever
the application is resumed or brought to the foreground, the multi-dimensional context
and activity information recognized by it is rendered on the device display via a fore-
ground proof of concept visualization called SenseMeVis. The information is visualized
for a maximum period of 24 hours in retrospect from the current time instant.
Figure 5.6 shows a screenshot of SenseMeVis visualizing the multi-dimensional con-
textual information recognized by SenseMe while it was running on a user’s device. It
is a scrollable timeline that runs from top to bottom, showing the multiple dimensions of
context and activities. Time units are fixed, thus, allowing the user to compare the infor-
mation without needing to interpret how long something took place. The time and date
at which SenseMe was started is at the top of the visualization. Markers on the left hand
side of the visual along with dashed lines partition the hours to help temporally anchor
the rendered information across the screen.
There are three types of visualizations that portray the 5 dimensions of context and
activity that SenseMe recognizes:
1. The vertical central bar of varying thickness (known as the Context bar) represents
environmental and social context. The environmental context is conveyed through
the color of the bar - a blue segment indicates the user was indoors, green symbol-
izes outdoors and red is the indoor-outdoor state. The thickness of the bar conveys
the social context. The wider the bar, the more the number of people and portable
devices the user is surrounded by. A very skinny bar indicates the user is not near
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anyone.
2. The horizontal solid black lines and subsequent labels partition the timeline based
on location and physical activity. As mentioned earlier, the localization service
performs context-aware localization only when the user is ‘Stationary’ after a tran-
sition from another activity. Similarly, for clarity and legibility of the visualization,
we display either a location (if the physical activity is not ‘Stationary’) or a physical
activity. Thus, if the user were stationary, SenseMe displays his location but if the
user were in motion, SenseMe displays his physical activity. This simplification
prevents the rendering of multiple locations in a short period of time. For example,
if a user is in a car traveling at 60 mph, rather than displaying all the locations he
might pass through, we summarize that timeframe with his physical activity - ‘In
vehicle’.
3. The vertical lines of varying colors, on the right side of the context bar, represent
the device activity of the user. Each activity is assigned a column and a color. This
ensures that all entries for a given activity always fall within the same column and
are colored the same to facilitate ease in understanding of the visualization. As
there is no limit to the number of unique activities a user could be doing, activities
may share a column but the color will be different allowing the user to distinguish
between them easily.
As shown, the current run of SenseMe is started around 7:04 pm. It recognizes that
the user is indoors and stationary so it localizes her and resolves a logical address for her
location. She is indoors for about 35 minutes and is surrounded by varying number of
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people during this time period. She is also performing different activities on her device
during this period such as checking her email and accessing a navigation application.
She then goes outdoors and is driving alone for about 11 minutes. Finally, she parks her
vehicle, starts waking and gets home around 8 pm.
5.6 Evaluation
5.6.1 Evaluation Metrics
SenseMe is a versatile system for continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context
and activity recognition. Hence, it needs to meet the following qualitative and quantitative
requirements:
• High accuracy and scalability - As a generic system that can be used by multiple
users on different devices, it should be highly accurate when recognizing context
and activities. It should also be scalable to a large and varied set of users.
• Generality and Robustness - It should be general and robust enough to be used at
any time in any environment.
• Universal Applicability - It should be applicable to any device and independent of
device manufacturer.
• Minimum latency and Robustness to network failure - It should provide responses
in real time even when there is sparse or no network connectivity.
• Non-invasive with minimum user calibration required - It should be non-invasive,
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capable of operating in the background and require minimum user input or calibra-
tion.
• Privacy preserving - Since a user’s context history has privacy implications, the data
should be kept secure, confidential and shared only with the user.
• Energy efficiency - Being a system running on mobile devices with constrained
energy budgets, it should use resource efficient methods and duty cycles.
We now evaluate SenseMe against each of these requirements.
5.6.2 Methodology
To evaluate SenseMe, we conducted two live deployments of 2 weeks each. In the first
deployment, we recruited 8 subjects - 7 of whom were male Computer Science graduate
students while one was a male post doctoral associate. We incorporated the feedback
from them and fixed minor bugs in the system. We then conducted a second deployment,
for which we recruited 7 subjects (5 male and 2 female) who were professionals working
across USA. None of these test subjects had participated in training data collection. In
both the deployments, we installed SenseMe on the subjects’ personal devices as giving
temporary devices to them for a study may affect their interaction and usage of the device
and bias results.
All the subjects were asked to run SenseMe on their devices, in the background, for
a period of 2 weeks while going about their daily life. They were also asked to keep a
journal of their physical activities, locations, environments and number of people around





indoor 0.984 0.016 0.0
outdoor 0.07 0.93 0.0
indoor-outdoor 0.11 0.07 0.82
Table 5.4: Confusion matrix for environmental context recognition for test data
pensation. At the end of the two-week deployment period, the subjects were asked to
submit their journals as well as the SenseMeDb databases, which contained the context
and activity recognition information recognized by SenseMe. This data was used as a test
dataset to determine the accuracy of the different SenseMe services. The estimated value
for each dimension, as determined by SenseMe, was compared with the Ground Truth
values provided by the subjects as part of their journals.
We used this methodology as we did not want SenseMe to be obtrusive and disrupt
their daily life. Moreover, this methodology allowed the context and activity information
to be captured in a real life practical scenario, thus, making the evaluation more effective.
5.6.3 Accuracy Results
Since Environmental Context and Physical Activity Recognition services employ multi-








Stationary Walking Running In-vehicle
Stationary 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Walking 0.0 0.93 0.04 0.03
Running 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05
In-vehicle 0.0 0.01 0.039 0.951
Table 5.5: Confusion matrix for physical activity recognition for test data
For Localization and Device Activity services, we measure the mean absolute predic-
tion error and define accuracy as
a =
# of instances where estimated value = ground truth
Total # of instances
For Social Context Recognition service, we measure the mean relative prediction error




| estimated value - ground truth |
ground truth
Table 5.6 shows the overall accuracy of all the services.
5.6.3.1 Environmental Context and Physical Activity Recognition Ser-
vices
As shown, the environmental context recognition accuracy is higher than IODetector [41]
which reports an overall accuracy of 88%. The physical activity recognition accuracy
is more than CenceMe [45] for all the common activities detected. It is comparable to
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SenseMe service Overall Accuracy (%)
Environmental Context Recognition 91.23
Physical Activity Recognition 95.75
Context-aware Localization 93.12
Device Activity Recognition 99.1
Social Context Recognition 87.5
Table 5.6: Accuracy of SenseMe Services (%)
Jigsaw [46] though it detects a slightly higher number of activities than SenseMe. Tables
5.4 and 10.14 show the confusion matrices for environmental context and physical activity
recognition on test data. We believe these results can be improved even further by using
more sophisticated classification and smoothing techniques.
5.6.3.2 Device Activity Recognition Service
The number of tasks that a user performs on a smart device during the day can be huge
and maintaining a detailed journal for each of them can be quite burdensome. Moreover,
because our temporal resolution is a minute, we do not capture device activities that last
less than that. Hence, we did not ask the subjects to maintain detailed logs for every task
that they performed on their device. Instead, we asked them to look at the visualization
periodically to check the accuracy of the device activity and log that. Based on their logs,
it was extremely accurate.
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5.6.3.3 Localization Service
For all the subjects, the locations recognized by SenseMe were same as or close to their
actual locations in both indoor and outdoor environments. This is mainly because the
accuracy of this service is directly dependent on the technique being used for localization.
Reverse geocoding is usually not 100% accurate as it is often difficult to resolve every
latitude/longitude to a logical address. For Locus, the floor accuracy is approximately
95% and it achieves room level accuracy on the floor.
5.6.3.4 Social Context Recognition Service
Most users logged an estimate of the number of people around them and results from
this service matched that reasonably. However, a limitation of determining social context
using bluetooth is that it is constrained by the distance over which bluetooth operates. As
a corner case, one of the subjects mentioned that he was at a wedding with several people
in a large hall and SenseMe recognized the people on his table only. Though co-location
might be a better alternative for determining social context, it requires location sharing by
the users which they may not consent to. Hence, it is essential that a trade-off between
accuracy and privacy is maintained. Since bluetooth performs reasonably well (being off





Maximum consumption (%) 18 28 40
Average consumption (%) 16 27 37.4
Average runtime (hrs) 24 24 24
Table 5.7: Comparison of Battery consumption and runtime during a 24 hour continuous
run of SenseMe
5.6.4 Qualitative Results
5.6.4.1 General, scalable and universally applicable
SenseMe has been tested on 15 subjects with varied schedules and mobility patterns. All
the subjects carried devices made by different manufacturers such as Samsung, HTC, LG
etc. and running different versions of Android OS ranging from 4.0 to 4.2. SenseMe
ran without any major errors on most of the devices as it is based on techniques that are
independent of device or manufacturer.
5.6.4.2 Minimum latency, robustness to network failure, and privacy pre-
serving
In SenseMe, all computation and processing is carried out on the device and it does not
require an external server. As a result, there is a minimum latency of a minute (which
is the smallest granularity of computation). Only localization needs a network or data
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connection, but the localization service pipeline ensures that the system carries out op-
portunistic localization. Moreover, the user’s data is kept private and confidential on the
mobile device and is visible only to him/her, thus, mitigating privacy concerns.
5.6.4.3 Non-invasive and calibration-free
SenseMe is non-invasive i.e. it can easily run in the background in order to collect and
process user’s data without the need for any intervention. Also, it performs context and
activity recognition using techniques that are agnostic to orientation, body position, time
or weather, and hence, no calibration by the user is required.
5.6.5 Resource Utilization Results
We used two methods to determine SenseMe’s battery consumption5:
5.6.5.1 Measuring the Average and Maximum % of battery consumed
For the average case, we measured the battery consumption of SenseMe while it was
running in the background continuously for 24 hours on a user’s device while he went
about his daily activities.
To determine the maximum limit, we measured the battery consumption of using the
GPS alone, which can be the most power consuming component of our system, in the
worst case scenario. This, of course, varies with each user since the mobility and usage
patterns can be quite different for everyone. Hence, we first determined the fraction of
time the GPS was sensed during the entire run of SenseMe. Our analysis indicated that as
5 The actual battery consumption often depends on device usage and its age.
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a worst case, the GPS was actively sensed for 15% of the total time for which SenseMe
ran, mainly due to an effective duty cycle that uses three different power conservation
techniques. Thus, we estimated the maximum energy consumption of SenseMe by sam-
pling the GPS for 15% time of a continuous run of 24 hours i.e. 3.6 hours, on battery
without charging.
5.6.5.2 Measuring the average runtime of battery without charging
We tested the average runtime of the device battery (without the need for recharge) in a
day when SenseMe was running in the background on it. The screen was set to a low
brightness level since the screen display can consume a major chunk of the battery.
Table 5.7 summarizes the results of battery consumption and runtime on three differ-
ent devices. All the devices were used moderately while these experiments were con-
ducted. As shown, the average and maximum battery consumption were at most 40% and
the battery lasted for more than 24 hours during a continuous run of SenseMe without
requiring a recharge.
5.6.6 User feedback and Survey
On conclusion of each of the live deployment periods, we held a short interview with each
subject to discuss which dimensions they found useful and interesting and to evaluate their
user experience with SenseMe. We also wanted to uncover any issues with the system and
ask them for open-ended valuable feedback.
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Figure 5.7: Dimensions users found most and least interesting
5.6.6.1 Most and Least Interesting Dimensions
Figure 5.7 shows the plot for the dimensions users found most and least interesting (EC
= Environmental Context, PA = Physical Activity, Loc = Context-aware Location, DA
= Device Activity and SC = Social Context). As shown, a significant proportion found
the Environmental Context dimension to be most interesting. Two of the subjects even
referred to this dimension as “Intriguing” and “Insightful”. A majority of the users found
the Device Activity and Social Context dimensions to be least interesting.
5.6.6.2 Perceived accuracy
In order to quantify the subjects’ perceived accuracy of the system, we asked them to
look at the visualization at least once a day, during the deployment period, in addition to
keeping a journal of their day. This was done in order to help them gauge whether the
captured information represented their daily life log accurately. During the interview, the
subjects rated SenseMe’s accuracy on a Likert scale from 1 (Very Accurate) to 10 (Very
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Inaccurate). The average score across the 15 subjects was 2.2 suggesting that the system
was highly accurate in capturing their daily life log.
5.6.6.3 Feedback about benefits and insight
One of the subjects acknowledged that the multi-dimensional information could “help
me identify patterns which I didn’t realize before“, indicating the benefit of its temporal
aspects and long-term continuous usage. Another subject wanted to employ the location
and physical activity dimensions for increasing his productivity as they could “help me
determine if I followed my schedule.”
Some subjects expressed the desire to use the system in a more reflective manner. One
subject mentioned that she would like to use the environmental and social context dimen-
sions in a persuasive manner to help ensure she gets outside and interacts with people in
times of heavy and prolonged workloads. Reflecting on the information captured during
her two-week user study period, she noted “Man, I live in a box...” Another subject, em-
phasizing the reflective value of the device activity dimension, stated, “It could help me
find the apps I use way too much and also the amount of time that I wasted.”
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Chapter 6: To Sense or not to Sense: An Exploratory Study of Pri-
vacy, Trust and other related concerns in Personal Sens-
ing Applications
As part of the SenseMe user study explained in Chapter 5, we also conducted an ex-
ploratory study [19] of privacy, trust, risks and other concerns of users with smart phone
based personal sensing systems and applications. The results of this study are presented
in this chapter.
6.1 Introduction
With the advent and ubiquity of smart devices such as smartphones and tablets, that come
equipped with an increasing range of sensory, computational, storage and communication
capabilities, a number of applications (also referred to as ‘apps’) and systems that can
sense the user have emerged. This includes ‘Hard Sensing’ carried out through hardware
sensors as well as ‘Soft Sensing’ done via application access or content extraction. These
applications focus on different types of context and activity recognition such as indoor and
outdoor detection, physical activity recognition, and localization [9, 41, 43, 45, 46] and in
different application areas such as location based services, social networking, health care
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etc. Commercial examples of such apps include Google Now1 and Tempo2 that sense and
model a user’s behavior based on his browsing history, emails and calendar data in order
to provide him with personalized and relevant content.
Due to increasing proliferation of smart devices, many users carry them around all the
time and perform a majority of their day to day activities (such as web browsing, listening
to music etc.) through them. In addition, users store a significant proportion of personal
data such as photographs, text messages, emails, calendars, and financial information etc.
on the phone. As a result, personal sensing applications (that track a user’s location,
activities, behavior, browsing history and calendar content via his smart device) have
greater privacy implications than traditional personal computers based applications as
well as sensing applications that run on closed, proprietary devices such as Fitbits.
We conduct an exploratory study of privacy, trust, risks involved and various other re-
lated concerns of users with such personal sensing systems and applications. In particular,
we study several behaviors of users including those pertaining to:
• Their general privacy concerns with personal sensing applications and apprehen-
sions about misuse of their sensed data.
• Data sharing - Their willingness to share data with other users, friends on a social
network and other software.
• Sensitive Data Collection - Their willingness to allow the sensing app or system to
collect sensitive health data as well as their perceived trade offs involved in storing
this data on their smartphones vs on a cloud or server.
1 http://www.google.com/landing/now/ 2 http://tempo.ai/
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• Benefits to users - Their willingness to use a sensing app or system that stored
sensed data on a server or cloud if it made smart decisions for them which had
strong quantized benefits in terms of saving them time and money.
• Brand Recognition and User awareness - Their usage of services such as email,
navigation etc. provided by a major technology company and their awareness about
tracking of location, emails, as well as search, browsing, and video history by that
company.
• Brand Trust - Their willingness to use services provided by the major technological
company, despite the knowledge that their information is tracked and stored, if the
services had strong quantized benefits such as saving them time and money
• Brand Reputation - Their willingness to use a sensing app if it were developed by
a major technology company instead of a research prototype and saved them time
and money.
We report results obtained from a live deployment with a smart phone sensing appli-
cation and a web-based study involving 70 participants in all. Our results show that users
are concerned that their sensed data3 can be misused, used for personal identification and
tracking or for commercial purposes. They are also concerned that the system or app may
have unauthorized access to sensitive content on their devices and may be sharing their
data with an external third party or sending it to a cloud or server. Moreover, the users
want more control of what data they want to share, where it should be stored and how it
should be mined. However, they are willing to trade privacy for additional significant ben-
3 We use information and data interchangeably to refer to the users’ sensed information.
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Category Pertinent question Type
App Installation “Before installing any smart phone application, do you read the EULA and privacy rules?” Likert
scale




“What privacy concerns would you have with a smart phone sensing app?” Free text
Data control “If a personal sensing app allowed you to limit the data collected, what would you limit and why?” Free text
Data Sharing “If a smart phone sensing app shared your sensed data (such as activity or location) with other users of the app in
order to alert them that you are nearby (say for finding friends) OR with your friends on a social network that you





“Suppose the data sensed and collected by SenseMe or a similar smart phone sensing app was stored in a server or
cloud (in an encrypted but unanonymized format) OR (in an encrypted and anonymized format). Would you use the





“If the smart phone sensing app or system was able to sense and collect sensitive health data, such as heart rate,
blood pressure, etc. while keeping this data on the phone OR while sending this data to a cloud or server OR while
sending this data to a cloud or server and using it ONLY for saving lives , would you use it?”
Likert
scale
Benefits to users “Would you be willing to use SenseMe or a similar app if it stored sensed data on a server/cloud and made smart






“Do you use any of the following services: email, navigation, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), Location based
services (LBS), cloud storage and search, provided by a major technology company?”
Yes/No
User Awareness “Are you aware that the major technology company, which is mentioned above, tracks your location, emails, search
history, browsing history, video history, and location searches?”
Yes/No
Brand Trust “Now that you are aware that this company has the ability to track so much information about you, would you be












“Would you be willing to use SenseMe or a similar app if it were developed by the major technology company





“Would you be willing to use SenseMe or a similar app if it were developed by the major technology company
mentioned above and saved you 10 minutes OR 1 hour of your time?”
Likert
scale
Table 6.1: Privacy and trust related questions from our study questionnaire
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efits or if their sensed information is used for effective and beneficial causes. In addition,
they are willing to trust reputed technology companies, which have a brand name, with
their data if the benefits are significant despite being aware that their data is sensed and
collected by these companies. Based on these results, we propose a few design guidelines
for designers of personal sensing apps and outline some interesting directions for future
research. To the best of our knowledge, other papers have not addressed such a broad
spectrum of concerns with personal sensing applications.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the methodology
used for conducting our evaluation. Section 9.6.5 describes results extracted from the
evaluation and Section 6.5 explains design guidelines inferred from them. Finally, we
discuss related work in Section 11.7.
6.2 Methodology
The evaluation and results presented in this chapter come from two studies:
• SenseMe system user study - Exit interviews conducted after two, 2-week long live
deployments of the SenseMe [9] system with 15 subjects
• Web-based personal sensing privacy study - Web based surveys conducted among
a population of 55 subjects that used or were aware of several smart phone based
personal sensing applications but did not use SenseMe or take part in its user study.
We briefly describe these two studies now.
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6.2.1 SenseMe System User Study
SenseMe is an Android based system that leverages the smartphone and its various sensors
such as accelerometer, GPS, WiFi, and Bluetooth in order to perform continuous, on-
device, and multi-dimensional context and activity recognition for a user. It achieves
this in a robust, automated, accurate, scalable, power efficient and non-invasive manner.
SenseMe captures the following dimensions of a user’s situation:
1. Environmental context - whether the user is outdoors (outside a building), indoors
(inside a building), or indoor-outdoor (inside a building - near the door or a win-
dow),
2. Location - indoor/outdoor locations and type of location,
3. Physical Activity such as Walking/Running etc,
4. Device Activity - the task the user is currently engaged in on his/her smart device
(checking mail, phone call)
5. Social context - how many people are around the user.
In SenseMe, all computation and processing is carried out on the device without requiring
an external server. Moreover, the users’ data is kept private and confidential on their
devices and is visible only to them in order to mitigate privacy concerns.
Two user studies, each lasting 2 weeks, were conducted for evaluating SenseMe. The
studies involved 15 participants from the USA and their ages ranged from 21 to 40 (µ
=27.5). 46.7% of the participants were female and 53.3% were male. The participants
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reported a variety of occupations including software engineers, health and wellness co-
ordinators, educators, post doctoral associates etc. However, the majority of the subjects
were students. Self-reported completed levels of education ranged from college to doc-
torates.
In both the studies, SenseMe was installed on the subjects’ personal devices in or-
der to capture the context and activity information in a real life practical scenario, thus,
making the evaluation more effective. All the subjects were asked to run SenseMe on
their devices, in the background, for a period of 2 weeks while going about their daily
life. They were also asked to keep a journal of their activities, locations, environments
and number of people around them throughout the day. This allowed them to present an
actual portrayal of the day for an effective evaluation of the application.
On conclusion of the user study periods, each subject was interviewed to discuss
which dimensions they found useful and interesting as well as to evaluate their user ex-
perience. They were also asked in detail about their privacy concerns with such personal
sensing applications, the data it could sense, where the data should be stored, how it could
benefit them etc. Results that focused on the system performance, accuracy and resource
utilization of SenseMe are presented in [9]. This chapter presents results on the partic-
ipants’ responses to questions on privacy, trust and other related implications of smart
phone based personal sensing applications such as SenseMe.
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6.2.2 Web-based Personal Sensing Privacy Study
55 participants, who used or were aware of several smart phone based personal sensing
apps, were recruited via social media, emails and word of mouth to participate in a survey
of 41 questions. Their ages ranged from 21 to 50 years (µ = 31.5) and their demographic
distribution was as follows: 60% from USA, 18.2% from United Kingdom and 21.8%
from India. 40.1% of the participants were female and 59.9% were male. The participants
reported many occupations including researchers, engineers, full time graduate students,
consultants, entrepreneurs etc. Some of the participants were home makers. Self-reported
completed levels of education ranged from some college to doctorates.
To maintain consistency, these participants were first given a short description of
SenseMe. They were then given the same privacy related questionnaire as the subjects
in the SenseMe User Study. The goal was to survey a large number of subjects, with no
firsthand experience with the application, as part of the same study.
6.3 Results
Table 6.1 shows the various categories of open-ended and quantitative questions pertain-
ing to privacy, trust and other related issues from our two studies. A majority of the
quantitative questions had responses on a Likert Scale ranging from 1 (Highest or Most
Likely) to 8 (Lowest or Least Likely) while others were either free text based or dichoto-
mous (Yes/ No). We present results for each now.
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Figure 6.1: App Installation and EULA Responses
6.3.1 App Installation and EULA
We first investigated whether the subjects read the End Users’ License Agreement (EULA)
and kept track of what apps they were installing on their devices. Figure 6.1 shows the
distribution (µ = 6.28, σ = 2.14) of responses of all the participants to the App installation
question. More than 45% of the users never read the EULA (which includes the data, sen-
sors and services on the phone that the app would access) while only 5% responded that
they definitely read it. These results support the findings of Staiano et al. [61] that most
users do not read the Terms of Service of smartphone apps. These findings also corrob-
orate with those of Good et al. [62] with respect to users not reading computer software
license agreements.
6.3.2 General Privacy Concerns
We first gauged whether the subjects had concerns about their sensed information being
misused. The participants’ responses had a µ = 1.1 and σ = 0.29. As evident by the low
standard deviation and the high mean, all of the users were apprehensive that their sensed
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Sharing with other users of the app
Sharing with friends on a social network
Sharing with other software
(a) Distribution of Data Sharing Responses
















Encrypted data stored in cloud
Anonymized data stored in cloud
(b) Distribution of Data storage and Retention re-
sponses
Figure 6.2: Responses to Data sharing and Data Storage and Retention Questions (best
viewed in color)
information could be misused and hence, expressed specific privacy concerns about its
collection, monitoring and storage. Out of the 70 participants, 57 responded to this ques-
tion. We applied the open coding method [63] to their responses, which is a standard
method for analyzing qualitative data. We categorized the responses into several cate-
gories:
6.3.2.1 Concerns regarding sensed information being used for Personal
Identification and Tracking
18 of the 57 participants (31.6%) expressed concerns regarding the information being
used for Personal Identification and Tracking. Some of the comments include:
• “How much can be inferred about me from my app usage”
• “If people can hack it to tell when I am out of my house.”
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• “Whether or not 3rd parties could access data to determine patterns of life”
• “No Location Tracking”
• “If it is known that all members of a household are not at home by their locations,
then it is possible that someone could use the system to find the best time to rob a
house.”
6.3.2.2 Concerns regarding sensed information being used for Commer-
cial Purposes
6 of the 57 participants (10%) said that they did not want their sensed information to be
used by companies for commercial purposes such as targeted advertising. One subject
remarked “I don’t want to be shown ads based on what videos I watched”.
6.3.2.3 Concerns regarding sensed information being used for Unintended
or Undeclared Purposes
4 of the 57 participants (7%) declared that they wouldn’t use the app if it used their
sensed information for purposes that weren’t declared or intended by the app designer or
provider.
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6.3.2.4 Concerns regarding Unauthorized Access to sensitive informa-
tion, phone sensors and services
19 of the 57 participants (33.3%) expressed concerns regarding the app having unautho-
rized access to sensitive information such as phone book or photo gallery or to intrusive
sensors such as GPS, camera and microphone. Some of the comments include:
• “I also don’t want it to access my contacts and call or message them.”
• “Whether it has access and saves my telephone number, password of accounts di-
rectly synced on my mobile like gmail, bank accounts etc”
• “I don’t want an app listening/seeing things around me.”
6.3.2.5 Concerns regarding Sharing or storing of sensed information with
a Third party or on a cloud/ server
16 of the 57 participants (28%) expressed concerns about their sensed information being
shared with a third party, posted on a social network or stored in the cloud. Explicit
comments include:
• “The app should not send out any information like my location, my contacts, my
passwords, etc. to any server.”
• “Posting my data to Facebook or other social networking platform without my
knowledge”
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• “I’d want to know whether the data was transmitted to another machine for collec-
tion. I’d also like the ability to decline transmission of the data on a case-by-case
basis (perhaps you’re in a situation that you don’t wish to be recorded)”
• “..if the app professed to save lives but also shared data collected in order to market
ads to me, I wouldn’t use it”
6.3.2.6 Concerns regarding technical side effects
1 of the 57 participants (1.7%) said that the app should not slow down the phone’s perfor-
mance or reduce the battery life.
6.3.2.7 No privacy concerns
5 of the 57 participants (8.8%) said that they would have no privacy concerns and would
use such apps only if they have very specific needs for them. One of these subjects stated
that he shuts off all tracking sensors such as GPS and Wi-Fi as soon he leaves home.
6.3.3 Data control
As mentioned, most subjects expressed concerns regarding privacy and misuse of their
sensed data. We then asked them if they would like to have more control of the data being
sensed and if there is any data on their phone that they would limit and never allow an app
to sense. 55 subjects responded to this question. 41 of the 55 participants (74.5%) wanted
more control of their data and the ability to decide what should be monitored, where it
should be stored, and how it should be used or mined. They also wanted the ability to
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Figure 6.3: Responses to Sensitive Data Collection Question (best viewed in color)
delete the data when they wanted to, and limit or disable data sensing. 6 of the 55 partic-
ipants (10.9%) said they would not limit the sensing and monitoring and instead focus on
limiting what they stored or used on the device. They would also like to see “stringent
enforcement against abuse of information”. As one participant mentioned that “if a de-
vice is capable of recording the data, I assume it will”. 8 of the 55 participants (14.5%)
said that it would depend on many factors such as the data being sensed or collected and
what it was being used for.
These 41 participants, who said they wanted to limit or disallow sensing, specified
several types of information that they would not allow an app to sense. The specified
information can be categorized into the following categories (the % indicate the fraction
of the 41 users who specified items of this category):
• Personal identification data such as name (16%) or location (9%)
• Private or sensitive data such as photos and music (22%)
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• Browsing and search history, chats (18%) and emails (16%)
• Calendar, notes and contacts (22%)
• Apps being used (4%)
• Calls (4%) or text messages content (18%)
• Access to sensitive sensors such as camera or microphone (5%) or services such as
Wi-Fi or 3G plan (2%)
• Social networks data and video history (6%)
• Financial information such as bank accounts, SSN, stored passwords and online
purchases (13%)
6.3.4 Data Sharing
We now investigate the subjects’ willingness to share their data. Figure 6.2(a) shows the
responses of the subjects when asked if they were willing to use an app if it shared their
sensed data (such as activity or location):
• With other users of the same app - The responses had µ = 5.54 and σ = 2.1.
• With their friends on a social network - The responses had µ = 6.92 and σ = 1.36.
• With another software or service for user modeling purposes - The responses had µ
= 4.74 and σ = 1.96.
As evident from Figure 6.2(a), 45% of the subjects would never allow posting of sensed
data such as activity or location on a social network, 15% responded that they would
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never share their sensed data with other users of the same app, and only 10% responded
that they would never share their sensed data with another software for user modeling
purposes. Thus, the subjects’ willingness to share data with friends on a social network is
lower than that for sharing data with other users of the same app or with another software.
6.3.5 Data Storage and Retention
Many of the subjects had expressed concerns regarding the sensed data being transported
to another system or cloud over the network (see Section 6.3.2). However, for several
context-aware and ubiquitous computing systems, a back end server side system is nec-
essary. In such cases, the data transmitted over the network maybe either encrypted or
anonymized but this can lead to a downgrade in performance.
Hence, we asked the subjects whether they would use such an app or system which
transported and stored their data in an encrypted format in the cloud and made smart
decisions for them. We also asked them if they would use the system if it anonymized the
data but wasn’t as effective as the system that only encrypted it.
Figure 6.2(b) shows the distribution of responses which are mildly positive. For a
system that stored data in a cloud in an encrypted format but made smart decisions for the
user, the subjects’ responses had µ = 4.54 and σ = 1.96. For a system that anonymized
the data but wasn’t as smart, the responses had µ = 4.55 and σ = 2.02. Thus, the subjects
were slightly more willing to risk the data being unanonymized if it improved the system’s
performance in making smart decisions for them though the difference is negligible.
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10 minutes of a day
1 hour of a day
(b) Saving time
Figure 6.4: Responses to Benefits to users questions (best viewed in color)
6.3.6 Sensitive Data Collection
We next investigated the users’ willingness to use apps or systems that collected and
analyzed sensitive data but with certain tradeoffs and benefits. For this purpose, we asked
them to rate their willingness to use an app that sensed their health information such as
heart rate, blood pressure, etc. (which is highly sensitive information) and stored it on
their phone, in the cloud and in the cloud but only used it for the purpose of saving lives.
Figure 6.3(a) shows the distribution of responses. If the data was stored on the:
• Phone only - µ was 3.42 and σ was 2.23.
• Cloud - µ was 4.74 and σ was 2.13,
• Cloud but used for the purpose of saving lives - µ was 3.52 and σ was 2.0.
In addition, we also performed a one-way ANOVA (with significance level α as 0.05)
on the subjects’ responses. Figure 6.3(b) shows the box plots for the subjects’ responses.
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As evident from this distribution, the participants’ willingness was higher when the data
was stored on their phone. It decreased when the data was stored in the cloud but increased
once again when it was mentioned that it will be stored in the cloud but used for saving
lives. The mean values of the two box plots - for responses to health data being stored
on the phone and responses to health data being on the cloud if it saved lives, are aligned
very closely. This indicates that these distributions are not statistically different. Thus, if
there is a tradeoff for the sensitive data to be utilized in a way that can prove beneficial,
the users’ willingness is higher and similar as compared to when the data is stored on
their devices.
6.3.7 Benefits to users: Time=Money
As mentioned earlier, many subjects had concerns about their data being stored in the
cloud or on a server but several context-aware and mobile systems require back end pro-
cessing in order to be effective and efficient. We had investigate the subjects’ willingness
to use an app that stored their data in a cloud and made smart decisions for them in Sec-
tion 6.3.5. However, in that case, the benefits were hypothetical. Here, we investigated
their willingness to use SenseMe or a similar app if it stored data on a server or cloud and
made smart decisions for users that had quantized benefits in terms of saving them time
and money.
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Figure 6.5: One way ANOVA of responses to User Benefits Questions
6.3.7.1 Saving money
Figure 6.4(a) shows the distribution of responses. When asked if the system saved them
1% of their salary, the responses had µ = 4.15 and σ = 1.99. Intuitively, the willingness
was higher (µ = 3.31, σ = 1.94) when the amount of money saved was increased to 10%
of their salary.
6.3.7.2 Saving time
Figure 6.4(b) shows the distribution of responses. If the system saved them 10 minutes
of their time, the response had µ = 4.4 and σ = 2.11. If the system saved an hour of their
time, the willingness was higher with µ = 3.35 and σ = 1.92.
Thus, as the hypothetical benefits increased in terms of time or money, user acceptance
of storing sensed data on the cloud increased. In addition, we also we also performed a
one-way ANOVA (with α level as 0.05) on the subjects’ responses. Figure 6.5 shows the
box plots for the subjects’ responses. As shown, the mean values of the box plots for re-
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(a) Usage of technologies and services provided by a ma-
jor tech company












(b) Awareness about tracking and sensing by
a major tech company through its various ser-
vices
Figure 6.6: Responses to Brand Recognition and User Awareness Questions (best
viewed in color)
sponses to saving 10 minutes and 1% salary are aligned very closely. Similarly, the mean
values of the box plots for responses to saving 10% salary and 1 hour of time are aligned
very closely. This indicates that these two response distributions are not statistically dif-
ferent. Thus, the subjects seem to view the benefits for time and money as equivalent and
greater the benefit, the higher their willingness to use the app or system.
6.3.8 Brand Recognition and User Awareness
So far in the study, we had been referring to SenseMe or a hypothetical smart phone app
or system. However, several technology companies are building such systems already
or have deployed similar systems in the real world where they continuously monitor and
sense their users. Therefore, we wanted to evaluate whether the subjects recognized this,
were aware of the technologies and brands, and if they might vary their behavior based
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on their awareness.
To this end, we investigated whether our study subjects recognized the brand of a
major technology company and used various services (Mail, Navigation, Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA), Location Based Services (LBS), Cloud storage and Web Search) pro-
vided by it. We also investigated if they were aware that their video history, location trace
and location searches, and browsing and search history, were tracked by this company. In
addition, we asked the subjects if they were aware that the company stores their data on
servers and in the cloud.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the distribution of responses to the dichotomous questions related
to usage of technologies and services provided by a major technology company. On an
average, 61.54% of the subjects used at least one of the technologies or services. As
shown, majority of the users were aware of and used the more popular services such as
search, navigation, cloud storage and mail. The significantly lesser usage of the other
two services - Personal Digital Assistant and Location Based Services could be because
the former is available only on select devices while the latter is not so well known. Fig-
ure 6.6(b) shows the distribution of subjects’ responses to being aware that the company
tracked their video history, location and location searches etc. On an average, 88.97% of
the subjects were aware of the tracking.
This awareness of how major brands track personal data and the widespread accep-
tance of services that use personal data seem to contradict earlier input from the subjects.
All but one subject use the email service provided by the major tech company that we
asked about in the survey. This email service tracks the social network that the emails
themselves create, mines specific content in the email messages and uses it to for targeted
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Figure 6.7: Usage of technologies and services provided by a major tech company
despite being aware that users’ data is sensed (best viewed in color)
advertising. Yet when we asked the subjects to freely list items a smart phone app should
never sense, over 25% of respondents mentioned chats, text messages and emails. Addi-
tionally, many felt that using personal data for monetization purposes was wrong. This
appears to show that users lower their convictions about private data with brands that they
trust4. We will investigate this further in the future.
6.3.9 Brand Trust
6.3.9.1 Responses of all subjects
We then investigated whether the subjects would continue to use the services provided by
the company despite being aware that their data was tracked along several dimensions.
As an incentive, we again applied the hypothetical benefit of saving money, in order to
see the trade-off between benefit and data sharing.
Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of responses. If the continued use saved the subjects:
4 Although this compares an email service with a strict smart phone sensing app, email can also be a form
of soft sensing.
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(a) Usage of an app similar to SenseMe if it were
developed by a major tech company and saved
them money



















(b) Usage of an app similar to SenseMe if it were
developed by a major tech company and saved
them time
Figure 6.8: Responses to Brand Reputation Question (best viewed in color)
• 1% of their salary - The distribution of responses had µ = 3.32 and σ = 1.92.
• 10% of their salary - The distribution of responses had µ = 2.69 and σ = 1.73.
• A significant fraction of the salary - The distribution of responses had µ = 2.52 and
σ = 1.79
Thus, the subjects were willing to use the technologies and services if the benefits
were significant, despite being aware that their data was monitored. The % increase
between the subjects’ willingness to use these services if it saved them 10% of salary and
if it saved them a significant fraction of it, is not very high. We believe that a possible
reason for this could be that people are inclined to think that there is no concept of a ‘free
lunch’. Thus, if a service claims to save them a significant amount of money, they would
actually be skeptical of it or mistrust it and may dismiss it as fraudulent.
We next attempted to draw comparisons between these responses and the subjects’
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responses to the dichotomous Brand Recognition questions from Section 6.3.8 (regarding
the usage of these technologies before being made aware that their data was tracked).
To this end, we standardized the dichotomous results and Likert scale values to z-scores.
Borenstein et al. [64] explain that it is possible to combine effect sizes from studies that
used different metrics if there are comparable in relevant ways. Both the Brand Trust
and Brand Recognition questions are same but the responses are on different scales. For
the Brand Recognition question responses, we first converted the Yes and No responses
for the 6 services to binary values, aggregated these binary values to convert them to a
6 point scale, and then converted the aggregated values to z-scores. For the Brand Trust
questions, we directly converted the Likert scale response values to z-scores. The z-score
is computed as: z = x−µ
σ
where x is the raw value, µ is the population mean and σ is
the population standard deviation. The distribution of the standardized responses for the
usage of technologies:
• Before being made aware, had µ = 0.73 and σ = 0.67.
• Being aware of the tracking and if it saved subjects’ 1% of their salary, had µ = 0.81
and σ = 0.57.
• Being aware of the tracking and if it saved subjects’ 10% of their salary, had µ =
0.77 and σ = 0.63.
• Being aware of the tracking and if it saved subjects’ a significant fraction of their
salary, had µ = 0.77 and σ = 0.63.
Thus, when compared to their responses earlier, the willingness is lower but increases
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Saving Group A Group U
1 % salary µ = 3.28 , σ = 1.95 µ = 3.55 , σ = 1.86
10 % salary µ = 2.67 , σ = 1.77 µ = 2.82 , σ = 1.6
Significant fraction µ = 2.36 , σ = 1.88 µ = 2.56 , σ = 1.29
Table 6.2: Relationship between participants’ awareness status and responses to the
Brand Trust questions
slightly as the benefit increases.
6.3.9.2 Relationship between participants’ awareness status and responses
To further investigate whether the new awareness impacted their decision to continue
the use of technologies provided by this company, we divided the participants into two
groups. These groups represented the participants’ awareness status and were based on
the z scores computed from their dichotomous responses to the User Awareness questions.
The groups were the A group which consisted of subjects who had been aware of the
tracking before we informed them (z score > 0.0) and the U group which consisted of
the subjects who had been unaware of the tracking before we informed them (z score <=
0.0). We then compared the Likert scale responses, of these groups, to the Brand Trust
questions. Table 6.2 shows the distribution. Clearly, the U group is more reluctant than
the A group to use these technologies after being made aware.
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(a) Usage of SenseMe and usage of a similar app
developed by a major tech company and both saved
the subjects’ 1% and 10% of salary






















(b) Usage of SenseMe and usage of a similar app
developed by a major tech company and both saved
the subjects’ 10 minutes and an hour
Figure 6.9: Anova for usage of SenseMe and a similar app developed by a major tech
company and both saved the subjects’ different amounts of money and time
6.3.10 Brand Reputation
We next analyzed whether the study subjects were willing to use an app similar to SenseMe
if it were developed by the same major technology company and furthermore, had the
same hypothetical benefits such as saving them time and money. Our intent was to de-
termine if brand trust and reputation had a significant impact on their responses. Thus,
our hypothesis was that since they already trusted the brand, their willingness to use the
application and let it sense their data would be higher. As one subject from the SenseMe
user study had mentioned in his exit interview, “I would probably not use an app that
monitors me through my smartphone, unless it’s from a trusted source like Google.”
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6.3.10.1 Responses of all subjects
Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of responses. We further compared the subjects’ re-
sponses to this question with their responses earlier to the Benefits to Users (Section
6.3.7) questions where they were asked if they would use SenseMe or a similar app and
share their sensed data if it saved them money and time. Figure 6.9 shows the results of
one way ANOVA (with α = 0.05) on the subjects’ responses with respect to both money
and time. For:
• Saving Money - If SenseMe saved them 1% salary, the responses had µ = 4.15
and σ = 1.98 while for a similar product by a major technological company, the
responses had µ = 3.94 and σ = 1.92. Similarly, if SenseMe saved them 10% salary,
the responses had µ = 3.31 and σ = 1.94 while for a similar product, the responses
had µ = 3.35 and σ = 1.99.
• Saving Time - If SenseMe saved them 10 minutes in a day, the responses had µ
= 4.4 and σ = 2.1 while for a similar product by a major technological company,
the responses had µ = 4.12 and σ = 2.1. Similarly, if SenseMe saved them 1 hour
of a day, the responses had µ = 3.35 and σ = 1.92 while for a similar product, the
responses had µ = 3.4 and σ = 1.96.
Thus, in both the cases, the willingness of all the subjects to use SenseMe was slightly
lower than that for a similar app developed by the company mentioned. This seems to
indicate that since the participants are not familiar with the reputation of the entity that
developed the SenseMe app i.e. our research group, they are less willing to trust us. On
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the other hand, the technology company mentioned is very well known and has a major
brand so they are more willing to trust it.
6.3.10.2 Relationship between participants’ group and responses
As mentioned in Section 6.2, the results come from two sources: the exit interviews of 15
subjects who participated in a live deployment of SenseMe, and web-based surveys filled
by 55 participants. We next analyzed the differences in responses of these two groups
- the L group which consists of subjects who participated in the live deployment and
the O group which consists of the subjects who participated in the web-based surveys.
Our intent was to reveal any influence that the first-hand usage of the app had on their
responses.
A chi-squared test revealed that there was significant differences in the responses of
the two groups. Table 6.3 shows the distribution. As shown by the µ and σ values for the
Likert scale responses, the L group was more willing to use SenseMe than a similar app
developed by a major technological company. On the other hand, the O group was more
inclined to use a similar app developed by a major technological company rather than
SenseMe. This difference could be attributed to the fact that the L group had participated
in a live deployment and had first hand experience with SenseMe.
6.4 Limitations
In what follows we discuss some limitations of this work.
The Likert scale ratings and open-ended questions utilized in our studies are not ab-
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Group L Group O
Saving SenseMe Similar app SenseMe Similar app
1% salary µ = 3, σ = 1.89 µ = 3.9,σ = 1.66 µ = 4.36,σ = 1.95 µ = 3.95, σ = 1.98
10% salary µ = 2.4, σ = 1.58 µ = 3.1, σ = 1.97 µ = 3.47, σ = 1.96 µ = 3.4, σ = 2.01
10 minutes µ = 3.2, σ = 1.81 µ = 4, σ = 1.76 µ = 4.62, σ = 2.1 µ = 4.14, σ = 2.18
1 hour µ = 2.1, σ = 1.1 µ = 2.9, σ = 1.73 µ = 3.58, σ = 1.95 µ = 3.49 , σ = 2.0
Table 6.3: Relationship between participants’ group and responses to the Brand
Reputation questions
solute measures of user concern because our surveys explicitly asked respondents about
privacy, trust and their willingness to use these apps. Surveys that directly ask questions
about privacy may suffer from inflated user concerns about privacy [65] and therefore are
not reliable measures of absolute levels of concern. We expect that this applies to our
study as well.
Our survey questions compared users’ responses to different mechanisms and alterna-
tives for data sharing, data storage and retention, data collection, and benefits in terms of
time and money etc. Where appropriate, we provided users with scenarios, which were
meant to help them with assessment of possible risks. In our results, we weighed the risks
and involved trade offs relative to each other. Thus, the same set of priming biases are
applied equally to all of the alternatives presented in the surveys, so the priming effect
should not influence the results.
We do not claim to predict the users’ decisions when confronted with these risks and
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trade-offs in real life because our study relies on self-reported data. As with the priming
bias, we do not believe that self-reporting affects the validity of our results because this
bias is equally present for all alternatives.
Our web-based survey did not reach professionals from various other backgrounds,
who may have different concerns. However, it was taken by a large number of par-
ticipants with varying ages, demographies and occupations. Secondary studies may be
needed to target specific groups that could potentially have their own privacy and security
concerns, such as doctors (who handle health records), lawyers (who handle client data),
or company executives (who handle corporate data).
6.5 Design Guidelines
The aim of our study has been to explore privacy, trust, risks involved and other related
issues in smart phone based personal sensing systems and applications. In this section, we
propose some high-level guidelines derived from the results presented which we believe
would be useful for personal sensing app or system designers in order to mitigate these
concerns and outline some interesting directions for future research.
6.5.1 Maintaining Transparency
As evident from our results, many users are wary of apps that use their data for purposes
other than what it declares. Also, they do not want apps to have unauthorized access to any
data, sensors or services. Hence, its important that the app or system designer maintain
transparency in the design and documentation of the app. They should clearly define what
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the purpose of the app is, and what sensors, content and services it will access. Moreover,
this information should be provided to the users at the time of app install or download and
via a medium that would be most pervasive and accessible. As evident from the results,
the EULA may not be the best medium since 50% of the users never read it. Thus, a
medium other than the EULA (say, a dedicated pop-up message that catches the users’
attention at the time the app is installed) may be more suitable for this purpose.
In addition, further research should be conducted to test the best formats and media to
educate users about an app’s use of private data. Previous research [66] has demonstrated
that displaying required permissions and privacy information in a clearer fashion could
play a more active role in influencing users to make privacy protecting decisions at the
time of app selection. Lin et al. [67] found that telling users the purpose of an app’s
access to phone resources improved decisions and eased privacy concerns. Research has
been carried out on online privacy notices formats for websites [68, 69]. Similar studies
on privacy notices for mobile apps will be beneficial taking into consideration the mobile
devices form factor, user attention span, user demographics etc.
6.5.2 Access to sensitive data or intrusive sensors
As evident from our results, if an app or system requires access to highly sensitive data
such as photos, contacts or health data or to intrusive sensors such as GPS or microphone,
many of the users are reluctant to use it unless they have very specific needs for it. There is
a significant fraction of users (33%) who feel very strongly about this and would never use
an app that accessed such data or sensors. Hence, it is imperative that the designers avoid
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this and find other alternatives. For instance, rather than using raw GPS coordinates, it
could be sufficient for an app to know which general geographic zone the user is currently
in if accuracy is not a major concern.Or the designers could design the app to sense a
user’s location via network or cellular provider to localize the user at a city or locality
level, instead of using GPS to localize the user to an exact location.
However, a significant number of popular smartphone apps such as Foursquare and
Facebook make use of location. These popular commercial location sharing apps seem to
mitigate users’ privacy concerns by allowing them to selectively report their location using
check-in functionalities instead of tracking them continuously and automatically. Hence,
selective sharing of accurate location, sensed from GPS, based on the users’ discretion is
also a viable option.
6.5.3 Sharing of the sensed information
Sharing users’ data with other applications, other users of the same app or with their
friends on a social network should be done at the users’ discretion. Thus, the designer
should give the users’ full control of what they want to share, when they want to share
it and if they want to opt out of this facility. Alternatively, developers could provide
annotations that reflect their privacy and data sharing policies, and this information could
be incorporated into warnings or data access requests. Similar to tools like AppFence
[70], that tell users whether their data is being sent to advertisers or other known third
parties, other tools should be developed that can inform users if their data is being shared
with other applications, other users or being posted publicly anywhere.
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6.5.4 On-device vs on cloud or server
Since most users do not want their data to be stored in the cloud or on a third party server,
designers of the system or app should consider the design in such a way that majority of
the processing and storage is carried out on the user’s device. The subjects’ responses
suggest that they would prefer that only a limited amount of data is transmitted over the
network in a secure or encrypted manner and stored on a cloud or server. In addition, the
system or app designers should clearly declare to users, what data is being processed on
the device and what data will be transmitted to a server, and how it will increase the benefit
or value of the system to the users. If an app is accessing and transmitting more data than
it has declared in order to provide the required services, it can be easily discovered by
users who use the app, and this could potentially be reflected in the app’s reviews.
While Balebako et al. [71] have experimented with notifying the user and visualizing
the amount and type of information being shared on his device in order to understand his
perceived concerns, they do not comment on whether indicating the benefit or value of
the shared information would influence the users’ decision to share it.
6.5.5 Data for Benefits
As evident from our study, users are more willing to share their data if the benefits to
them are significant, such as saving them time or money, or if the app provides them with
services such as timely and relevant information. Though our study does not determine
what payoff would result in an optimal number of users sharing private information, it is
evident from the results that most users place a value on their private information which
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dictates how and under what circumstances they would surrender it. Thus, the app or
system designer should balance privacy invasion with the benefits to users in a way to
maximize user participation. Staiano et al. [61] have investigated the monetary value
that people assign to different kinds of personal information as collected by their mobile
phone, including location and communication information.
6.5.6 Usage of the sensed information
As opposed to commercial purposes and targeted advertising, if the users’ sensed infor-
mation is utilized for a beneficial and effective cause such as saving lives, users’ are more
willing to share it. Yet this increased willingness to share sensitive data is not without
reservation, as evident by the fact that more than 25% of the subjects were unwilling to
share such data even if the benefits of sharing data can result in saving lives. This may be
attributed to the negative connotation that surrounds usage of such data for commercial
and advertising means. One subject opined that the only use of sensitive data by a sensing
party would be to capitalize on it for targeted advertising. Another stated that he was
skeptical of the inability of companies to not monetize on the collected data, making him
very unwilling to share sensitive data even if to save lives. Nonetheless, it is essential that
the app designer clearly state their intentions for the usage of the sensed data.
6.5.7 Build trust and reputation
As we observed, users are more willing to trust a known brand or company with their
data as opposed to an unknown entity. Hence, it is important to establish a reputation
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and gain their trust. As evident from our results, subjects were more likely to use an app
created by a well known brand then a smaller, obscure company. Yet if they have first
hand experience with the app, they are more willing to use it. Additionally, data they
claim they would never share with a cell phone application do not align with what they
currently share with major email implementations. All but two respondents use an email
service provided by a well known brand, that uses email content and contact listings, in
order to enrich the email experience; something that one-fourth of the users claimed they
would never allow on a cell phone app.
Moreover, we believe that users’ reluctance to share their data, even if to save others’
lives, also relates to trust. This reluctance of an individual to provide resources that can
save another’s life and require no effort on his/her part, should be startling to app design-
ers. This should be a testament to both the lack of trust and the importance to regaining
this trust.
Hence, one of the ways via which designers can build trust is to perform live deploy-
ment of their systems and apps in the wild. This could be conducted with the aid of
professional market research companies which recruit users from different demograph-
ics. The designers can conduct these deployments in-lab and in situ with follow-on user
feedback surveys. This would allow the users to gain first hand experience with their apps




Since we explore a multitude of privacy, trust, risks involved and other related concerns
with personal sensing systems and applications, we have divided the related work into
various sections and differentiate our work from them. /moreover, as stated before, none
of the existing works have addressed such a broad spectrum of concerns with personal
sensing applications.
6.6.1 Privacy concerns with personal sensing via proprietary devices
Klasnja et. al. [47] explored privacy concerns with personal sensing in a field trial of the
UbiFit system [72]. Unlike SenseMe, which runs on the user’s smartphone, the sensing
in UbiFit was carried out using proprietary hardware and hence, wasn’t privy to personal
information. For this reason, our user study focused more on what was being sensed
and inferred as opposed to the sensors being used. Also, UbiFit only recognized physical
activities while SenseMe performs temporal context and activity recognition along several
dimensions. Moreover, we investigate several factors such as brand trust, recognition and
awareness in addition to just sensors. However, our results support their arguments on
Data Retention and Perceived Value of the applications.
6.6.2 Privacy concerns with location tracking and sharing
Mobile privacy research [73,74] has traditionally focused on location tracking and sharing
and has examined users’ privacy concerns about sharing mobile location data. Iachello
and Abowd [75] described how to build appropriate privacy controls into a social location-
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sharing application.
Numerous studies [76–78] have explored location sharing behavior of users and the
factors that influence it. Their findings suggest that who is requesting the user’s location,
why they are requesting it and to what level of granularity significantly affects the user’s
decision to share it. Lederer et al. [79] found that the identity of the location requester
matters more than the place in a user’s willingness to share his or her location, and An-
thony et al [80] focused on the effect of the specific place that the user is asked to share.
Moreover, it seems that the users’ age, gender, mobility, and geographic region also play
a role in location sharing behavior. While we asked users in general about sharing various
forms of data in addition to location (such as activities), similar factors may influence
users’ decisions. In addition, we questioned participants about their privacy concerns re-
lated to all types of fine-grained personal data from their smartphone. Hence, it is difficult
to directly compare our work with them.
6.6.3 Other smartphone privacy concerns
Smartphone apps have the ability to access a number of resources beyond location data.
Smartphone APIs let applications read many types of data (e.g., photographs) and make
changes to the phone (e.g., delete data). Few studies have explored the space of smart-
phone privacy and security beyond location.
Lane et. al. [81] discuss the issue of privacy in their survey of smart phone sensing
applications and systems. However, they do not present any evaluations or quantifiable
results. Instead they draw conclusions from existing work in smart phone sensing.
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Muslukhov et al. [82] asked 22 smartphone users about the value and sensitivity they
assigned to eleven types of data (SMS messages, photos, contacts, emails etc.) on their
phones. One aspect of our study, where we asked users about Data Control (see Section
6.3.3) and list the types of information for which they would limit or disallow sensing,
shares similar goals with this work.
Felt et al. [83] report that users’ concerns about data sharing depend on who the data
is being shared with. Their findings suggest that for different data types, publicly sharing
the data most concerning than sending the data to a server. Sharing with friends and
advertisers rank in the middle, between public sharing and sending the data to a server.
While we asked users about data sharing as well (Section 6.3.4), the sharing mechanisms
that we suggested were different.
Staiano et. al. [61] performed auctions of users’ data and found an optimal price for
which users would sell it. This auction however released the data in general and not to
a commercial entity looking for ways to capitalize on the data and target the users. Our
results show that users are not uniform in their sharing behavior or how they feel their
data should be used. Thus varying the consumer of the data might greatly influence a
user’s ability to share it.
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Chapter 7: TellMe: Bootstrapped Discovery and Ranking of Relevant
Services and Information in Context-aware Systems
A context-aware system uses context to provide relevant information and services to the
user, where relevancy depends on the user’s situation. This relevant information could
include a wide range of heterogeneous content. Many existing context-aware systems
determine this information based on pre-defined ontologies or rules. In addition, they
rely on users’ context history to filter it. Moreover, they often provide domain-specific
information. Such systems are not applicable to a large and varied set of user situations
and information needs, and may suffer from cold start for new users. We address these
limitations and propose a novel, general and flexible approach for bootstrapped discovery
and ranking of heterogeneous relevant services and information in context-aware systems.
In this chapter, we present the design and implementation of TellMe [10] - a novel, gen-
eral and flexible framework (integrated with the Rover II context-aware middleware) for




A context-aware system uses context to provide relevant information and services to the
user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task or situation [1]. This involves delivering
“the right information at the right place and the right time” i.e. relevant, personalized and
timely information to users. Thus, a context-aware system should exhibit the following
three capabilities:
• Determining relevant information - This capability is the cornerstone of context-
aware computing. In today’s world, with the abundance of information available to
us, information overload can easily happen. Hence, it is imperative that the system
retrieves and displays only that information which is relevant to the user’s task at
hand.
• Personalization - This is achieved by acquiring a user’s context (needs, preferences,
etc.) through implicit or explicit means and using it to filter the relevant informa-
tion.
• Timeliness - The system can achieve timely information delivery by providing the
personalized and relevant information to the user at a time when he needs it and can
act upon it.
However, what constitutes relevant information to an individual user may vary widely
according to his tasks or situations. For instance, a user who intends to get a medical test
done would benefit from relevant information, such as recommendations for hospitals
and laboratories, retrieved from the appropriate sources. A user who is about to leave
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for work may be interested in the weather forecast and traffic enroute to her workplace.
Furthermore, this information should be personalized according to the users’ context such
as location, preferences and needs. Finally, the context-aware system should provide this
information to the users in a timely manner in order to help them make an informed
decision regarding where they should go, which routes they should take and when they
should leave so that they can reach their destination on time, thus, saving their time and
effort. Ultimately, this enhances their efficiency and facilitates effective decision making.
As evident from this discussion, a user’s intended events, activities, tasks and situa-
tions (henceforth, collectively referred to as Situations) are the most crucial factors in de-
termining what information is relevant to him. It is also evident that a user’s information
needs in the real world vary according to his situations and could include a wide range
of heterogeneous content, such as weather, news, traffic information etc. This presents
two challenges: recognizing a user’s situations and tasks, and determining information
relevant to them. In this chapter, we focus on these two challenges.
In many existing context-aware systems and applications such as Siri1, the user ex-
plicitly provides his situation or task information and requests for relevant information.
For instance, if he is going for lunch, he will request information about restaurants or
food options nearby. However, for widespread adoption, it is essential that his situations
be detected in an automated and unobtrusive manner. An existing way to recognize a
user’s current situation is via activity recognition (as done in [9, 46]) though it can rec-
ognize only a limited number of diurnal situations (such as ‘Walking’, ‘Driving’ etc.).
On the other hand, user generated content from scheduling resources (such as calendars,
1 www.apple.com/ios/siri/
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reminders or to-do lists), which users employ prolifically nowadays, can provide a rich
platform for implicit recognition of everyday situations and tasks. This content can be
easily used to augment activity recognition.
Thus, to address the first challenge, we propose to glean as much information, about
the user’s tasks and situations, as we can by soft sensing of these user generated sources on
smartphones and desktops through application access or content extraction. For instance,
consider a user who has a scheduled event, ‘Lunch’, marked in his calendar. A context-
aware system can now infer, from this event, that the user’s situation would be ‘Having
Lunch’ in the near future.
The second key challenge is to determine what information is relevant to a user’s
situation. As mentioned earlier, the relevant information varies widely with the user’s
situations and could include a range of heterogeneous content. Clearly, it would be in-
feasible to build an individual system to provide each type of content - a single generic
and unified system that could integrate and retrieve a variety of such heterogeneous infor-
mation from various sources, based on its relevance to the user’s situation, would be the
ideal solution.
Some of this relevant information can be extracted from internal sources such as user’s
emails. However, most of it needs to be obtained from external sources. There are several
web-based services and websites (henceforth, referred to as Information services or just
services) that complement web search results. They provide domain-specific information
(e.g. traffic, weather etc.) aggregated from expert and user contributions and can serve
as an excellent source of such content. The question that can be posed now is - how to
determine the most relevant services, and the most relevant information to be retrieved
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from them, for a given user situation?
Mostefaoui et al. [84] identify that predicting what information would be relevant
to a user is challenging. They state that it is possible to determine it using techniques
that are based on users’ feedback or the system developer’s observations. Thus, in order
to automate the process of discovery and retrieval of relevant information in a context-
aware system, the system designer could encode or program rules by hand. Consider the
example user situations mentioned earlier - ‘Getting a medical test done’ and ‘Going for
lunch’. For these, a system designer could encode rules such as:
• If a user’s situation is ‘Get medical test done’ then retrieve information about ‘Hos-
pitals’ or ‘Medical laboratories’,
• If a user’s situation is ‘Lunch’ then retrieve information about ‘Restaurants’ or
‘Food’ near the user.
However, this approach suffers from several drawbacks:
1. These static rules are expensive to generate and maintain. In addition, they cannot
be dynamically adjusted in response to changes in a user’s behavior.
2. A user may be involved in innumerable situations and, hence, it is not possible to
enumerate such rules for every situation.
3. Furthermore, these rules, and systems that employ them, can only cover the set of
possibilities that system designers anticipated and will not scale to a large number
of unanticipated situations and information needs of different users.
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Xu et al. [85] proposed an OLAP based approach for mining user interaction logs in
order to filter information based on its relevance to the user’s context. For instance, if
a user has accessed her shopping list most frequently in a certain context (location, day
of week and time), then it implies that this is the most useful information to her for that
context. Even though user interaction logs are a valuable source for determining relevant
information, a major limitation of this approach is that for new users (for whom the system
has little or no context history), the system may suffer from a cold start and may not be
able to determine any relevant information. Thus, new techniques need to be developed
in order to augment this and bootstrap the context-aware system so that it can retrieve
information for unanticipated user situations or for new users and avoid a cold start. Yet,
enough attention has not been given to this problem.
Thus, to address the second challenge and all these limitations, we propose a novel,
flexible and general approach based on Semantic Relatedness [86] - a metric for deter-
mining similarity of two documents or phrases based on their semantic meaning. It is
normalized to a value between 0 (no relatedness) and 1 (very high relatedness) and is
significantly more powerful than simple keyword based matching. This metric has been
steadily gaining attention among Natural Language Processing (NLP) researchers and has
been used in several applications such as targeted advertising [87] and web search [88]
with positive and beneficial results.
We propose to utilize this metric as a measure of relevance of the information, pro-
vided by a service, to the user’s situation or task. For instance, the semantic relatedness
between ‘lunch’ and ‘food’ is 0.76. Clearly, services that provide information or recom-
mendations for food are relevant to a user’s situation ‘Going for lunch’. This demonstrates
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that this metric can be effectively used for discovering and ranking information relevant to
users’ situations. Ultimately, this creates a context-aware system that is flexible, generic,
easier to maintain and can retrieve information beyond what could be anticipated by a
system designer. Moreover, such a system does not rely on hand coded rules and will be
able to provide relevant information for new situations and to new users (for whom there
is no past interaction or usage history), thereby, avoiding a cold start.
We implement both our proposed ideas in a single generic system which employs
various algorithms to discover and rank candidate services relevant to a user’s situation.
It retrieves the relevant information from the ranked services, aggregates it and presents
it to the user. Our contributions are:
• We propose and implement the idea of inferring a user’s situations via soft sensing
of user generated content from sources such as calendars etc.
• We address the problem of bootstrapped discovery and ranking of heterogeneous
services and information, relevant to a user’s situations, in context-aware systems.
We propose a novel approach, based on Semantic Relatedness, to solve it.
• We design and implement four variations of a base algorithm that ranks candidate
relevant services, and the information to be retrieved from them, based on the se-
mantic relatedness between the information provided by the services and the user’s
situation description.
• We implement these algorithms as part of a system, called TellMe, and conduct a
live deployment and a web-based study with 14 subjects to evaluate their efficacy.
We demonstrate that they show strong positive correlation with human supplied
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relevance rankings and can be used as an effective means to discover and rank
relevant services and information.
• We also show that our approach is general, applicable to a wide set of users situa-
tions and can provide relevant information to new users without requiring any user
interaction history, thus, avoiding a cold start.
7.2 Related Work
Since our work spans several ideas, we have organized the related work into several differ-
ent subsections. We highlight their shortcomings as well as differences with our approach.
7.2.1 Use of Software Sensors
Garlan et al. [89] propose utilizing location information from a user’s calendar, in the
Aura system, in order to predict future locations of a user and take appropriate actions
on his behalf based on this information. On the other hand, we propose a generalized
approach that utilizes user generated content from calendars, reminders and to-do lists to
infer the tasks and situations of a user.
7.2.2 Service Discovery and Selection in Ubiquitous Computing Sys-
tems
Service discovery refers to a mechanism that allows users to locate services on-demand
and in reasonable time [90]. Existing works [91–93] perform context-aware service dis-
covery and selection based on how closely a user’s request and the service description
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matches. The matching is usually done using a pre-defined ontology. Most of these
works are constrained in their approach as they consider services to be either hardware
or network resources such as printers or projectors. In addition, a major drawback of us-
ing pre-defined ontologies is that they are usually domain specific and limited to a finite
number of concepts that the ontology designer has taken into account. Even though our
approach shares similar goals with these works, it stands out in several ways:
• We incorporate a variety of services that offer heterogeneous content instead of
focusing on just hardware resources.
• We utilize state of the art NLP techniques to calculate relevance using content from
any of the services present in a context-aware system.
• We do not limit ourselves to a pre-defined ontology. We employ powerful, domain-
independent and exhaustive databases and repositories such as Wikipedia, Wordnet
and other corpora. The use of these repositories ensures that a large amount of
world knowledge is exploited for determining relevance instead of relying only on
the system designers’ knowledge.
7.2.3 Smartphone application usage prediction
Predicting smartphone application (referred to as an ‘app’) usage has received significant
attention recently. Several works such as Huang et al. [94] and Shin et al. [95] focus on
predicting the next smartphone app that a user would use based on contextual information
such as time, location, or usage information such as most frequently or recently used app.
In contrast, we focus on determining the information and its source, from among several
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heterogeneous sources, that would prove most relevant to the user’s situation irrespective
of the source type - whether its an app or a service. Moreover, we do not rely on usage
information in our current system as our main goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of our
proposed approach for bootstrapped discovery of relevant information.
7.2.4 Relevant information discovery in context-aware systems
In most of the notable context-aware systems such as Context Toolkit [96], Context Bro-
ker Architecture [97], and Gaia [98], determining relevant services and information based
on a user’s situation or task is either not addressed or is achieved using pre-defined rules.
As explained earlier, such static pre-defined rules are not suitable for scaling and adapt-
ing to a dynamic environment. They will need to be adjusted according to changes in the
user’s behavior or situation, or due to new unanticipated situations.
A number of existing systems [4, 5, 99] focus on determining relevance of informa-
tion based on the user’s interests and preferences or their context such as time and lo-
cation. Furthermore, most of these systems have narrow applicability and are specific
to domains such as meeting room environments [97], museums [100], airports [99], tour
guides [4, 101–103] and healthcare [5]. Although these systems serve their intended pur-
pose well, they are limited in scope and can only handle information specific to their
particular domain rather than the heterogeneous content that users require and that could
help them in effective decision making. In contrast, we do not focus on a specific applica-
tion or domain. Instead, we develop a generic infrastructure for aggregation of a variety
of content in order to satisfy a diverse set of user information needs.
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7.2.5 Relevant information discovery in commercial systems
Tempo2, a smart calendar iPhone app, uses calendar data to provide users with relevant
internal information such as related emails and documents, before an appointment is due
to happen. It also determines navigation directions to locations mentioned in the user’s
upcoming calendar entries. However, to the best of our knowledge, it does not retrieve
any other relevant information from external sources that could prove helpful to the user’s
situation.
Google Now3 is a smartphone app that provides users with information such as flight
schedules, weather, and traffic in the form of ‘Google Now Cards’. These cards are often
displayed statically based on user’s context such as location (for instance, the ‘Weather’,
‘Photography Spots nearby’ or ‘Events nearby’ cards). They can also be generated dy-
namically based on the user’s recent search history and emails. Even though internal
information (such as that from email) can be valuable to a user, it has limited benefits if
he wants to discover new information serendipitously. For instance, a user heading to the
airport may benefit significantly from external information (such as transport options to
the airport) in addition to internal information (such as flight schedules) from his email.
More importantly, displaying relevant information based only on location can prove to
be ineffective. As mentioned earlier, a user who needs to get a medical test done would
be better assisted by recommendations for hospitals rather than spots for photography
nearby. In addition, even though email can be a rich source of situations, we believe
that it is constrained for recognizing everyday situations and tasks. Other user generated
















Figure 7.1: Overview of the TellMe system
sources such as calendars and reminders can serve as a more abundant source for them
and can be easily mined from a smartphone or a desktop.
To address all these limitations, we propose to discover and rank a wide variety of
external heterogeneous services and information relevant to a user’s situation (sensed
from user generated sources) to enhance his efficiency and quality of life.
7.3 The TellMe System
In this section, we describe the TellMe system, its components and its underlying algo-
rithms in detail.
7.3.1 TellMe client side system
Figure 7.1 shows an overview of how the TellMe system functions. A TellMe client ap-
plication running on a smartphone or desktop aggregates situations and tasks information
from several user generated information sources such as calendars, reminders, and notes.
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Figure 7.2: Architecture of the TellMe server side system
plication receives the relevant information for each item from the server side system and
displays it to the user.
For prototyping, we have implemented a TellMe client application as a Google Cal-
endar Event Gadget [104]. Users have to import this gadget in their existing Google
calendars via a browser and authorize it to access their calendar entries and current geolo-
cation. The gadget appears as an icon on top of each day in the calendar. On clicking the
icon, a user can see a list of heterogeneous services and information relevant to each of
his calendar entries for that day embedded as a web page in the gadget (see Figure 7.4).
Please note that though the current client prototype focuses on calendar entries, it can
be easily extended to include situation information from other sources such as reminders
and to-do lists that may reside on a user’s phone. To this end, we are also currently
developing a smartphone based TellMe client application.
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Service Top level Information Categories (# of subcategories)
Yelp Active Life (74), Arts and Entertainment (20), . . .
Google News Sports (26), Entertainment (7), . . .
FourSquare Arts and Entertainment (52), College and University (38), . . .
Angie’s List Home, Auto, Wedding, Parties and Entertainment . . .
MapQuest Navigation, Maps, Route, Traffic, Incidents, . . .
LastFm Music, Music album, Music artist, Music chart, . . .
Weather Underground Weather, Environment, Outlook, Temperature, . . .
Table 7.1: Services registered in the Service Tier and their top level information
categories
Buy Groceries






Table 7.2: The top 10 most commonly recurring calendar entries, to-do and reminder
items collected in our user study
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7.3.2 TellMe Server side system
Figure 7.2 shows the architecture of the TellMe server side system. It is integrated with
the Rover II context-aware middleware, introduced in Bhargava et al. [16], which can
store and retrieve relevant contextual information and learn user behavior models. The
server side system has the following components:
7.3.2.1 Service Tier
This component registers several external web-based information services, from which
relevant information can be retrieved, and consists of client stubs to them. It also pro-
vides an API to add or register more services. For our initial prototype, we have selected
8 services based on the wide spectrum of information content that they provide, their
popularity and ease of API availability, documentation and usage. These are:
• MapQuest4 - a navigation service used for obtaining directions to a destination,
traffic information etc.
• WeatherUnderground5 - a service typically used for obtaining information on cur-
rent weather conditions.
• LastFm6 - a popular music discovery service.
• Google News7 - a news service that provides comprehensive news coverage aggre-
gated from sources all over the world.
4 www.mapquestapi.com/traffic/ 5 http://api.wunderground.com/
6 www.last.fm/ 7 www.news.google.com/
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• Yelp8 - a service for user reviews of local businesses.
• Google Feed9 - a service for subscribing to web feeds or blogs such as RSS or
media feeds from any website.
• Foursquare10 - a location-based social networking service to search for places and
venues around the user’s location.
• Angie’s list11 - a service that aggregates verified consumer reviews of service com-
panies in USA.
7.3.2.2 Service Tier Registry
This component contains a list of all the services, that are registered in the Service Tier,
and the categories of information they provide. Since the information provided by a
service can be described succinctly and coherently in terms of its information categories,
we use them to compute the semantic relatedness metric.
In the current version of our system, all the 8 services mentioned earlier are listed
in this Registry. Some of these services and their top level categories are shown in Table
7.1. These categories have been retrieved from the websites of these services or generated
manually based on their content. Many of these services such as Yelp and Foursquare have
a hierarchical category structure where general categories subsume more specific ones. It
is evident that some of these services provide similar or overlapping information.
8 http://www.yelp.com/ 9 https://developers.google.com/feed/
10 www.foursquare.com/ 11 www.angieslist.com/
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7.3.2.3 Service Tier Entry
This component functions as a gateway or an entry point to the TellMe server side system.
It receives the list of user’s situation items from the Rover II middleware, parses it and
sends each item to the Relevant Services and Information Discovery and Ranking En-
gine. It also receives the ranked list of candidate relevant services and their most relevant
categories, for each item, from the engine and sends it to the Service Tier Interface.
7.3.2.4 Service Tier Interface
This component is responsible for interfacing with the services registered in the Service
Tier and aggregating the relevant information retrieved from them. It accesses each ranked
candidate service, via its public API, in order to retrieve the information for its most
relevant categories and personalizes it based on the user’s context (such as location or
preferences) if available. It aggregates this information and sends it back to the Service
Tier Entry.
7.3.2.5 Relevant Services and Information Discovery and Ranking En-
gine
This is the core component for determining information relevant to a user’s situation or
task item. Figure 7.3 shows the pipeline for it. It employs four variations of the base
Relevant Services and Information Discovery and Ranking algorithm (Algorithm 3). This
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Figure 7.3: Pipeline for the Relevant Services and Information Discovery and Ranking
Engine
relatedness and a ranking mechanism to discover and generate a ranked list of candidate
relevant services (from among those registered in the Service Tier) for it. For each ranked
service, it also determines the three most relevant information categories. Currently, we
focus only three relevant categories because the relevant information should be available
to the user within 2 or 3 interactions (swipes/clicks) with the client application.
As shown, the algorithm iterates over each service listed in the ‘Service Tier Registry’
and employs the Semantic Relatedness (SR) Computation Module to calculate the SR
score between each of the service categories and the item description. Once the scores
have been computed for all the categories of each service, a ‘Service Score’ is calculated
for it by aggregating the scores from one or all of its categories. The services are then
ranked based on the service score. For each ranked service, we also determine the top 3
categories which have the highest SR scores. These are the three most relevant categories
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for that service. The SR scores are further cached after retrieval to improve response time
on subsequent calls.
We implemented four variations of Algorithm 3 by employing two different meth-
ods for calculating SR scores and two different ranking mechanisms. The methods for
computing SR scores are:
• STS-based SR - This variation employs the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) Sys-
tem [105] for computing SR. The STS system is based on Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) along with WordNet knowledge and is trained on LDC Gigawords and Stan-
ford Webbase corpora. Since the STS system incorporates lemmatization, POS tag-
ging and parsing as part of the SR computation, we do not perform these operations
on the category and situation phrases.
• Wikipedia-based SR - This variation is a novel approach similar to Explicit Seman-
tic Analysis [106]. It uses the cross-lingual dictionary created by Spitkovsky and
Chang [107] along with the lch calculation from Rada et al. [108] and is further
evaluated against Wikipedia by WikiRelate [109]. It is described in Section 7.3.4
for a more lucid explanation.
The service score is computed using the following two different mechanisms and is
then used to rank the services:
• Highest Semantic Relatedness (HSR) - The service score is the highest SR score
for any category of the service.
• Average Semantic Relatedness (ASR) - The service score is the average SR score
over all the categories of the service.
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Algorithm 3: Base Relevant Services and Information Discovery and Ranking al-
gorithm (The algorithm can vary depending on the method of calculating semantic
relatedness and the mechanisms for ranking.)
Input: Situation or Task item description, List of Services and their categories
from the Service Tier Registry
Output: Ranked list of candidate relevant services and three most relevant
categories for each service
foreach Service listed in the Service Tier Registry do
foreach Category of the Service do
Calculate the Semantic Relatedness (SR) Score between the Category and
the situation/task item description;
Store the Category with Highest Semantic Relatedness (HSR) Score;
end
Calculate the Average Semantic Relatedness (ASR) for the service over all
categories;
Calculate the ServiceScore from the Category Scores using HSR or ASR;
If ServiceScore < Scorethreshold, replace ServiceScore with 0.0;
end
Rank the services in decreasing order of ServiceScore;
For all services that have ServiceScore = 0.0, set rank as ‘Not Applicable’;
For all ranked services, rank their categories in decreasing order of SR scores ;
return Ranked list of candidate services and the top three categories with the
highest SR scores for each service;
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If the service score is below a threshold, it implies that the information provided by
the service is not relevant to the given user situation and hence, it is not ranked. This helps
in reducing noise and false positives. Since SR is a cosine similarity measure, a threshold
of 0.293 (1 - cos 45 ◦) is generally considered an appropriate threshold and we use that in
our implementation.
This ranked list of candidate services, along with their three most relevant categories,
is then propagated to the Service Tier Interface component (via the ‘Service Tier Entry’).
The Interface retrieves the information for each of the 3 categories, for each service, via
the service API. It further filters this information based on the user’s context, such as
location or preferences, if available. This ranked list of services, and the information
retrieved from them, is then sent to the TellMe client application which displays it to the
user.
7.3.3 Illustrative Use Case
We now illustrate the utility and benefits of the TellMe system via 2 scenarios (including
the one described earlier in Section 7.1).
7.3.3.1 Use Case 1
For the user’s task ‘Get medical tests done’, a generated list of discovered and ranked
candidate relevant services and their categories by the STS-HSR variation of Algorithm
3 is:
1. ‘Laboratory testing’, ‘Health and medical’, and ‘Medical centers’ from Yelp
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm to compute semantic relatedness using Wikipedia-derived
data.
Input: A pair of strings
Output: A measure of semantic relatedness.
// Calculate the most related concepts from each
string:
foreach Input String do
Tokenize the string into unigrams and bigrams;
Map the unigrams and bigrams to associated concepts from the substring
dictionary;
Keep the combination of tokens that maximizes the sum of the pairwise lch
scores;
end
// Find the most related concepts from each
combination:
foreach Combination of Concepts do
Calculate lch between the two concepts;
Maintain the concept pair with the highest lch value;
end
return Largest lch value and concept pair;
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Figure 7.4: Screenshot of the TellMe client application displaying relevant information
for a user’s task
2. ‘Doctor’s office’, ‘Medical school’, and ‘Hospital’ from
FourSquare
3. ‘Genetic medicine’, ‘Physical medicine’, and ‘Alternative
medicine’ from Angie’s List
4. ‘Health’, ‘Science’ and ‘Legal’ from Google News
Figure 7.4 shows a screenshot of the TellMe prototype client application displaying
the aggregated ranked list of services, and relevant information retrieved from each ser-
vice (for each of its 3 most relevant categories), to the user via the calendar event gadget.
Since the current client is a web-based system, the server side system utilizes the current
geolocation of the user obtained from the user’s browser to filter the information for each
category.
As other services registered with the Service Tier (such as those for weather, music
etc.) do not provide information relevant to this task, they are not discovered or ranked.
This list is intuitive and beneficial to the user as it provides him with helpful suggestions
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on laboratories, medical centers and hospitals, near his current location, where he can go
and get the tests done. Moreover, it enables him to discover new information serendipi-
tously, such as information about alternative medicine or latest news regarding health and
science, which further aids him in making an informed decision.
7.3.3.2 Use Case 2
Similarly, consider another situation item - ‘Go sailing’. The STS-ASR variation of Al-
gorithm 3 generates the following ranked list of relevant services and categories:
1. ‘Surfing’, ‘Diving’, and ‘Boats’ from Yelp
2. ‘Wind’, ‘Weather’, and ‘Visibility’ from Weather Underground
3. ‘Navigation’, ‘Routes’ and ‘Maps’ from MapQuest
In this case, the STS-ASR algorithm aggregates a wide variety of content which could
benefit the user. For instance, the user may want to rent boats for sailing. In addition, he
may want to check weather conditions before undertaking any water sport activity.
These two use cases highlight the diversity of the information needs of users according
to their situations. It also demonstrates that the TellMe system can aggregate heteroge-
neous content from various sources, which the user might have been oblivious of but,
nonetheless, proves valuable in decision making.
7.3.4 Wikipedia-based Semantic Relatedness
Algorithm 4 outlines the process of calculating semantic relatedness between two phrases















“Doctor’s office”“Get medical tests done”
Figure 7.5: Graphical illustration of the lch calculation for the phrases “Get medical
tests done” and “Doctor’s office”.
uation description or a service category in our case) and disambiguate its meaning using
the substring dictionary provided by Spitkovsky and Chang [107]. We have processed
this dictionary to be of the form: substring → (Concept, pl, pc) where Concept refers
to a Wikipedia article, pl is the probability of the substring linking to the specific con-
cept and pc is the probability of the concept itself. These substrings come from link text
in Wikipedia and internet crawls, and their tf-idf values are used to generate pl and pc.
For performance optimization, we have discarded substrings shorter than 2 characters
(for instance, really short strings such as ‘I’) and longer than 32 (for instance, extremely
long words). We have also discarded high probability concepts (pc > 0.01) which rep-
resent stop words and low probability concepts (log(pc) < −17) which represent very
rarely used uncommon terms. Finally, we have discarded substrings that have greater
than 10,000 concepts (such as “here”).
To disambiguate a phrase, we first consider all combinations of unigrams and bigrams
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obtained from it. We then map these to Wikipedia concepts, retrieve the concepts with the
highest likelihood and select the concept combination that has the highest inter-concept
semantic relatedness. Inter-concept semantic relatedness is a metric to measure how close
the concepts are within a phrase. By maximizing this metric within phrases, we are able to
correct cases where low-likelihood but high relatedness concepts would be discarded by
a context-free statistical calculation. We use the lch function [108] between the concepts
to provide a semantic relatedness measure. This function calculates the closest shared
ancestor between two articles in Wikipedia category space and has been proved to be a
decent approximation of semantic relatedness [109]. For each concept combination, we
calculate this function and return the pair with the highest score.
Figure 7.5 graphically illustrates the computation of semantic relatedness between the
situation description “Get medical test done” (Use case 1) and category “Doctor’s of-
fice” from Foursquare using Algorithm 4. First, we map from word phrases to concepts
represented by Wikipedia articles. In this case, the bi-gram “medical test” is linked to
the Wikipedia article with the same name. It also links to other articles such as “Apgar
score” which is a type of medical test. The Foursquare category “Doctor’s office” links
to both “Physician” and “Ambulatory care”. In this case, Ambulatory care has a higher
link probability, but Physician is a more probable concept. The next step is to calculate
the distance between the two phrases by examining their lch score. If “Physician” were
selected, the closest common ancestor is the category “Healthcare Occupations” which
leads to a distance of 4. If “Ambulatory care” were selected, the distance between “Medi-
cal test” and “Ambulatory care” is 3. We have combined these mechanisms to exploit the




7.4.1 Goals and Methodologies
The primary goal of our study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the TellMe system, and
its underlying algorithms, in discovering and ranking services and information relevant to
a user’s situation or task. We test the validity of our hypothesis - that semantic related-
ness can be used as a measure of relevance of information to a user’s situation and can be
further used to rank it. To this end, we model our experiments after those in Information
Retrieval (IR). In IR, retrieval correctness usually cannot be proved formally and hence,
evaluation often relies on human assessment of result quality [110]. Thus, we analyze
the results generated by our algorithms through various standard performance measures
commonly used in IR, such as Precision and Recall, in order to assess their effective-
ness and compare their performance with human generated relevance rankings. We also
evaluate TellMe against several qualitative metrics such as generality, response time and
robustness. In order to evaluate our system, we used two methodologies:
7.4.1.1 Live deployment
We recruited 14 (8 male and 6 female) subjects, who were either working professionals
or campus community members, to evaluate the TellMe system. None of these subjects
had interacted with TellMe or Rover II before and hence, we did not have any usage
or interaction logs for them. All the subjects had to import the TellMe calendar event
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gadget client application (as shown in Figure 7.4) into their Google calendars and had to
authorize it to access their calendar data and current geolocation for a period of 1 month.
In addition, the subjects were given specific instructions to use their calendars as the main
tool for scheduling appointments, to-do tasks and reminders during the study period.
For each calendar entry, the gadget displayed in situ the top 3 ranked services, and
information for the top 3 categories for each service, as retrieved by the TellMe server
side system, to the subject. Since there maybe personal biases of users towards services,
we currently do not remove information for overlapping categories between the ranked
services in the results. Also, since the TellMe server side system currently has information
about the users’ current location but not about their preferences (for food, music etc.),
the results are personalized based on current location only. The subjects were asked
to provide feedback by marking the information displayed to them as ‘Relevant’/‘Not
relevant’ via the gadget.
7.4.1.2 Web-based study for Ground Truth collection
The methodology for live deployment doesn’t provide a direct means for evaluating the
efficacy of the algorithms via standard IR performance measures. This is because the
subjects could not provide Ground Truth on what information they considered relevant in
comparison to what the system displayed. Moreover, all the subjects had varying calendar
entries (with only a few common ones as shown in Table 7.2) and could provide feedback
only for their calendar entries. This created sparseness in the results.
Hence, we used another methodology to collect ground truth for relevance compari-
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son. After the live deployment, we aggregated the calendar, to-do and reminder entries of
all the subjects collected during the live deployment period. We further augmented these
with diurnal activities such as ‘Driving’ to generate 120 unique situation and task items.
Table 7.2 shows the most commonly recurring situation and task items collected as part
of our user study.
All the 14 subjects who participated in the live deployment further participated in a
web-based study. For each of the 120 items, they were asked to rank up to 3 services
(from among the 8 services currently registered in the TellMe server side system) that
they considered most relevant to the task or situation. For each ranked service, they were
asked to select up to 3 of its most relevant information categories. If none of the categories
seemed relevant to them, they were allowed to provide their own keywords. This collected
data was then used as ground truth and we compared the results generated by our system
with it.
7.4.2 Evaluation Metrics and Results
Relevance is a subjective measure and as such there may not be agreement among the
users. In our study, there is a small subset of services (such as Yelp, Foursquare and
Angie’s List) that have some overlap while others provide mostly mutually exclusive
information. As a result, the service rankings responses have high agreement. However,
among overlapping services there may be slight disagreement among users that can be
caused by personal biases towards services (say preferring Yelp to Foursquare).
On the other hand, there are significantly more categories than services. For instance,
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Yelp had 698 and Foursquare had 402 categories at the time this research was conducted.
As stated earlier, the category structures are hierarchical. For instance, the general cat-
egory “restaurants” subsumes more specific categories such as “Indian restaurants” or
”Chinese restaurants”. Thus, there is lower agreement for category responses mainly
caused by either lack of full knowledge of the categories or by a user’s preferences (caus-
ing them to pick more specific categories). To address issues with lack of knowledge of
categories, we had provided category auto-suggestions (based on substring matching) as
a user provided relevant categories in the web-based study.
Also, service discovery is the first step for retrieval of relevant information in our
system. If the appropriate services are not discovered then the relevant information from
them can not be retrieved. Due to these inherent differences in the services and categories
discovery process and response spaces, we have split our evaluation to independently
evaluate service rankings and categories retrieval.
7.4.2.1 Service ranking
Although all subjects were asked to rank up to 3 services, most subjects ranked only 1
and in a few cases, 2. On the other hand, our algorithms ranked 3 or 4 candidate services
as relevant for each situation item. This created data that is too sparse for a thorough
accuracy evaluation and hence, we use alternative measures to show how the algorithms
performed with respect to Service Ranking:
• Friedman Test
To quantify the consistency of responses, we first applied the Friedman test - a
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non-parametric statistical test that is used to detect differences in treatments across
multiple test attempts. We applied it with an α (significance) level of 0.05 to the
service ranking responses of all subjects for all items in our study. We use this to
determine how consistent the subjects were in ranking the services for each item
and if there were any significant differences in their responses. The null hypothesis
of this test, when applied to our study, is that there is no difference in the rankings
provided by each user. When a difference occurs, it may imply a matter of differing
personal biases towards services or an ambiguous task such as ‘Purchase birthday
gift’ which has no obvious “correct” answer.
Out of the 120 items, for 85 (70.8 %) the null hypothesis held - there was no signif-
icant variation in how subjects ranked the services. 4 (3.3 %) of the situations did
not have enough services, ranked by the subjects, to provide a meaningful measure-
ment. This occurred when there were no or very few obvious relevant information
providers for the specified situation (for instance, a situation item such as ‘Water
the plants’). Finally, there were 31 (25.8 %) situations that showed statistically sig-
nificant variance in subject response. As previously stated, this may imply some
underlying difference in personal biases or situations with no “correct” answer.
• Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
To provide a single user generated baseline for comparison, we applied Borda
counting to combine service ranking results from all subjects into a hybrid ser-
vice ranking for each situation or task item. Borda counting is a type of preference






Yelp 8 2 0 8x3+2x2+0x1=28 1
Foursquare 3 6 0 3x3+6x2+0x1=21 2
Angie’s List 2 1 2 2x3+1x2+2x1=10 3
Table 7.3: Service ranking results for all the 14 users and Calculation of points for each
ranked service using Borda counting to generate singe user provided baseline
ranks). Table 7.3 shows an example of how Borda counting is applied to subjects’
rankings for the task item ‘Get medical tests done’ in order to generate a single
unified ranking. Each cell value (in clomuns 2 -4) represents the # of users who
assigned the rank, represented by the column, to the service represented by the row.
These rankings are used to calculate the points awarded to each service (column 5)
and generate the user baseline ranking (column 6).
We then applied Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) to measure similarity
between the user generated baseline and the various service rankings, generated by
the four algorithms and the subjects, for each item in the study. Spearman’s ρ is a
nonparametric rank statistic that determines how close two variables are by quan-
tifying the strength of the associations between two vectors. Its value ranges from
-1 (perfectly reversed; negatively correlated) to 1 (equal; positively correlated). We
measured ρ for each algorithm’s service ranking, for each of the 120 situation items,









































































Figure 7.6: Summary of the distribution of ρ between user generated baseline and
service rankings of individual algorithms and subjects
same measurement for all the test subjects to show how well they performed against
the baseline.
Figure 7.6 shows the boxplots for the distribution of ρ for all algorithms and sub-
jects against the baseline. First, we note that the STS-based algorithms are very sen-
sitive to the service scoring function. The STS-HSR algorithm shows very strong
correlation with the baseline in both its median and its interquartile range (IQR). In
contrast, STS-ASR has the poorest performance in both measures showing little to
no correlation in many cases. The Wiki-based algorithms are more closely matched
and show very strong correlation in both median and IQR. Unlike the STS-based
algorithms, the Wiki-based algorithms perform better with the ASR variant proba-
bly because of the tight range of the lch calculation. Overall, the algorithms (sans
STS-ASR) show a strong positive correlation with the user generated baseline, thus,
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proving that they perform comparably to human supplied relevance rankings.
We also analyze the subjects’ rankings against the baseline to show that it is reason-
able. Examining their coefficients, we see similar variation in responses. Almost
all subjects have upper quartiles with ρ > 0.5 showing a medium to strong pos-
itive correlation with the baseline. Subjects 2, 3, 6, 10, 13, and 14 show strong
positive corrections in almost all cases. Subject 8 has the worst median correlation
but a fairly tight variance whereas subject 1 has slightly stronger median perfor-
mance but the largest variance. Overall, the subjects demonstrate a strong positive
correlation with the baseline.
• Precision and Precision@k
Spearman’s ρ does not map directly to user experience. Hence, to put these mea-
surements into perspective, we measured Precision (P) and Precision@k (P@k) of
the service ranking determined by our algorithms where
P =
Retrieved services ∩ Relevant services
Retrieved services
As stated earlier, most subjects ranked only 1 or 2 services as relevant in comparison
to our algorithms which ranked 3 or 4 services for each situation item. Hence, for
P@k, we set k =1 i.e. we compute the % of times the subjects’ rank #1 service
matched with the rank # 1 service returned by each algorithm.
Table 7.4 shows a summary of performance for the user generated baseline and
the algorithms for service ranking. We can see that the baseline agrees with the
subjects’ ranked # 1 service, 70% of the time and this rank # 1 service would appear
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in the baseline’s top 3 services, 94% of the time. STS-ASR performs the worst
in precision, only agreeing with the subjects’ rank # 1 service 33% of the time
and only retrieving the # 1 service in its top 3 results, 53% of the time. STS-
HSR and Wiki-ASR have very similar correlation profiles (when considering ρ) but
Wiki-ASR outperforms STS-HSR (when considering Precision) retrieving the # 1
service in top 3 results, 87% of the time as opposed to 80% for STS-HSR. Finally,
Wiki-HSR, which had a slightly weaker median correlation (for ρ) outperforms all
the algorithms, ranking the subjects’ # 1 service as its # 1 service, 77% of the time
(more than the user generated baseline) and retrieving it in its top 3 services, 92% of
the time (comparable to the user generated baseline). This again demonstrates that
the algorithms (sans STS-ASR) perform comparably to humans supplied rankings.
7.4.2.2 Category analysis
Since there is higher disagreement among category selections by users, mainly because of
the huge number of categories to choose from, we do not compute a single user generated
baseline for it. Similar to service ranking, we use the metrics of Precision (P), Recall
(R), F-score (F) and Precision@k (P@k) to evaluate category retrieval by our algorithms.
Here,
P =









2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R
Table 7.4 provides a summary of the results for these metrics. First, we examine the
% of categories that were retrieved by each algorithm for each situation item and were
considered relevant by the users (P). Next, we evaluate the % of relevant categories that
were selected by the users and retrieved by each algorithm (R). F is the accuracy measure
obtained by computing the harmonic mean of P and R. Finally, we measure P@ k. Since
our algorithms return 3 categories for each situation item, we set k = 1. Thus, we measure
% of times the users’ rank #1 category matched with the rank # 1 category returned by
each algorithm.
As evident, the STS-HSR algorithm had the best performance for all metrics. It re-
trieved the rank # 1 category of users as its rank # 1 category (P@1) around 73% of the
time while STS-ASR retrieved it around 57% of the time. In addition, it retrieved useful
and relevant categories in its top 3 categories (P) 81% of the time while STS-ASR re-
trieved them around 66% of the time. Overall, STS-HSR has an accuracy (F) of 75% as
opposed to STS-ASR which has an accuracy of 60%. STS-HSR outperformed STS-ASR
mainly because the ASR scoring function did not rank some of the relevant services (as
evident by its poor performance in service ranking) and did not retrieve the categories for
them.
The Wiki-based algorithms performed much worse with an accuracy of 11%. A reason
for their poor performance could be that the lch calculation has a very tight range. For
a situation such as “Get medical tests done”, many of the medical-based concepts will
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Algorithm
Service Ranking Category Retrieval
P P@1 P R F P@1
Baseline 0.94 0.7 — — — —
Wiki-HSR 0.92 0.77 0.13 0.1 0.11 0.1
Wiki-ASR 0.87 0.66 0.13 0.1 0.11 0.1
STS-HSR 0.8 0.51 0.81 0.69 0.75 0.73
STS-ASR 0.53 0.33 0.66 0.55 0.6 0.57
Table 7.4: Analysis of P and P@1 for service ranking of user generated baseline and
algorithms and Summary of P, R, F and P@1 for category retrieval by the algorithms
have the same score leading them to be returned alphabetically. This helped with service
discovery because services such as Yelp (which have several medical categories) would
score higher than services such as Google News (which has a single health category). To
improve these results, a different tie breaking mechanism, based on category probabilities
or user preferences, could be used.
7.4.2.3 Discussion
Our initial results are highly promising. With respect to service ranking, the proposed
algorithms performed comparably to humans. However, for category retrieval, the algo-
rithms performed reasonably. A possible reason could be that the current system does
not have information on individual user preferences and hence, cannot personalize the
categories for users. Similar to service ranking, all subjects were asked to select up to 3
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relevant categories for each ranked service. However, most subjects selected only 1 or 2
categories and their selections reflected their individual preferences for some of the sit-
uations (such as ‘Indian restaurants’ for ‘Having Lunch’ rather than just ‘Restaurants’).
On the other hand, our algorithms retrieved information for general categories such as
‘Restaurants’ and not for specific categories, such as ‘Indian restaurants’.
However, since the aim of this study is to show the value of our approach for boot-
strapped discovery and ranking of heterogeneous services and information relevant to a
user’s situation, we leave preference tuning for the future. It can be addressed by modeling
users’ preferences from various sources such as their social media profiles or via prefer-
ence elicitation. Thus, a hybrid system that combines our approach with user preference
modeling for personalizing the results will achieve an even higher accuracy for category
retrieval. Please note that a direct comparison of our work with [85] is not possible as
they do not present any accuracy evaluation.
Also, we observed that there were some subtle relationships, between a situation item
and the relevant information selected by users, which are hard to model using existing
NLP techniques. For instance, multiple users selected weather information as relevant
information for many of the situations (such as “Mow the lawn”). We believe that these
subtleties can be captured by mining terms that commonly co-occur in web search queries
and using them to boost the SR scores. We are currently working in this direction.
7.4.2.4 Qualitative Metrics and Results
We further evaluate TellMe against several qualitative metrics:
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• Flexibility and Generality - We note that we have used web-based services as a
primary and motivating information source in our current implementation of the
system. However, our approach is flexible enough to incorporate other sources
such as databases, and smartphone and desktop applications. This only requires a
list of categories of information provided by the new sources, along with an API or
an access mechanism to retrieve information.
Moreover, the system is not restricted to a domain-specific ontology or static pre-
defined rules. Instead, it employs techniques that determine relevant information
dynamically from services that provide heterogeneous content. It leverages robust
and domain-independent databases such as WordNet and Wikipedia that contain a
large amount of world knowledge. As a result, it is generic and can support a wide
spectrum of users’ tasks and situations from their daily lives.
• Turn around time - The STS and Wikipedia based systems for computing Semantic
Relatedness are deployed locally on another server where the language models are
held in memory. Hence, the turnaround time is very fast (in the order of ms).
Moreover, we cache the SR scores, between categories and situation items, for
future use. As a result, any recurring items will have faster turnaround time in
subsequent calls.
• Bootstrapped and Robustness to cold start - As evident by our experiments, the
TellMe system can provide relevant information to new users and for new unan-
ticipated user situations without requiring any user interaction history. Thus, it is
bootstrapped and capable of avoiding a cold start.
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Chapter 8: Unsupervised Modeling of Users’ Interests from their Face-
book Profiles and Activities
Once the relevant information has been determined, it should be personalized based on
users’ individual preferences. These preferences can be either obtained explicitly by ask-
ing users to create user interest profiles or by modeling these profiles in an automated
manner which is preferable and less burdensome. In today’s world, social networks such
as Facebook or Twitter provide users with a powerful platform for interest expression and
can, thus, act as a rich content source for automated user interest modeling. This, how-
ever, poses significant challenges because the user generated content on them consists of
free unstructured text. In addition, users may not explicitly post or tweet about every-
thing that interests them. Moreover, their interests evolve over time. In this work, we
address these challenges and present a novel unsupervised algorithm and system [11] for
modeling users’ interests from their Facebook profiles and activities.
8.1 Introduction
As the amount of information available to us increases, a common phenomenon that oc-
curs among users is information overloading. This can be addressed by personalizing in-
formation streams and services, and user interfaces and experiences for individual users.
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User interest profiles are essential for such personalization as they enable recommender
systems to provide users with highly personalized content in several domains (such as
sports, music etc.). Automated user interest modeling that involves extracting and infer-
ring user interests without any user input presents a burden free method for generating
such profiles.
As a simplest formulation, user interest profiles can be modeled as a Utility Matrix
where rows represent users, columns represent items and the values represent the users’
levels of interest in those items on a scale, say, 1 - 5 [111]. For instance, it is possi-
ble to generate a utility matrix for users from their interaction with a movies website
and the movie ratings provided by them. Furthermore, these ratings can be leveraged to
predict users’ preferences for new unseen movies using a technique such as Collabora-
tive Filtering [112,113] that exploits user -user and movie -movie similarity information.
Ultimately, this enables a movie recommender system to make personalized movie rec-
ommendations based on the users’ derived and predicted movie preferences.
User interest profiles can also be developed by utilizing domain knowledge about the
users or about the items they have expressed interest in. These approaches are referred
to as Content-based approaches [113] which model user preferences by representing the
item, that the user has expressed interest in, in terms of its attributes and building the user’s
interest profile based on that (for instance, movies can be represented by genre, cast etc.)
They are particularly useful when data from similar users may not be readily available due
to privacy reasons. Moreover, they are capable of recommending information that has not
been rated before by any user and can also accommodate differences between individual
users.
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A popular content source for such approaches is users’ interaction (such as time spent
on web pages or click history) with various websites, for instance, news websites [114].
The websites’ content can then be mined to derive their interests and preferences. How-
ever, most websites offer very specific content (movie reviews, news articles etc.) and
hence, only a limited set of user interests can be modeled from them. To address this,
modeling users’ interests based on their entire web search and browsing history has been
researched extensively [115–117].
In today’s world, social networks and media such as Facebook or Twitter provide
users with a powerful platform for interest expression across several domains. They have
become a popular medium for users to connect, explore, share content and express them-
selves. For instance, Facebook users can ‘like’ (described as a way to “give positive
feedback and connect with things a user cares about”) items such as Facebook pages.
They can share URLs and videos, or post status updates and comments about topics that
interest them. Thus, user profiles and activities on these social networks can act as a rich
content source for automated user interest modeling.
However, a significant challenge in modeling user interests from their social network
profiles and activities is that the user generated content on them (such as posts, tweets
etc.) often consists of free unstructured text which is far from any form of items and user
interest levels. Moreover, in practice, users may not explicitly tweet or post on these net-
works about everything that interests them. In addition, their profiles and activities evolve
over time based on their dynamic interests. As a result, new algorithms and techniques
need to be developed in order to build accurate and exhaustive user interest profiles from
their activities on social networks.
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In this work, we address these challenges and present an approach for building com-
prehensive hierarchical user interest profiles from their social network profiles and ac-
tivities. These interest profiles represent the users’ levels of interest in over 200 coarse
to fine-grained categories covering a wide spectrum of popular interests. To this end,
we extract users’ explicit interests (that have been directly expressed through tweets or
posts) from user generated content on a social network platform such as Facebook. We
further infer their implicit interests in order to augment their interest profiles. Thus, our
contributions are:
1. We propose a novel unsupervised algorithm and system, that utilizes several Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, to model an individual user’s explicit
and implicit interests from her social network profile and activities without any user
input. The NLP techniques that we have employed include named entity recogni-
tion, document categorization, sentiment analysis, semantic relatedness and social
tagging.
2. We perform extensive evaluation of our system, and its underlying algorithm, with
a dataset consisting of 488 active Facebook users’ profiles and demonstrate that it
can accurately estimate a user’s interests.
3. We compare our algorithm with several baselines and show that it outperforms all
of them.
4. We establish the value of using techniques such as Semantic Relatedness for in-
ferring implicit user interests, and using features such as social tags and document
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categories for modeling her fine-grained interests. We demonstrate that this en-
hances interest prediction.
5. We also consider temporal dynamism of users’ interests and demonstrate that it
improves prediction of their interest levels.
We note that while we have used Facebook profiles as a primary and motivating dataset,
our approach can be easily extended to other social network profiles.
8.2 Related Work
In this section, we first briefly discuss related work in user interest modeling from search
and browsing history. Since existing literature in user interest modeling from social media
and networks is more pertinent to our work, we discuss it in detail after that. We highlight
their shortcomings as well as differences with our approach.
8.2.1 User interest modeling from search and browsing history
Modeling users’ interests from their browsing history has received significant attention
recently. Eichstaedt et al. [115] present a method for generating user interest profiles
from structured documents such as browsed web pages. The profiles include a hierarchy
of interest categories with a score for each category (representing the user’s interest level)
assigned based on the text content and classification of the viewed documents. The hierar-
chy is periodically refined to reflect dynamically changing interests. Kim and Chan [118]
model hierarchical user interests by clustering user’s bookmarked web pages.
Qiu and Cho [116] personalize search results and improve ranking mechanisms, by
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automatically learning a user’s preferences based on past click history. Liu et al. [114]
present a hybrid approach, that combines a content based approach with collaborative
filtering, for personalized news recommendations based on users’ click behavior. White
et al. [117] map a user’s browsing history URLs into Open Directory Project Ontology
Concepts1. They further utilize the browsing behavior of several users, over a window
of time, in order to predict the user’s interests. Ramanathan et al. [119] create a hierar-
chical user profile from Wikipedia pages visited by a user. Min and Jones [120] employ
unsupervised clustering of Wikipedia pages to infer a user’s coarse-grained interests.
8.2.2 User interest modeling from social media and networks
Social network profiles, such as Facebook profiles, offer a wealth of information for mod-
eling users. Golbeck et al. [121] and Bachrach et al. [122] derive the personalities of users
(in terms of the Big Five personality model) based on characteristics of their Facebook
profiles such as the size and density of their friendship network, number of uploaded
photos, number of events attended, etc. Viswanath et al. [123] examine the evolution of
activity and interactions between 60,000 Facebook users over a period of 2 years. Kosin-
ski et al. [124] predict personal attributes of users such as ethnicity, religious and political
views, based on the pages that they liked on Facebook. However, these approaches do not
attempt to model individual user interests and preferences.
Mislove et al. [125] propose an approach, based on community detection in social
networks, to infer user attributes from their friends’ attributes. Ho et al. [126] explore
how friendships and conversations on Facebook are influenced by users’ shared interests.
1 http://www.dmoz.org/
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They estimate shared interests based on whether users liked the Facebook pages for four
popular interests such as ‘Camping’ etc. On the other hand, in our work, we employ
a content-based approach and utilize an individual user’s Facebook profile, instead of
profiles of other users in her network, to model a wide spectrum of her interests.
Abel et al. [127] employ a bag of words approach to explore whether a user’s profes-
sional scientific interests overlap with her social web interactions and if this overlap can be
used to recommend relevant publications. Abel et al. [128] utilize a user’s Tweets in order
to construct different user profiles based on extracted hashtags, entities and topics. They
also examine how these profiles perform with respect to personalized news recommenda-
tions. They further analyze temporal patterns (such as weekday/weekend differences) in
users’ tweeting behavior and their effect on personalization. Esparza et al. [129] explore
the idea of using user generated content on real time web, such as Twitter, as a source of
knowledge for building recommender systems. Esparza et al. [130] present a user profil-
ing approach based on topical categorization of URLs present in Tweets. They achieve a
mean profile prediction accuracy of 0.73 for 32 users over 18 coarse-grained interest cate-
gories (such as music, food etc.). Pennacchiotti and Popescu [131] proposed a supervised
learning approach to classify Twitter users into 3 attribute based categories representing
political affiliation, ethnicity and business fans. They employed features such as user’s
Twitter profile, tweeting behavior and content, and social graph.
Even though our system shares some similarities with the content source being used
in these works (Facebook profile and activities etc. vs Twitter profile and Tweets), we
propose an unsupervised approach. Moreover, we models users’ interests in over 200
hierarchical, coarse to fine-grained categories covering different domains such as food,
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entertainment etc. This is a significantly challenging task. In addition, we consider dy-
namic changes in users’ interests with time. Also, our approach employs several NLP
techniques in addition to topical categorization and entity recognition. As we demon-
strate in our evaluation, these techniques improve interest prediction accuracy.
Ma et al. [132] model users’ interests based on terminology specific keywords ex-
tracted from their personal webpage and profiles on social networks such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, etc. They further infer higher level interests from those keywords using a pre-
defined ontology. This supervised approach has limits as keyword extraction is domain-
specific. Moreover, it requires ontology generation for each domain. These limitations
motivate a deeper exploration of how a broad range of interests can be modeled in an
unsupervised manner from a user’s social network profiles and activities.
8.3 Facebook User Profiles
Facebook is one of the most ubiquitous and popular social networks. Recent Facebook
statistics [133, 134] show that it has around 1.11 billion active users. It processes 2.5
billion pieces of content and 500+ terabytes of data each day. It has 2.7 billion Likes. A
Facebook user creates 90 pieces of content every month on an average.
Though the Facebook social network has a number of features [135], we focus pre-
dominantly on the text content of an individual user profile. Each user profile consists of
several sections such as basic profile information (personal and professional), check-ins
which represent all the places/locations that the user has visited, notes which are user gen-
erated write ups, photos that the user has taken etc. The two most significant sections that
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Questions on a Likert Scale of 1 (Highest) to 5 (Lowest)
How often do you listen to music? For the following genres, rate your interest: Asian, Rock,
Easy Listening, Rhythm and Blues, Jazz, Hip Hop, Electronic, Pop, Country or Folk, Avant-Garde
How often do you read books? For the following genres, rate your interest: Romance, Travel, Horror, Children’s,
Nonfiction, Fantasy, Historical/ Realistic/ Science Fiction, Short story, Mystery, Humor, Biography, Poetry etc.
Table 8.1: Sample questions from the survey administered to Facebook users
we analyze are liked Pages and Timeline. A page can represent any entity and contains
detailed information about it. In addition, each page also has a category such as ‘Book’,
‘Movie’ etc. assigned to it from among the Facebook Page categories2. The Timeline
reflects the user’s Facebook activity such as her status updates and posts along with com-
ments and likes, posts from another Facebook user etc. Most of the profile sections remain
static or expand as the user adds more content or likes more pages3. However, the timeline
is dynamic and varies temporally depending on how active a user is.
A technique to infer explicit coarse-grained interests for a user would be to utilize
the names and categories of liked pages in her profile. However, as we show later in
our evaluation, this approach performs fairly in comparison to our approach which infers
implicit user interests in addition to such explicit interests. Moreover, we also address
modeling fine-grained interests such as specific genres of books and movies etc.
8.4 Data Collection
Since Facebook has no public API, we recruited 728 Facebook users through tasks posted
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The recruitment criteria were: (i) they should be based in
2 https://www.facebook.com/pages/create/ 3 We assume that once a user has liked a
page, he will rarely ‘unlike’ it.
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the US (so that their profiles would be predominantly in English), and (ii) they should
be currently active Facebook users with at least 500 or more Facebook activities such
as liked pages and posts (as modeling users with sparse profiles can be error prone).
Each task lasted an hour on an average and each user was paid $1 each for successfully
completing it. Through the task, the users had to authorize a Facebook application to
allow access to their profile. Once authorized, it directed them to a secure server where
a deployed web application retrieved their Facebook profile data. They also completed
a web-based survey that gathered their demographic, Facebook activity frequency, and
interests and preferences information. The survey consisted of 44 quantitative questions
which were either open ended, choice based, or Likert scale based. Table 8.1 lists a few
survey questions.
Out of the 728 users, 472 (64.9%) were women and 255 (35.1%) were men. The
largest group consisting of 266 (36.6%) users was working full time while 174 (23.9%)
users had completed university. 704 (96.7%) users listed English as their native language.
417 (57.3%) users admitted visiting Facebook 2-10 times a day, while 375 (49.1%) par-
ticipants said they spent 10 - 60 minutes per day on Facebook. 295 (40.5%) participants
stated that they posted status updates several times a month.
From the collected dataset, we invalidated the data of 240 users. For these users, either
the profile data was too sparse (for instance, very few posts and liked pages), incomplete
(e.g. all posts missing) or we found missing or contradictory responses in their surveys
indicating that they did not fill it out properly (incomplete surveys). Our final dataset
consists of 488 users, each of whom had an average of over 2000 pages and posts etc.
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Figure 8.2: Partial view of the User Interest Hierarchy showing all depth 1 nodes and a
few depth 2 and depth 3 nodes
8.5 User Interest Modeling
Figure 8.1 shows an overview of the User Interest Profile Generation system pipeline.
It generates a hierarchical User Interest Profile (UIP) tree model, for each user, from
the user’s Facebook profile data. Each user’s UIP tree is structured as our User Interest
Hierarchy (Figure 8.2) with a score assigned to each node, which represents the user’s
level of interest in the node category.
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Algorithm 5: User Interest Profile Generation Algorithm
Input: Facebook profile text data, User Interest Hierarchy (UIH)
Output: User Interest Profile (UIP)
Initialize UIP tree using UIH with Initial Weights = 0.0 and Node Scores = 0.0 for all nodes;
Extract user generated static and dynamic items from a user’s Facebook profile such as liked pages, posts etc.;
foreach item i do
Extract features from i such as Named entities and their types, Document categories etc.;
Calculate Item Weight of i: wi;
foreach Node n in the UIP tree do
Compute ASRn = Average Semantic Relatedness score between n and features of i;
if ASRn < SRthreshold (threshold SR score) then
replace ASRn with 0.0;
Compute Weighted Average Semantic Relatedness score: WSRn = wi × ASRn;
if i is a static item then
Compute Initial Weight (IW) of n: IWn = argmax (Current IWn, WSRn);
if n is a leaf node then
Compute IW of n’s parent: IWn parent = argmax(Current IWn parent,argmax(IW of n and
siblings));
else
IWn parent = argmax (Current IWn parent, Average IW of n and siblings);
else if i is a dynamic item with positive or neutral sentiment then
Compute kth Timed Weight (TW) of n: TWn,k ← <Ti LastUpdate (LastUpdate Timestamp of i),
WSRn>;
if n is a leaf node then
Compute k′th TW of n’s parent: TWn parent,k′ = <Ti LastUpdate, argmax(TWn,k of n and
siblings)> ;
else
TWn parent,k′ = < Ti LastUpdate, Average TWn,k of n and siblings>;
end
if argmax(ASRn) < SRthreshold then
Create a new node for i in the UIP tree;
end
foreach Node n in the UIP tree do
Compute Effective Weight: EWn = IWn ×
∏k
j=1 (1 - TWj × e
−λ(TCurrent−Tj LastUpdate));
Node Score of node n← EWn mapped to a linear scale of 1-5;
end
return User Interest Profile tree; 185
8.5.1 User Interest Hierarchy
Figure 8.2 shows a partial view of our User Interest Hierarchy. It has been derived from
the Yelp category list4 and the Facebook Page categories, which cover a wide range of
popular lifestyle and interest categories. The Yelp category list is hierarchical while Face-
book Page categories are generic, coarse-grained and flat. As a result, we have attempted
to build a hierarchy that would cover a significant range of popular user interests (without
being too specific) by merging the two lists and filtering out very fine grained categories.
Our hierarchy has a tree structure with depth 3 and contains 204 nodes including
the root node ‘User’. There are 8 high-level (depth 1) categories which branch out into
58 coarse-grained categories (depth 2). A few coarse-grained categories at depth 2 are
further categorized into 137 fine-grained categories (depth 3). The high-level categories,
and some of the coarse-grained and fine-grained categories that they include, are shown
in Figure 8.2. For instance, ‘Entertainment’ (depth 1) subsumes ‘Music’ (depth 2) which
further subsumes ‘Jazz’ (depth 3).
It is possible that a user may be interested in a category not included in our hierarchy.
As explained later, it will be added as a newly discovered interest category in that user’s
profile.
8.5.2 User Interest Profile Generation
The pipeline for user interest profile generation employs the proposed User Interest Pro-
file Generation Algorithm (Algorithm 5) and consists of the following phases (for some
4 http://www.yelp.com/developers/documentation/category_list
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phases, the design choices are explained in ‘Selection and Tuning of design schemes and
parameters’):
8.5.2.1 Item Extraction
As mentioned earlier, most of the profile sections remain static or expand while the time-
line varies dynamically with time. We extract all such user generated static items (profile
content such as notes, liked pages, etc.) and dynamic items (contents of the timeline such
as status updates, posts and comments etc.) from a user’s Facebook profile. Each dynamic
item also has a timestamp indicating when it was generated or last updated.
8.5.2.2 Sentiment Analysis
Each dynamic item is subjected to sentiment analysis (a technique to determine the atti-
tude or emotional state of a speaker or writer with respect to some topic). We determine
the item’s sentiment polarity, which can be negative (< 0.0), neutral (0.0) or positive (>
0.0), using a well-known tool called Alchemy5.
In our current implementation, we utilize only those dynamic items for a user that
have neutral or positive sentiment as we are estimating her likes rather than her dislikes.
This is not required for static items such as liked pages as liking implies positive interest.
8.5.2.3 Feature Extraction
From each item, we extract features such as page category (available only for liked pages),
and other rich semantic information that includes named entities, document categories and
5 http://www.alchemyapi.com/
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social tags. This semantic information is obtained using three NLP techniques:
• Named Entity Recognition - a subtask of information extraction that identifies
names of persons, organizations etc. in a given text or sentence
• Document Categorization - a task that classifies the subject or topic of the text, and
• Social Tagging - the practice of generating tags or keywords by users rather than
experts to classify and describe online content.
We employ a tool called OpenCalais6 which can recognize up to 39 entities from the
text. It also categorizes the text into one or more 18 document categories such as Finance,
Entertainment etc. In addition, it associates one or more social or common sense tags with
the text. The use of these techniques ensures that a large amount of world knowledge is
exploited for feature extraction. For instance, consider the Facebook page for ‘Pride and
Prejudice’7. Some of the features generated from it:
• Entities (Type): Pride and Prejudice (Book), Elizabeth Bennet (Person), United
Kingdom (Country)
• Document Category: Education
• Page Category: Book
• Social Tags: Film, Literature etc.
These features provide a valuable insight into a user’s interests. Thus, if a user has
liked this particular page, we can infer from the extracted features that the user is inter-
ested in books and literature. An important observation to note here is that if we use
6 http://www.opencalais.com/ 7 http://on.fb.me/1BVX8Yo
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only the Facebook page category i.e. ‘Book’, it can help infer the user’s coarse-grained
interest (in books). However, additional features such as tags further enable inferring his
fine-grained interests in ‘Literature’ (a specific book genre).
8.5.2.4 Computing Normalized Item Weights
Each item is assigned a normalized Item Weight wi (explained in the ‘Selection and Tun-
ing of design schemes and parameters’ section) which represents its contribution, with
respect to other items, to the user’s interest profile. This normalization also ensures that
the scores remain comparable across users.
8.5.2.5 Computing Semantic Relatedness Scores
For each item, we iterate over the UIP tree model (initialized from the User Interest
Hierarchy with all node scores set to 0.0) and compute the Semantic Relatedness (SR)
scores between each of the the item’s features and the node category. Semantic Relat-
edness8 [136] is a metric for determining similarity of two documents or phrases based
on their semantic meaning. It is often normalized to a value between 0 (no relatedness)
and 1 (extremely high relatedness). Harispe et al. [86] present a detailed discussion of
various Semantic Relatedness metrics and techniques such as Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA). We employ the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) system [105] for computing
the SR scores. STS is based on LSA along with WordNet knowledge and is trained on
LDC Gigawords and Stanford Webbase corpora.
The SR metric enables inferring implicit interests of users which they have not ex-
8 Semantic Relatedness and Semantic Similarity have often been used interchangeably in literature. We
use Semantic Relatedness to refer to the metric.
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pressed explicitly (through liking or posting etc.) on Facebook. For instance, the semantic
relatedness between ‘Movies’ and ‘Cinema’ is 0.9. Thus, if a user has expressed signifi-
cant interest in the category ‘Movies’ by liking items pertaining to movies or by posting
about movies, it is highly likely that her level of interest in going to ‘Cinema’ (categorized
under ‘Places for Recreation and Sightseeing’) would be high.
For each node, we average the SR scores calculated between the item’s features and
the node category to compute the Average Semantic Relatedness (ASR) score for that
node. As explained earlier, the ASR score is used to predict the likelihood of the user
being interested in the node’s category, given her level of interest in that item. If the ASR
score for a node calculated from an item is below a certain threshold score, SRthreshold,
we set it to 0.0. This helps in reducing noise and false positives. Since SR is a cosine sim-
ilarity measure, a threshold of 0.293 (1 - cos 45 ◦) is generally considered an appropriate
threshold and we use that in our current implementation.
8.5.2.6 Computing Initial and Timed Weights for each node
Each node in a user’s UIP tree has one ‘Initial’ weight (initialized as 0.0) and zero or more
‘Timed’ weights assigned to it. The Initial Weight represents the weight obtained from
static items in the user’s Facebook profile. The Timed Weights represent the weights
obtained from dynamic items and also consist of the time at which the weights were
generated i.e. the time at which the items were posted or updated in the user’s Facebook
profile. These Timed Weights signify decaying interests in the dynamic items with the
decay being a function of time (decay scheme explained in the next section) that has
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passed since the item was generated or updated. Intuitively, if a user has posted recently
about a category, for instance ‘Cricket’, as opposed to a year back, her current level of
interest in ‘Cricket’ would be high.
The ASR score between an item and a node is multiplied with the item’s normalized
weight to generate a Weighted Average Semantic Relatedness (WSR) score for that node.
The WSR score calculated from each static item is compared with the current Initial
weight of each node and the maximum of the two values is assigned as the node’s current
Initial weight. The WSR score calculated from each dynamic item is used to generate a
<key,value> pair of Timed weight for each node where the timestamp of the item is the
unique key. The generated Timed Weight is added to the existing set of Timed Weights
for each node.
8.5.2.7 Propagating weights bottom up in the tree
The Initial and Timed weights assigned to children nodes are propagated bottom up in
the UIP tree to their parent node (propagation scheme explained in the next section).
The upward propagation of weights ensures that implicit high-level interests are inferred
from explicit low-level interests that they subsume. For instance, if a user has explicitly
expressed interest in a fine-grained node category such as ‘Jazz Music’, she has implicitly
expressed interest in its parent node category ‘Music’.
The Initial weight, propagated from the children nodes, is compared with the existing
Initial weight of the parent node and the maximum of the two values is assigned as the
parent node’s current Initial weight. The propagated Timed weights are added to the
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existing set of Timed weights of the parent node.
8.5.2.8 Discovering new category of interest
If the maximum ASR score between an item and any of the nodes in a user’s UIP tree is
< SRthreshold, it implies that the item is not related to any of the categories in the profile.
Hence, we add that item as a new node in the user’s UIP tree, thus, representing a newly
discovered category of interest for that user.
8.5.2.9 Computing Effective Weight from Initial and Timed Weights
To compute an aggregated weight from the Initial and decayed Timed weights assigned
to a node, we compute an ‘Effective Weight’ for it.
8.5.2.10 Computing Node Score from Effective Weight
Since the SR score is a non-linear score, the weights computed from it are non linear.
In order to compare them with Likert scale scores, we map the effective weight for each
node to a linear scale of 1-5 using the inverse cosine function, round it and assign it as the
Node Score.
8.5.3 Selection and Tuning of design schemes and parameters
We experimented with various design parameters and schemes for Algorithm 5 on a val-
idation dataset consisting of about 10% of the users from the entire dataset i.e. 50 ran-
domly chosen users. We then tuned the parameters and schemes based on empirical per-
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formance. The performance measure used was the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which is
one of the most commonly used metrics in the literature [113, 137]. We computed MAE
over all nodes for all users in the validation dataset.
The Absolute Error for a node j in a UIP tree for a user i is computed as: erri,j =
|sactuali,j −sestimatedi,j | where sactuali,j is the actual Likert scale score assigned by user i to node
j and sestimatedi,j is the node score estimated by our algorithm for node j for user i. The








where n is the number of nodes (203) and N is the number of users in the population.
8.5.3.1 Item Weight Normalization Scheme
We experimented with two schemes for item weight normalization for each item i:
1. Constant item weight scheme: The item weight is constant and same for each item
i.e. wi = 1.
2. Normalized item weight scheme: The item weight is normalized as,
wi =
# of similar items in a section of a user profile
Total # of items in that section of the user profile
For instance, wi for an item such as a liked movie page would be the ratio of the
number of liked movie pages to the total number of liked pages. This is intuitive
because if a user has liked 100 pages on Facebook and 50 of them are movie pages,
her interest in movies is significantly high.
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Scheme 1 has a MAE of 1.71 while Scheme 2 has a MAE of 1.28. Hence, we implemented
scheme 2 in our system.
8.5.3.2 Upward Weight Propagation Scheme
We experimented with three schemes for propagating weights upwards:
1. No weight propagation - In this scheme, there is no bottom up weight propagation.
2. Average weight propagation - In this scheme, the averaged Initial and Timed weights
of children nodes are propagated up to the parent node at all depths.
3. Average and maximum weight propagation - In this scheme, if the children nodes
are leaves, then the maximum Initial and Timed weights of the children nodes are
propagated up to the parent node. At all other depths, the averaged Initial and
Timed weights of the children nodes are propagated upwards.
As stated earlier, the upward weight propagation ensures that implicit high-level interests
are inferred from subsumed low-level interests. We observed that if a user expresses
a significant interest in any of the fine-grained categories, say ‘Jazz Music’, she often
expresses a significant interest in its parent coarse-grained category, ‘Music’. Hence, we
experimented with propagation of both average and maximum weights. Scheme 1 has a
MAE of 1.68, Scheme 2 has a MAE of 1.41 and Scheme 3 has a MAE of 1.21. We have
implemented Scheme 3.
8.5.3.3 Temporal Decay scheme and parameters
We experimented with two temporal decay schemes:
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No Decay
Decay with λ =
0.002 0.008 0.03 0.14 0.8
MAE 1.4 1.28 1.21 1.32 1.27 1.25
Table 8.2: MAE Comparison of Temporal Decay schemes
1. A no decay scheme - In this scheme, the Timed weights do not decay. The Effective
Weight for each node is the maximum of its Initial and Timed weights.
2. An Exponential decay scheme - In this scheme, a decayed Timed weight obtained
from item i is
TWDeci = TWi × e−λ(TCurrent−TLastUpdate)
where TWi is the Timed weight generated from item i, λ is the exponential decay
constant, TCurrent is the time at which the interest score is being calculated and
TLastUpdate is the time at which i was updated. The time difference is measured in
days. The Effective weight for node n is calculated as
EWn = IWn ×
∏k
i=1(1− TWDeci)
where IWn is the Initial weight and k is the number of Timed weights assigned to
node n.
Table 8.2 shows the MAE for the two schemes. For the Decay scheme, we varied the
values 9 of λ. As shown, the no decay scheme performs worse than the exponential
decay schemes, thus, validating our intuition that the timeline represent dynamic interests
9 We experimented with several values of λ but have shown only a few.
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of users that evolve with time. For the exponential decay scheme, λ = 0.008 has the
lowest MAE of 1.21. Hence, we use that in our current implementation. Henceforth, all
experimental results will be based on the aforementioned design choices.
8.5.4 Discussion
In order to apply this approach to other social media profiles, such as Twitter, the user’s
Twitter profile and content of tweets (including URLs etc.) will be utilized as items.
These items will be presented as input to the UIP Generation Pipeline which will extract
features (such as hashtags, entities, social tags and categories) and employ Algorithm 5
to build the user interest profile.
8.6 Challenges in processing and analysis of Facebook text data
Before we evaluate our algorithm, we first identify some of the challenges that we faced
while processing and analyzing text data retrieved from a user’s Facebook profile:
• As mentioned earlier, Facebook profile text is unstructured user generated content.
Hence, it is noisy and unnormalized. Moreover, it can be grammatically incorrect,
and can contain misspellings and slangs. Unlike Twitter, where research has been
conducted in syntactic and lexical text normalization [138], Facebook text has not
been studied extensively.
• A Facebook user’s profile may have content in several languages in addition to
English. Hence, most NLP techniques, that have been developed using English as
a base language, cannot be directly applied to such multi-lingual content.
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• As stated earlier, Facebook page categories are coarse-grained and flat. Moreover,
they are not clearly documented and are often inconsistent. Multiple pages repre-
senting the same entity are categorized differently. For instance, a sportsperson can
have a page with category ‘Public figure’ and another with category ‘Athlete’. A
page may have the generic category ‘Interest’ which doesn’t indicate anything use-
ful. Hence, relying solely on the page category feature does not lead to high interest
prediction accuracy. The use of additional features such as social tags and docu-
ment categories, as we have done, improves performance. This is demonstrated
later in the Evaluation section.
• Facebook data is retrieved as a JSON object with no defined format. Hence, indi-
vidual parsers have to be implemented to parse the text data from each section.
8.7 Experimental Evaluation
8.7.1 Methodology and Goals
The goal of this evaluation is to determine how accurately our system, and its underlying
algorithm, can estimate a user’s interest in a category. As mentioned earlier, we asked the
Facebook users participating in our study to fill out a survey and enumerate their levels
of interest in the 203 interest categories, in our User Interest Hierarchy, on a scale of 1-5
(1 = To a great extent, 2=Very much, 3=Somewhat, 4=Very little, 5 =Not at all). These
values were used as Ground Truth for the users and were then compared with the User
Interest Profiles generated by our system from their Facebook profiles. Figure 8.5 shows
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partial views of the ground truth and generated UIP trees for a randomly chosen user.
8.7.2 Ground Truth Characteristics
The ground truth exhibits some interesting characteristics: The global average score as-
signed by all 488 users over all category nodes is 3.2. The average score for nodes at
different depths increases as depth increases (2.6 at depth 1, 2.98 at depth 2, and 3.3 at
depth 3). The most popular categories (average user score < 2.0) were:
• Depth 1 - 2 categories (‘Entertainment’ and ‘Pets’)
• Depth 2 - 10 categories including ‘Music’, ‘Television shows’, ‘Movies’, ‘Desserts’,
‘Fruits’, ‘Cats and Dogs’
• Depth 3 - 15 categories including ‘Comedy Television shows’ and ‘Comedy movies’
Least popular categories (average user score > 4.0) were:
• Depth 2 - 5 categories including ‘Landmarks and Historical Buildings’ and ‘Finan-
cial services’
• Depth 3 - 22 categories including ‘Asian Music’, ‘Avant-Garde Music’, ‘Religious
Television Shows’, ‘Religious Movies’ and ‘Chess’
8.7.3 Results
We evaluate the performance of our system, and proposed algorithm, on the entire dataset
of 488 users using 3 standard performance measures that have been widely employed in
existing literature [113, 137]:
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(a) Interest prediction accuracy for all categories

























(b) Interest prediction accuracy for relevant cate-
gories
Figure 8.3: Histogram of interest prediction accuracy for all and relevant categories for
all users
8.7.3.1 Interest Prediction Accuracy
This measure evaluates how accurately the proposed algorithm can estimate whether a
user is interested in a category or not. As suggested by Herlocker et al. [139], we use
the ground truth scores provided by the users to identify whether they are interested in a
category or not. We divided the ground truth and estimated node scores into two classes
‘Interested’ and ‘Not Interested’ using a classification threshold. Since we use a 5 point
Likert scale (which has also been employed in [139]), we set the threshold as t=3.0 as
a score <= 3.0 represents some interest level. Thus, a node score <= 3.0 represents




all categories relevant categories
Depth 1 90.19 90.19
Depth 2 81.67 85.53
Depth 3 71.72 78.85
All depths 75.29 81.2
Table 8.3: Accuracy for all and relevant category nodes at individual depths and all
depths taken together
Interested’. Accuracy a is defined as
tp + tn
tp + tn + fp + fn
where tp is number of true positives, tn is number of true negatives, fp is number of false
positives and fn is number of false negatives.
Since our interest categories have a hierarchical structure, we analyze the accuracy at
individual depths as well as all depths taken together. Table 8.3 summarizes the accuracy
(higher the better) of our algorithm for all categories at different depths and at all depths.
Figure 8.3(a) shows the histogram of accuracy for Algorithm 5 for categories at different
depths10. As evident, the algorithm performed very well when predicting a user’s interests
in high-level and coarse-grained categories (Depths 1 and 2) and reasonably well for fine-
grained categories (Depth 3). Though a direct comparison with CatStream [130] is not
possible because of the differences in our approach, dataset, and structure and number of
10 Due to large number of categories in our hierarchy (203), it is not possible to show accuracy for each
individual category
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categories, our algorithm’s overall accuracy is higher.
For most real world recommender systems, the primary concern is to accurately pre-
dict user interests in the relevant or good categories [113]. For our evaluation, we con-
sider irrelevant categories as those which have a high average user assigned ground truth
score (> 4.0) as this indicates a low average user population interest (See the Ground
Truth Characteristics section for a discussion of popular and unpopular categories.). As
mentioned earlier, there were no irrelevant categories at depth 1, 5 (out of 58) irrelevant
categories at depth 2, and 22 (out of 137) irrelevant categories at depth 3. Hence, we
remove the irrelevant categories and compute accuracy over the relevant categories only.
Figure 8.3(b) shows the histogram for accuracy at different depths for only the relevant
categories. Table 8.3 summarizes the accuracy for relevant categories at individual depths
and at all depths. As evident, the accuracy of our algorithm is high for relevant categories.
Thus, in practice, our system and algorithm can predict a user’s interests accurately.
8.7.3.2 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Figure 8.4(a) presents the accuracy of predicting interest as expressed by the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient (ρ) between the actual and estimated interest lev-
els for all categories. As shown, more than 75% of depth 1 categories have ρ > 0.75
which indicates that the actual and estimated interest levels are highly correlated. At
depth 2, 67% of the categories have ρ > 0.7 and at depth 3, 63.5% of the categories have
ρ > 0.6. This too indicates that the algorithm has high accuracy when predicting inter-
ests in high-level and coarse-grained categories and reasonable accuracy for fine-grained
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(a) Pearson Correlation coefficient between ac-
tual and predicted values for all categories
























(b) Pearson Correlation coefficient between ac-
tual and predicted values for relevant categories
Figure 8.4: Interest Prediction accuracy expressed by the Pearson correlation coefficient



















Ground Truth User Interest Profile Generated User Interest Profile 
Figure 8.5: Partial view of Ground Truth and Generated UIPs for a randomly chosen user
categories, corroborating the results presented previously.
Similar to interest prediction accuracy measure, we computed the Pearson correlation
coefficient for relevant categories. Figure 8.4(b) presents the accuracy at different depths
for relevant categories only. As shown, more than 75% of depth 1 categories have ρ >
0.75 which indicates that the actual and estimated interest levels are highly correlated. At





all categories relevant categories
Depth 1 0.88 0.88
Depth 2 0.91 0.89
Depth 3 1.0 0.93
All depths 0.97 0.91
Table 8.4: MAE for all and relevant category nodes at individual depths and all depths
taken together
8.7.3.3 Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
The Absolute Error evaluates how accurately the proposed algorithm can estimate the
level of interest of a user in a category. For instance, for the node with category ‘Enter-
tainment’ in the ground truth and estimated profiles of a randomly chosen user shown in
Figure 8.5, the absolute error will be | 3 - 2 | = 1.0.
We use the definition of MAE mentioned earlier and compute it for all categories
for all 488 users in our dataset. Table 8.4 shows the MAE (the lower the better) for
categories at individual depths and all depths for all users. When considering only relevant
categories, the MAE decreases even further. This too demonstrates that, for practical




1 2 3 4
Depth 1 0.88 1.12 1.17 1.2 1.5
Depth 2 0.91 1.21 1.27 1.33 1.66
Depth 3 1.0 1.26 1.32 1.59 1.77
All depths 0.97 1.24 1.35 1.49 1.74
Table 8.5: MAE Comparison of Algorithm 1 with baselines for all category nodes at
individual depths and all depths taken together
8.7.4 Discussion
The MAE is higher and the accuracy is lower as the categories become more specific at
each depth. A possible reason for this could be that even though our algorithm employs
various techniques to infer fine-grained interests, we do not have enough information to
estimate a user’s levels of interest in all the fine-grained categories in our hierarchy. For
instance, a user can be interested in various genres of books but may post only about a
few. A hybrid approach that also employs collaborative filtering techniques (which exploit
user or item similarity) can be used to overcome this limitation. Moreover, the challenges
mentioned earlier (such as unnormalized text and multi-lingual content) highlight some
of the difficulties involved in user interest profiling from Facebook data. We will address
these limitations in future work.
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8.7.5 Comparison with baselines
To put the accuracy of our proposed Algorithm 5 in perspective, we compare its perfor-
mance with 4 baselines. These have been constructed using different sets of features or
techniques to evaluate and demonstrate their impact on accuracy. These baselines are:
1. Baseline 1 - An algorithm similar to Algorithm 5 which utilizes Facebook page
category and page name as the only features to generate the user’s interest profile.
Since only the liked pages in a user’s Facebook profile have a page category, they
are the only items used.
2. Baseline 2 - An algorithm similar to Algorithm 5 which performs lexical com-
parison (instead of using Semantic Relatedness) of each feature with the interest
categories to generate the user’s interest profile. Here, the SR score = 1 if a match
is found and 0 otherwise.
3. Baseline 3 - An algorithm that assigns the global average user score for all cate-
gories i.e. 3.2 to each node in the UIP tree for a user.
4. Baseline 4 - An algorithm that selects a random value between 1 and 5 and assigns
that as the score to each node in the UIP tree for a user.
Table 8.5 compares the MAE for Algorithm 1 and the baselines (lower MAE indicates
superior performance) for all categories for all users in our dataset. As shown, Algorithm
5 outperforms all the baselines at all depths. It is evident from the higher overall MAE for
Baseline 1 that even though Facebook page categories are valuable for inferring coarse-
grained interests, they are not sufficient for inferring fine-grained interests. Additional
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features such as social tags and document categories utilized by our Algorithm proved
to be useful in this case and improved performance by almost 6.75% (on a scale of 1-
5). Moreover, this also demonstrates that exploiting the temporally dynamic nature of the
user’s Facebook timeline is beneficial for augmenting her user interest profile and improv-
ing interest prediction accuracy. Similarly, we can see from the performance of Baseline
2 that even though lexical equality serves to identify explicit interests, Semantic Related-
ness helps infer implicit interests as well which further enhances interest prediction for
all categories at all depths by a margin of 9.5%.
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Chapter 9: Multi-Dimensional Collaborative Recommendations Us-
ing Tensor Factorization on Sparse User-Generated Data
The users’ sensed context, such as their location and activities, is aggregated over a pe-
riod of time to generate their context history. The context history of several users can
be leveraged to recommend new information to a particular user via collaborative filter-
ing. Previous work has mainly explored recommending interesting locations; however,
users would also benefit from recommendations for activities in which to participate at
those locations along with suitable times and days. Thus, systems that provide collab-
orative recommendations involving multiple dimensions such as location, activities and
time would enhance the overall experience of users. The relationship among these di-
mensions can be modeled by higher-order matrices called tensors which are then solved
by tensor factorization. However, these tensors can be extremely sparse. In this chapter,
we present a system and an approach [12] for performing multi-dimensional collaborative
recommendations using tensor factorization on sparse user-generated data.
9.1 Introduction
Today’s smartphones come equipped with a multitude of sensors such as GPS and increasingly-
powerful computational, storage and communication capabilities. These features have
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enabled smartphone applications to emerge across a variety of tourism-related areas such
as travel recommendations, location-based services, and social suggestions. However,
because information overload can be a problem for mobile users, it is important that only
relevant and personalized information is presented. As a result, recommender systems
that suggest items of interest to mobile users based on context and preferences have be-
come increasingly popular.
Since the GPS embedded in smartphones can be used to accurately localize a user,
location has become the basis of many recommender systems. These systems recommend
interesting places or landmarks for visit to mobile users, particularly tourists and weekend
travelers. However, in location recommendations, contextual information such as time
often plays an important role as certain places are open only between fixed hours or can
host certain activities at fixed times of a day or on fixed days in a week. In addition, users
who want suggestions or recommendations for places to visit would also benefit from
recommendations for activities to participate in at the location along with a suitable time
of participation. Here, activities refer to human lifestyle and recreational activities such
as shopping, dining, surfing etc. Users may even have specific preferences for activities
such as preferring outdoor rather than indoor activities. For instance, at Pier 39 in San
Francisco, a list of all possible things that a tourist can do includes shopping, eating
seafood at the various restaurants, riding the Venetian carousel, watching the sea lions at
the nearby dock or getting a view of the Fourth of July fireworks display. However, all
these activities happen at specific locations in Pier 39 and either in specific months, on
specific days or at specific hours. Thus, recommender systems that generate collaborative
recommendations involving multiple dimensions such as location, time, activities, and
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user preferences etc., would enhance the overall experience of users and provide them
with the most helpful recommendations.
As a simplest formulation, recommender systems model preferences of users for items
in the form of a utility matrix where rows represent users, columns represent items and
the values represent the users’ ratings or preferences for those items on a scale of say, 1
to 5. The goal of the recommender system is then to impute the missing values based on
observed values in the matrix [113, 140] using a standard approach such as collaborative
filtering. User-based collaborative filtering determines a subset of users most similar
to the current user and predicts the missing ratings based on a weighted combination
of the ratings provided by those other users [113]. Likewise, item-based collaborative
filtering [141] focuses on predicting the missing ratings for items based on a weighted
combination of the ratings given by the current user to similar items, where similarity
between each pair of items is determined by the similarity of the ratings of those items
provided by the users who have rated both items. Once the matrix has been completed
(that is, all missing values have been imputed) by these neighborhood-based methods, a
user can be given a recommendation list of ranked items ordered by descending predicted
ratings.
An alternative powerful methodology that has been used with positive results in rec-
ommender systems is the latent factor model [142], an approach that emerged from re-
search fueled by the Netflix prize1. Unlike neighborhood-based methods, latent factor
models assume that similarity between users and items is simultaneously induced by
some hidden lower-dimensional structure in the data. Some of the most successful re-
1 http://www.netflixprize.com/
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alizations of latent factor models are based on matrix factorization, where users and items
are simultaneously represented as unknown feature vectors (column vectors) along k la-
tent dimensions. These methods have become prominent in recent years because they
combine scalability with high predictive accuracy. In addition, they offer more flexibility
for modeling practical scenarios where the data is very sparse.
In case of recommendations along a single dimension, the 2-dimensional user × item
matrix factorization model can be applied successfully. For instance, location recommen-
dations can be modeled as a user × location matrix and can be solved using standard
approaches to matrix factorization. However, to model collaborative multi-dimensional
recommendations involving location, activity, time and other contextual information, the
relationship among the various dimensions is represented by higher-order matrices called
tensors. To address them, standard matrix factorization approaches need to be generalized
to tensor factorization.
Another major challenge in recommender systems is that, in practice, most users pro-
vide interest ratings for only a subset of the recommended items. For instance, a user will
provide ratings for only a subset of all possible locations. Moreover, as the number of
dimensions increases, data sparsity increases and becomes a major concern for systems
that generate multi-dimensional recommendations from real-world datasets.
In this work, we address these challenges and present a system and an approach
for performing multi-dimensional collaborative recommendations for Who (User), What
(Activity), When (Time) and Where (Location), using tensor factorization on sparse user-
generated data. Our contributions are:
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• We address n-dimensional collaborative recommendations
(where n ≥ 4 and includes user, location, activity, time and any other contextual
information) by fusing data from multiple sources such as Flickr (a photo sharing
website), Foursquare (a location based social network), Yelp (a crowd-sourced re-
views based website) and Viator (a travel website). While our approach can be
extended to any number of dimensions, we make the work in this chapter concrete
by focusing on 4 dimensions and provide detailed discussion on how additional
dimensionality can be addressed.
• While most of the prior efforts in multi-dimensional recommendations have been
attempted using a single tensor, they suffer from tensor sparsity. We present a novel
solution to this sparsity problem by formulating an objective function that simul-
taneously factorizes coupled tensors and matrices constructed from heterogeneous
data sources. We then minimize this function using gradient descent.
• We evaluate our system and approach on large-scale real world data sets consisting
of 588,000 Flickr photos collected from three major metro regions in the USA —
the San Francisco Bay Area, Las Vegas and Chicago. From this data, we extracted
over 4900 users, 6100 locations, 120 activities, and 96 time slots. The tensors
constructed from these datasets are 99.999% sparse.
• We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art baselines and demonstrate
that it outperforms all of them.
• Our approach also demonstrates an improvement in runtime without the need for
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sacrificing performance.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 reviews related work in
location and activity recommendations and tensor factorizations applications to recom-
mender systems. In Sections 9.3 and 9.4, we describe our datasets and the information
inferred from them. We explain our approach in Section 9.5 and present its evaluation
and comparison with baselines in Section 9.6.
9.2 Related Work
Since our work involves multi-dimensional recommendations for location, activity and
time using tensor factorization on extremely sparse user-generated data, we have catego-
rized the related work into different sections. The first section covers existing literature
in location and activity recommendations while the second covers existing work in rec-
ommender systems using tensor factorization. We differentiate our work from them and
identify their shortcomings.
9.2.1 Location and Activity recommendations
Most of the existing literature has focused on recommendations along one dimension (for
instance, location). A few researchers have explored collaborative location and activ-
ity recommendations. To the best of our knowledge, none of the works have attempted
collaborative location, activity and time recommendations.
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9.2.1.1 Photos as a data source
One of our main data sources for user locations are Flickr2 photos. Many of the photos
uploaded by users are geotagged, thereby providing a wealth of geospatial data. These
photos have been used for many purposes, such as finding Point-of-Interest (POI) clusters
[143], identifying the location of photos from visual, textual, and temporal features [144],
determining when tourism is in season [145], and creating routes that are pleasing to the
user [146].
9.2.1.2 Location/Landmark/Venue recommendations
Previous researchers have investigated the problem of making recommendations for ge-
olocations that may be interesting to the user [147–149]. Such approaches use large bod-
ies of collected geospatial data along with user preferences and then apply low-dimensional
recommendation algorithms.
9.2.1.3 Activity Recommendations
Even though users seek recommendations on what activities they can engage in when
they visit a place or at a given time, the area of activity recommendation has not been
researched extensively. Recent research has focused on diurnal activity recognition from
smartphone sensory data [46] or from location [150]. Belotti et al. [151] explored the
idea of serendipitous activity based discovery of venues and activities via the Magitti
Mobile Leisure Guide. Ducheneaut et al. [152] experiment with several models such as
2 https://www.flickr.com/
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collaborative filtering, preference-based, distance-based, and a weighted combination of
these to provide activity recommendations via Magitti.
9.2.1.4 Collaborative Location and Activity recommendations
Co-occurring location and activity collaborative recommendations were proposed by Zheng
et al. in [153] where they addressed location recommendations given an activity, and
activity recommendations given a location. They used Collective Matrix Factorization
(CMF) [154] to complete a sparsely populated 2-dimensional Location× Activity matrix
and evaluated their approach on 162 users with recommendations for 5 activities. CMF
takes advantage of correlations and sharing of information between data sets from multi-
ple sources and simultaneously factorizes coupled matrices. It is shown to have achieved
higher prediction accuracy than individual matrix factorization. Sattari et al. [155] used
the same dataset as Zheng et al. in [153] but employed Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) in place of CMF to complete the Location × Activity matrix. Since SVD requires
the matrix that needs to be decomposed to be fully populated, they padded it with zero
values. They demonstrated an improvement in performance over [153].
Zheng et al. [156] modeled user, location and activity data as a 3-dimensional tensor
and applied a regularized tensor and matrix factorization approach for location and ac-
tivity recommendations. They formulated a CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) [157, 158]
decomposition style objective function and minimized it using gradient descent. This de-
composition factorizes a tensor into a linear combination of component rank-one tensors.
They evaluated their approach on a dataset of 164 users, 168 locations and 5 activities.
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Our work stands out from the existing literature in several ways:
• We use large user-generated datasets which involves several thousand users and
locations, and over a hundred popular lifestyle, recreational and tourist activities.
• We incorporate dimensions of user’s context such as time in addition to location
and activities.
• As opposed to the manual approach for activity inference from user comments that
was employed in [153, 156], we propose an automated and unsupervised Natural
Language Processing (NLP) based algorithm (Section 9.4.2) which is more robust
and scalable to large real-world datasets.
• Moreover, a major limitation of using CP decomposition for tensors is that it is not
suitable for very sparse tensors and demonstrates a sharp increase in error especially
if more than 80% of the data is missing [159,160]. Sparsity is a non trivial issue for
us as our multi-dimensional data is 99.999% sparse. Hence, we propose our joint
analysis and factorization based approach to solve the problem.
9.2.2 Other applications of Tensor Factorization to Recommender Sys-
tems
Symeonidis et al. [161] and Nanopoulos [162] applied Higher Order Singular Value De-
composition (HOSVD) [163] to a 3rd order tensor which represents users, items and
tags in social tagging systems such as Last.fm and Bibsonomy. Karatzoglou et al. [164]
address multi-dimensional recommendations by incorporating contextual information to
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model a User-Item-Context tensor. They utilize a sparse HOSVD style method that de-
composes a D dimensional sparse tensor into D matrices and a D dimensional tensor.
HOSVD is a generalization of the matrix SVD to a tensor. It assumes a dense tensor and
is not suitable for very sparsely populated tensors. Moreover, unlike SVD, HOSVD may
not provide the best low rank approximation of a tensor [165].
Hidasi and Tikk [166] apply an Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [165, 167] based
tensor factorization approach for context-aware recommendations. ALS consists of three
steps, each one being a conditional update of one of the factor matrices, given the others.
However, it suffers from several drawbacks: It has poor convergence for sparse data [168]
and is not scalable to large-scale data sets [159].
To address these limitations and perform multi-dimensional recommendations on large-
scale and sparse user-generated datasets, we formulate our recommendation model via the
Coupled Matrix and Tensor Factorization (CMTF) framework [160, 169]. CMTF is an
approach similar to CMF and proposes joint analysis of a matrix and an Nth-order tensor
with a common mode or dimension, where the tensor is factorized using an R-component
CP model and the matrix is factorized by extracting R factors using matrix factorization.
CMTF is shown to have achieved better performance than standard CP decomposition
especially if more than 80% of the data is missing [159, 160]. A variant of the CMTF
approach [159, 169] performs the joint analysis of the tensor and matrix by ignoring the
missing entries and fitting the tensor and/or the matrix model to the known data entries
only. This approach has been shown to easily scale to handle very large data sets with up
to 99% missing entries [159].
To this end, we model our multi-dimensional recommendation problem as a joint
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Data Source Type of Data Dimensions extracted Volume of raw data extracted
Flickr Geotagged and Timestamped Photos User, Location, Activity, Time 588,000 photos with 9 million words of text
Foursquare Location and POI database Location, Activity, Venue 274,000 locations with POI or venue information
Yelp Business and service reviews Activity 1060 service categories
Viator Things to do in tourist spots Activity 60 things to do categories
Table 9.1: Data fusion from heterogeneous data sources
analysis of a sparsely populated tensor with several matrices which share one or more
common modes with the tensor. These tensors and matrices are constructed by fusing
data for the various dimensions (users, locations, activities and time) from multiple data
sources. This is a challenging task since data sets are often incomplete and heterogeneous.
We then factorize these tensors and matrices simultaneously using a gradient descent-
based algorithm. As we show later in Section 9.6.5, our approach outperforms standard
CP decomposition, HOSVD and ALS.
9.3 Data
Table 9.1 summarizes the data sources, types of data, extracted dimensions and the vol-
ume of raw data from each source. Our primary dataset consists of 588,000 geotagged and
timestamped publicly-available photos from Flickr.com, a popular photo-sharing website
hosted in the USA. To obtain the data set, we searched specifically for photos taken with
smartphones so that we could get the most accurate geospatial traces. Further, these pho-
tos spanned the time period of September 1, 2009, to September 1, 2013 and were taken
from three major metro regions in the USA – the San Francisco Bay Area, Las Vegas and
Chicago. Table 9.2 shows the characteristics of this dataset, while Figure 9.1 shows the
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(a) San Francisco Bay Area (b) Las Vegas (c) Chicago
Figure 9.1: Geographical distribution of photos from San Francisco Bay Area, Las Vegas and Chicago
core regions. Map image tiles were provided by Google, and waypoint placement was performed using
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/.
geographical distribution of the photographs over the three regions. To improve legibility
of the figure so that individual photo locations can be discerned, we sampled the number
of photos down.
We extracted photos and their meta-content in JSON format using Flickr’s public
REST based API. Each photograph is marked with the user ID of the user who took
it, geo-location in latitude and longitude format representing where it was taken, and an
epoch timestamp representing when it was taken. We also extracted about 9 million words
of user-generated text (including title, description, tags or comments) for these photos.
Note that less than 50% of the photos are marked with any text. In addition, we also
obtain POI or Venue information for 274,000 locations in the three geographical regions
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Region Photos Users Land Area (km2)
San Francisco Bay Area 280,045 7895 6053
Las Vegas 23,350 578 1818
Chicago 284,751 2423 1412
Table 9.2: Flickr.com raw dataset characteristics
from Foursquare3. Finally, we obtained information about popular activities from Yelp4
and things to do in tourist spots from Viator5. We explain the inference and extraction of
the various dimensions from the collected data in Sections 9.4 and 9.5.
9.4 Inferring various dimensions of information from Flickr photos
As mentioned earlier, photos on Flickr have meta-data that includes a user ID, timestamp,
location and text. We now infer the dimensions of user, location, activity and time from
this meta-data.
9.4.1 Location Hashing
Our system relies on unique and discrete locations, but the Flickr geotags are stated as
continuous floating-point latitude and longitude geocoordinate pairs. To discretize these
values, we applied Cartographic Sparse Hashing, our O(1) algorithm (shown in Algorithm
6) that hashes a latitude and longitude pair into one of many virtual rectangular grid bins
formed throughout the geocoordinate space. This algorithm takes as input (i) latitude and
longitude as 64-bit floats and (ii) a bin resolution size r in meters as an integer. It then
3 www.foursquare.com/ 4 www.yelp.com/ 5 www.viator.com/
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Algorithm 6: Cartographic Sparse Hashing (CASH) algorithm
Input: latitude as 64-bit float, longitude as 64-bit float, grid resolution r in meters
Output: Hash value hashResult as 64-bit integer
Trim latitude digits past 5th decimal position;
sigF ig ← 105;
latitudeInt← (int)(latitude× sigF ig);
Round down latitudeInt to be divisible by r;
Repeat with longitude to produce longitudeInt;
hashResult← shiftHigh(longitudeInt) + latitudeInt;
return hashResult
outputs a 64-bit integer key representing the final virtual bin. The algorithm leverages
the fact that the latitude and longitude are expressed in decimal degrees, with the fifth
decimal place corresponding roughly to 1 meter. Since this precision was acceptable
to us, we truncated each value to five decimal places. The function then produces the
resulting integer key with the longitude and latitude ending up in the high and low bits,
respectively. This key identifies a virtual bin approximately r meters per side, although
the bin will be elongated north-to-south for regions further away from the equator due to
the Earth’s curvature.
We experimented with 4 different location grid sizes - 300m, 500m, 700m and 1000m.
These were determined based on the venue density in each grid as well as human walking
distance (as people may often prefer to walk or use public transport). If the grid size
is too large, recommendations beyond a certain walking distance will not be helpful to



















Figure 9.2: Partial view of the Activity Hierarchy showing all depth 1 nodes and a few
depth 2 nodes
place to recommend in the grid. We explain the selection of the appropriate size based on
performance in Section 9.6.3.
9.4.2 Activity Inference
Previous research in activity recognition [46, 150] focused on recognizing daily activi-
ties such as ‘walking’, ‘driving’, ‘biking’ etc. from smartphone sensors such as the ac-
celerometer and GPS. However, a real world recommender system should be capable of
recommending a diverse set of activities to users in addition to such diurnal activities. To
address this, we employ an activity hierarchy which consists of lifestyle, recreational and
tourist activities for activity recommendations.
Figure 9.2 shows a partial view of our Activity Hierarchy. We generated it by manu-
ally combining popular activities from the Yelp category list, Viator things to do list, and
the FourSquare venue category hierarchy. Our hierarchy has a tree structure of depth 4
and contains 120 activity nodes including the root node ‘Personal Life’. There are 4 high-
level (depth 1) activities which branch out into 15 coarse-grained activities (depth 2).
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All the high-level and some of the coarse-grained activities that they include are shown
in Figure 9.2. Some of the coarse-grained activities at depth 2 are further categorized
into 28 fine-grained activities (depth 3) which are further categorized into 128 leaf node
activities. For instance, the root node ‘Personal Life’ branches out into coarse-grained ac-
tivities including ‘Leisure’ which is further categorized into fine-grained activities such as
‘Entertainment’ and Recreation’ etc. ‘Entertainment’ is further categorized into leaf node
activities such as ‘Music’, ‘Movies’ and ‘Dance’. It is possible that a user is engaged
in an activity which is not present in our hierarchy. To address this, we have a generic
category ‘Other’ at each depth.
Inferring users’ activities from our data set is non-trivial and challenging. Unlike
previous research, we do not have labeled sensory data from users’ phones. Though all the
photos in our dataset are geotagged, a user could be engaged in several probable activities
at a location. Also, less than 50% of the photographs are annotated with user-generated
photo content such as a detailed name or a description, and even fewer photographs have
tags or comments which can provide some indication of the activity occurring when the
photograph was taken. In addition, crowd-sourcing the labeling of activities (as done
in [153, 156]) is not feasible for 588,000 photos.
To address these challenges, we propose an automated and unsupervised NLP based
algorithm (Algorithm 7) to infer a user’s activity from user-generated text such as the
photo content items. As shown, we first remove all stop words from each photo content
item and concatenate the items. We then perform a web search query to elucidate the
meaning of the concatenated items and retrieve the content of the top-most web search
result. From this content, we extract features such as named entities, document categories
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Algorithm 7: Activity inference from user-generated text
Input: Photo content items such as name, description, tag and comments and
Activity Hierarchy
Output: Inferred Activities
Remove stop words from each photo content item;
Concatenate the content items to generate a search query;
Perform a web search using the search query and retrieve the text content of the
top-most web search result;
Extract features such as named entities and types, document categories and social
tags from the text content;
foreach Activity in the Activity Hierarchy do
Compute SR scores between the features and the Activity;
MaxSRScore for each activity← argmax (SR Score between any of the
features and the activity);




if MAXMaxSRScore 6= 0 then
MaxActivities← Activities with MAXMaxSRScore;
if MaxActivities = ∅ then
MaxActivities← Propagated photo labels based on distance and time;
return MaxActivities;
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and tags. These features are extracted using three NLP techniques:
• Named Entity Recognition - a subtask of information extraction that identifies
names of persons, organizations etc. in a given text or sentence
• Document Categorization - a task that classifies the subject or topic of the text, and
• Social Tagging - the practice of generating tags or keywords by users rather than
experts to describe online content.
For this feature extraction, we employ a tool called OpenCalais6 which can recognize
up to 39 entities from the text. It also categorizes the text into one or more 18 document
categories such as Finance, Entertainment etc. In addition, it associates one or more social
tags with it. The use of these techniques ensures that a large amount of world knowledge
is exploited for feature extraction.
We then compute the Semantic Relatedness (SR) scores between each activity and
each feature extracted from the web content. SR [86] is a metric for determining the
similarity of two documents or phrases based on their semantic meaning. It is normalized
to a value between 0 (little to no relatedness) and 1 (extremely high relatedness). While
there are several techniques and systems available for computing SR, we employ the
Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) system [105] for computing SR scores. STS is based
on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) along with WordNet knowledge and is trained on the
LDC Gigawords and Stanford Webbase corpora.
For each activity, we store the maximum SR score (MaxSRScore) between any of the
features and the activity. If the MaxSRScore for an activity is less than a threshold, we set
6 http://www.opencalais.com/
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it to 0.0, thereby reducing noise and false positives. Since SR is a cosine similarity mea-
sure, a threshold of 0.293 (1 - cos 45 ◦) is generally considered an appropriate threshold,
and we use that in our current implementation. Finally, we iterate over all the activities
and select those with the highest MaxSR scores. If a photo has no labeled activities, we
apply a simple label propagation technique to label it based on its nearest neighbors (with
respect to location and time). This approach is intuitive because if two consecutive photos
are close in time and location, it is highly probable that the user was performing the same
activity in both.
To illustrate Algorithm 7 better, consider a photo which has been tagged as ‘Brazen
Wildcat Half’ by the user. This phrase by itself does not convey any meaningful infor-
mation about the user’s activity, but a web search for it reveals content such as ‘Brazen
Wildcat Half Marathon Racing...’. From the web content text, we get features such as
‘Trail Run’, ‘Athletics’ and ‘Recreation’ etc. Algorithm 7 then maps these features to
the activities: Sports, Running and Recreation. From this, we can infer that the user was
engaged in these activities when the photo was taken.
9.4.3 Time hashing
Since each photo has a unique timestamp, the number of timestamps in our dataset is
huge. To address this, we perform feature hashing to hash the value of each timestamp to
a timeslot. In order to determine the granularity of timeslots, we analyzed the monthly,
weekly, daily and hourly distribution of photographs.
Figure 9.3(a) shows the distribution of photographs in the San Francisco Bay Area
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Figure 9.3: Monthly, Weekly and Hourly distribution of photographs in the San
Francisco Bay Area dataset
dataset for months in a year (1= January until 12 = December). As evident, the number of
photos varies with each month. Clearly, July and December have the highest photo counts
as these months have the typical vacations of July 4th and Christmas. We also analyzed
the differences in weekdays and weekends. As shown in Figure 9.3(b), weekdays have a
higher photo count.
We further considered the distribution of photographs at different hours in a day. To
this end, we divided a day into 4 hourly slots:
• Morning - hours between 6 am and 12 pm
• Afternoon - hours between 12 pm and 6 pm
• Evening - hours between 6 pm and 12 am
• Night - hours between 12 am and 6 am
As seen in Figure 9.3(c), the highest count of photographs is taken in the afternoon.
Intuitively, the least number (5834) were taken at night. Based on this analysis, we gen-
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Grid Size r (m)
# of unique hashed locations
San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
300 7869 2747 5082
500 5565 1932 3665
700 4222 1475 2855
1000 2999 1058 2070
Table 9.3: Number of unique hashed locations in our 3 datasets
erated buckets of hashed time slots. Since there are 12 months in a year, 2 types of days
in a week - weekday and weekend, and each day has 4 hourly slots, the total number of
hashed timeslots is 96. For each photo, we first convert its epoch timestamp to a standard
date time format which is then hashed to a timeslot. For instance, a photo taken on August
19, 2013 at 2 pm will be hashed to ‘WeekDay 8 Afternoon’.
9.5 Our Joint analysis and factorization based Approach
9.5.1 Data Modeling of various dimensions
After inferring the user, location, activity and time information from the Flickr photos,
the data in each dataset needs to be modeled along the various dimensions of our multi-
dimensional tensor. These dimensions are:
• Location dimension - We first apply data filtering to reduce noise. We retain only
those unique hashed locations that have been visited by at least ut users (where ut
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= 5), Thus, for each unique hashed location present in our 3 datasets, we determine
the number of unique users from that dataset who visited that location. We remove
all locations that have ≤ 5 unique users. We perform this thresholding mainly to
eliminate locations that can be residences of users or random spots such as roads.
Table 9.3 shows the final count of locations in our datasets. The number of locations
for each dataset varies with the hashed grid size, where we note that we discern at
least 6127 locations in all with the largest grid size (1000m). These correspond to
the Location dimension of our tensor.
• User dimension - Once the final set of locations for each dataset has been obtained,
we use only those photographs which have been taken at these locations. The corre-
sponding user IDs for these photographs represent the User dimension of our tensor.
Our final set of users consists of 2498 unique users in the San Francisco Bay Area,
573 unique users in Las Vegas and 1850 unique users in Chicago.
• Activity dimension - The 120 activities in our activity hierarchy represent the Ac-
tivity dimension of our tensor.
• Time dimension - The 96 hashed time slots represent the Time dimension of our
tensor.
9.5.2 Constructing the tensors and matrices
We now construct a 4 dimensional tensor from these dimensions.
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9.5.2.1 User × Location × Activity × Time tensor
The four dimensional (User, Location, Activity and Time) data modeled from each of
the Flickr datasets can be represented as a sparse tensor X ∈ Ru×l×a×t where u is # of
users, l is # of locations, a is # of activities and t is # of time slots. The ratings placed
into this tensor should represent the user’s interest for performing a certain activity at
a certain location at a certain time. However, in our data set, users do not provide any
explicit ratings. Hence, we derive an implicit feedback [170] value normalized over [0.0,
1.0]. Each cell value of the tensor represents the frequency of the current user being at the
current location performing the current activity at the current time. The counts are further
normalized based on the total number of data points (photographs) for each user.
Moreover, each user typically visits a small subset of the possible locations at only a
few of all the possible times and performs a fraction of all the activities possible. Hence,
our tensor is very sparse and any given fiber will have only a few non-empty entries. After
this construction, the tensors from the 3 datasets have a density of the order of 10−3%.
Thus, the tensors are 99.999% sparse.
To supplement the sparse 4 dimensional tensor, we further construct various 2-dimensional
matrices which are coupled with the tensor i.e. they involve one or more of these dimen-
sions and thus, share at least one mode in common with the tensor. We construct them
using data obtained from various other data sources.
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9.5.2.2 Location × Activity Matrix
Knowing what activities occur in a given location can enable inference of the activity
a user is engaged in when he is at the location. As mentioned earlier, even though all
the photographs have a geolocation, more than 50% of the photographs do not have any
photo content to indicate what activity the user could be engaged in. Hence, this location-
activity information can enable inference of the most likely activity a user could be en-
gaged in at a location.
To obtain this relationship for each activity in our hierarchy, we query the Foursquare
location database to find all the locations, in each of our datasets, where that particular
activity can occur. Thus, for each location li in a dataset, we get an n-dimensional fre-




. From this information, we construct a Location × Activity matrix Y ∈ Rl×a
which contains normalized counts for the activities that occur in each location.
9.5.2.3 Location × Venue Matrix
Activities typically occur at a venue or a POI such as a restaurant, shopping mall, etc. For
instance, a user would ‘Eat’ at a ‘Restaurant’ or ‘Shop’ at a ‘Shopping Mall’ in a location.
Hence, the knowledge of venues that are present in a location can be leveraged to enable
the inference of the user’s activity.
For each location in each of our datasets, we also obtain the counts of different venues
(from the Foursquare location database) that are present in it. The venues belong to the
Foursquare venue hierarchy that includes 470 different types of venues such as restau-
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rants, movie theaters etc. Thus, for each location li in a dataset, we get an m-dimensional





. From this information, we construct a Location × Venue matrix J ∈ Rl×v which
contains normalized counts for venues in each location.
9.5.2.4 Location × Location Similarity Matrix
The locations that have similar type and count of venues will host similar activities.
Hence, we employ the Location × Venue matrix to compute the location similarity in-
formation. For each pair of locations li and lj in each dataset, we calculate the cosine
similarity between the venues vectors as sim(li,lj) =
vi·vj
‖vi‖‖vj‖ where 0 ≤ sim(li,lj) ≤ 1.
Using the location similarity information, we construct a symmetric Location× Location
matrix Z ∈ Rl×l.
9.5.2.5 Activity × Activity Correlation Matrix
Users may often have preferences for activities that are similar and correlated. For in-
stance, a user who likes sports might engage in several different types of outdoor sports
such as basketball, tennis, etc. Hence, this knowledge of correlation between activities
can be exploited easily to further boost the information about the kinds of activities a user
could be interested in.
We use the SR metric (from Section 9.4.2) to compute correlation between all the
activities present in our hierarchy. For each pair of activities ai and aj in our Activity hier-
archy, we calculate the SR score between their descriptions to get sim(ai,aj). For instance,
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SR score between ‘Sailing’ and ‘Surfing’ is 0.63, indicating that they are correlated. This
is intuitive as both are water sports. From this correlation information, we construct a
symmetric Activity × Activity matrix S ∈ Ra×a.
9.5.3 Objective function formulation
We now perform joint analysis of the constructed tensor and matrices. We formulate
an objective function that simultaneously factorizes the main 4-dimensional tensor and
the four 2-dimensional coupled matrices that contain additional information. The tensor
is factorized using a CP model while the matrices are factorized using matrix factoriza-
tion. As discussed earlier, such an approach achieves better performance than standard
CP decomposition for extremely sparse tensors. The objective function for our multi-
dimensional recommendation problem is:
F = 1
2
‖W × (X − U ◦ L ◦A ◦ T )‖2 + λ1
2
‖Y − LA>‖2 + λ2
2







(‖U‖2 + ‖L‖2 + ‖A‖2 + ‖T‖2)
Thus, the objective function comprises six summands and can be written in the form
F = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6. The six summands and the terms and symbols that they
include are:
• F1 - The weighted least squares error term for the decomposition of the 4 dimen-
sional tensor X into the factor matrices U ∈ Ru×k, L ∈ Rl×k, A ∈ Ra×k and T
∈ Rt×k where k is the number of factors. W is a weight tensor ∈ Ru×l×a×t and
indicates the missing entries in X such that:
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wu,l,a,t = {
1 if xu,l,a,t is known
0 if xu,l,a,t is missing
This term tries to minimize the loss in only the known entries of the tensor.
• F2 - The least squares error term for the decomposition of the 2-dimensional matrix
Y (containing the Location - Activity information) into factor matrices L ∈ Rl×k
and A ∈ Ra×k.
• F3 - The least squares error term for the decomposition of the 2-dimensional sym-
metric matrix S (containing the Activity - Activity correlation information) into the
factor matrices A ∈ Ra×k and its transpose A> ∈ Rk×a.
• F4- The least squares error term for the decomposition of the 2-dimensional sym-
metric matrix Z (containing the Location - Location correlation information) into
the factor matrices L ∈ Rl×k and its transpose L> ∈ Rk×l.
• F5 - Regularization term for temporal smoothing. It leverages the fact that human
behavior in successive time periods will be similar and will have a gradual variation.
Hence, it tries to reduce the error between consecutive time slots. R is a bi-diagonal
matrix ∈ Rk×k with 1 on the main diagonal and -1 on the diagonal above it.
• F6 - Regularization term to avoid overfitting.
• λ1 - λ5 are model parameters.
• ‖‖2 denotes the Frobenius norm, ◦ denotes the outer product
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In general, there is no closed form solution for F, so we use numerical methods, such
as gradient descent, to solve this problem. By using the representations in [167], we take
the first order derivatives of F with respect to each of the factors to get the following:
∇UF= (W(1) - X(1))(T ∗ A ∗ L) + λ5U
∇LF= (W(2) - X(2))(T ∗ A ∗ U) + λ1( LA> - Y)A + λ3(- Z - Z> + 2LL>)L + λ5L
∇AF= (W(3) - X(3))(T ∗ L ∗ U) + λ1( LA> - Y)>L + λ2(- S - S> + 2AA>)A + λ5A
∇TF= (W(4) - X(4))(A ∗ L ∗ U) + λ4TR + λ5T
where W(i) and X(i) denotes the mode-i tensor unfolding or matricization 7 of W and
X such that W(1) and X(1) ∈ Ru×lat, W(2) and X(2) ∈ Rl×uat, W(3) and X(3) ∈ Ra×ult, and
W(4) and X(4) ∈ Rt×ula, and ∗ denotes the Khatri-Rao product.
9.5.4 Minimizing the objective function
We employ Algorithm 8, which uses gradient descent, to minimize F and its gradient G.
We implemented it in MATLAB using the Tensor Toolbox [171]. As input, the algorithm
takes the incomplete sparse tensor (X), the low dimensional matrices (Y, Z, and S), the
number of factors (k) as well as the stopping or convergence criteria. The individual com-
ponents (U, L, A, T) are initialized using the n-mode singular vectors of X which span the
subspace of the mode-n fibers i.e. the left singular vectors of the n-mode matricization of
X. In each iteration, we first compute the step length using the More-Thuente line-search
method [172]. We then compute the values of the gradients for the objective function and
the components, and update the objective function value by taking a step in the direction
of the gradient. The convergence criteria are set as:
7 Matricization is generation of the matrix representation of a tensor in which all column or row matrices
are stacked one after another.
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Algorithm 8: Gradient descent based algorithm
Input: Sparse tensor X∈ Ru×l×a×t, 2 D matrices Y ∈ Rl×a , Z ∈ Rl×l , S ∈ Ra×a ,
k and convergence criteria
Output: Complete tensor M ∈ Ru×l×a×t
for n = 1:size(X) do
Initialize U, L, A, T;
end
Initialize F,∇UF,∇LF,∇AF and ∇TF;
Set i = 0;
while not converged do
Compute step length αi;
Compute the gradients∇UFi, ∇LFi, ∇AFi,∇TFi;




M← U ◦ L ◦ A ◦ T;
return M;
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• Relative change in Function Value i.e. Fi+1−Fi
Fi
≤ 10−10
• Relative change in Gradient Value i.e. Gi+1−Gi
Gi
≤ 10−10
• Number of iterations i ≤ 105
Finally, when the algorithm converges, we obtain the complete tensor M ∈ Ru×l×a×t
by taking the outer product of the individual components U, L, A and T. The computation
complexity of this algorithm is O (NkJ) where N is the number of dimensions of the
tensor, k is the number of factors and J is
∏N
n=1 In.
9.5.5 Extending to N > 4 Dimensions
We note that while we have focused on N=4 dimensions for concreteness, we can extend
the model to accommodate additional dimensions, without loss of generality, by perform-
ing data engineering and modifying the objective function. For instance, if we add another
contextual dimension such as users’ purchases, we can supplement the sparse tensors and
matrices with User × Purchases or Location × Purchases matrix obtained from another
data source. We can then modify the objective function to include the purchases dimen-
sion and employ Algorithm 8 to minimize it.
9.6 Evaluation
9.6.1 Methodology
To evaluate the recommendations produced by our system, we used the following method-
ology: we randomly split each of the three datasets (from San Francisco Bay Area, Las
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Vegas and Chicago) into training and testing sets with a 7:3 ratio, where we use the train-
ing set for training and tuning the model parameters. We use the held-out test set for
computing the performance metrics over the predicted and ground truth values. More
formally, we define P to be a test dataset containing n values. For each held out value ∈
P, yi denotes ground truth value and ŷi denotes predicted value.
9.6.2 Metrics
We use three standard performance metrics [137] for evaluating the performance of our
approach on a test set P:





However, RMSE can be susceptible to large errors and often places more emphasis
on them. Hence, we compute Mean Absolute Error (MAE) as well to evaluate the
performance of our approach.





However, both RMSE and MAE may be less appropriate for tasks where a ranked
result is returned to the user, who then only views items at the top of the ranking.
For this, we compute Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG).
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• Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) - nDCG is commonly used in
information retrieval to measure a search engine’s performance. A higher nDCG
value for a list of search results indicates that more relevant items were ranked
higher in the list. In particular, nDCG@p measures the relevance of top p results
and is defined as:





, iDCG@p is the DCG@p
value of ideal ranking list and reli is a relevance value. nDCG ranges from 0 to 1.
The higher the nDCG value is, the better a ranking result list is.
9.6.3 Parameter Tuning
We performed parameter tuning via parameter-sweeping experiments on the different
training sets. We randomly split each training set into training and validation sets with
a 4:1 ratio. We held out the validation set and constructed the model using the training
set with different values for the model parameters, λ1 - λ5, # of factors (k) and location
grid size r. We computed RMSE on the held out validation sets and picked the parameter
values that minimized it.
9.6.3.1 Impact of model parameters
For tuning each individual parameter, we set the remaining parameters as 0.00001 in order
to reduce their impact on the model performance. We then ran the parameter-sweeping
experiments 5 times for each parameter value and averaged the RMSE. Figure 9.4 shows
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(e) RMSE variation for λ5
Figure 9.4: Variation of RMSE for different values of λ1 - λ5 on the validation sets
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sets. As evident, the RMSE first increases and later decreases as value of each parameter (
λ1 - λ5) increases. This is because when a parameter value is too small, the model cannot
fully utilize the information from the corresponding matrix. On the other hand, if it is too
large, then the information from the matrix will dominate the objective function. After
this tuning, we set λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 1.5, λ3 = 0.5, λ4 = 1.0 and λ5 = 0.02.
9.6.3.2 Impact of number of factors
We varied the number of latent factors (k) from 10 to 50. However, we observed that
the RMSE did not exhibit significant variation which implies that changing the number
of factors did not have a significant impact on performance, as also reported by Zheng et
al. [153, 156]. For our experiments, we set k = 30.
9.6.3.3 Impact of location grid size
Table 9.4 shows the RMSE for the 3 validation datasets for different location grid sizes.
The grid size of 500m has the lowest RMSE for all the validation sets and hence we use
that for our experiments. This is also intuitive because recommended locations within a
distance of 500m can be easily reached on foot.
Henceforth, all experiments will use the tuned parameter values.
9.6.4 Comparison with Baselines
We compare our approach with 7 state-of-the-art baselines.
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Grid Size r (m)
RMSE
San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
300 0.0217 0.0378 0.0170
500 0.0213 0.0376 0.0162
700 0.0222 0.0392 0.0175
1000 0.0224 0.0437 0.0186
Table 9.4: RMSE on validation set for various location grid sizes
9.6.4.1 Collaborative Filtering baselines
These baselines exploit similarity on each of the individual dimensions to complete the
tensor. They take only the 4 dimensional tensor as input. We implemented 4 CF baselines:
• User-User Collaborative Filtering baseline (UCF) - This baseline exploits the user-
user similarity information to fill in the missing entries of the sparse tensor X. In
particular, for UCF, we consider CF on each user × location matrix with respect to
each activity and each time slot, on each user× activity matrix with respect to each
location and each time slot, and on each user × time matrix with respect to each
location and each activity independently. To this end, we matricize X in Mode 1 to
generate matrix X(1) ∈ Ru×lat. We then use Pearson correlation coefficient between
the vectors in the matrix to compute pairwise user similarity information. For each
user, we compute the weighted average of the top N similar users to predict the
missing values.
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• Location-Location Collaborative Filtering baseline (LCF) - Similarly, the LCF base-
line exploits the location-location similarity information to fill in the missing entries
of X. We matricize X in Mode 2 to generate matrix X(2) ∈ Rl×uat. We use Pear-
son correlation coefficient between the vectors in the matrix to compute pairwise
location similarity information. For each location, we then compute the weighted
average of the top N similar locations to predict the missing values.
• Activity-Activity Collaborative Filtering baseline (ACF) - The ACF baseline ex-
ploits the activity-activity similarity information to fill in the missing entries of X.
We matricize X in Mode 3 to generate matrix X(3) ∈ Ra×ult. We use Pearson cor-
relation coefficient between the vectors in the matrix to compute pairwise activity
similarity information. For each activity, we then compute the weighted average of
the top N similar activities to predict the missing values.
• Time-Time Collaborative Filtering baseline (TCF) - Finally, the TCF baseline ex-
ploits the time- time similarity information to fill in the missing entries of X. We
matricize X in Mode 4 to generate matrix X(4) ∈Rt×ula. We use Pearson correlation
coefficient between the vectors in the matrix to compute pairwise time similarity in-
formation. For each time slot, we then compute the weighted average of the top N
similar time slots to predict the missing values.
In these experiments, we set N = 10, since the prediction results do not depend on N




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Our approach 0.0197 0.0339 0.0153
UCF 0.0324 0.0486 0.0293
LCF 0.0336 0.0430 0.0311
ACF 0.0333 0.0433 0.0317
TCF 0.0319 0.0484 0.0315
Standard CP 0.0224 0.0427 0.0178
HOSVD 0.0227 0.0405 0.0175
ALS 0.0222 0.0389 0.0173
Table 9.5: RMSE for our approach and baselines on the 3 test sets
9.6.4.2 Model based baselines
We implemented the standard CP decomposition model which, when applied to our multi-





(‖U‖2+‖L‖2+‖A‖2+‖T‖2) Thus, it takes only the
4 dimensional tensor as input and its objective function has only the tensor decomposition
term along with the regularization term. This can be obtained by setting λ1 - λ4 = 0 in
our objective function (see Section 9.5.3) and replacing the weighted least squares error
term with the standard least squares error term in summand F1. We then minimize this
objective function using the gradient descent based Algorithm 8.
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9.6.4.3 Algorithmic baselines
The 2 algorithmic baselines that we employ are:
• Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) - We implement the HOSVD
approach proposed by Lathauwer et al. [163]. This approach also takes only the 4
dimensional tensor as input. It first matricizes the 4 dimensional User × Loca-
tion × Activity × Time tensor X along each of the 4 modes to get the matrices
X(1), X(2), X(3) and X(4). On each matrix, SVD is applied to compute the low rank
approximation: X(i) = U (i) · S(i) · V (i)>where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
The core tensor S is then constructed as:
S = X ×1 Uc1 (1)
> ×2 Uc2 (2)
> ×3 Uc3 (3)






(4)> are the transpose of the c1-dimensionally
reduced U(1), c2 - dimensionally reduced U(2), c3-dimensionally reduced U(3), and
c4-dimensionally reduced U(4) matrices respectively.
Finally, the completed matrix M is obtained as:
M = S ×1 Uc1 (1) ×2 Uc2 (2) ×3 Uc3 (3) ×4 Uc4 (4)
where c1, c2, c3 and c4 are set empirically. Based on the experiments of Nanopoulos
[162], we preserve 30% of the information in each matrix.
• Alternating Least Squares (ALS) - In ALS, the objective function is a standard CP
formulation and the idea is to solve for each factor matrix, leaving all other factors




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Our approach 0.0076 0.0179 0.0049
UCF 0.0104 0.0314 0.0062
LCF 0.0102 0.0310 0.0066
ACF 0.0105 0.0323 0.0069
TCF 0.01 0.0354 0.0065
Standard CP 0.0095 0.0228 0.0058
HOSVD 0.0098 0.0239 0.0061
ALS 0.0093 0.0218 0.0054
Table 9.6: MAE for our approach and baselines on the 3 test sets
for the standard CP decomposition (see Section 9.6.4.2) of our multi-dimensional
recommendation problem.
9.6.5 Results
For testing experiments, we held out the test dataset and generated the completed tensor
using the training dataset with the tuned parameter values, number of factors k (30) and
for the optimal grid size (500m). We then computed the RMSE and MAE between the
predicted and the ground truth held out values of the test set.
Since we do not have human supplied relevance rankings, we compute nDCG on
the held-out known values. We calculated nDCG with respect to each recommendation




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Our approach 0.898 0.835 0.821
UCF 0.691 0.523 0.693
LCF 0.71 0.514 0.682
ACF 0.702 0.582 0.695
TCF 0.735 0.593 0.701
Standard CP 0.685 0.453 0.651
HOSVD 0.890 0.815 0.798
ALS 0.798 0.722 0.748
Table 9.7: nDCG for location for our approach and baselines on the 3 test sets
mension. Thus, for each of the held out values in the test set, we first fixed user, location
and activity and ranked the time slots in the completed tensor. This ranking was used to
calculate DCG (refer to Section 9.6.2) for time. To compute iDCG for time, we deter-
mined the ranking for the ground truth time values. We then calculated nDCG@p (with
p = 5) for time. Finally, we averaged the values for all user, location and activity com-
binations to generate an averaged nDCG@5 for the time dimension. Similarly, we fixed
user, location and time values and ranked activities to compute nDCG@5 for the activity
dimension and fixed user, activity and time to compute nDCG@5 for the location dimen-
sion. To ensure statistical significance, we ran all algorithms 5 times on each test dataset




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Our approach 0.869 0.827 0.798
UCF 0.452 0.465 0.467
LCF 0.457 0.477 0.485
ACF 0.440 0.458 0.412
TCF 0.391 0.34 0.401
Standard CP 0.341 0.314 0.393
HOSVD 0.829 0.817 0.714
ALS 0.770 0.737 0.692
Table 9.8: nDCG for activity for our approach and baselines on the 3 test sets
Tables 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 show the results achieved by our approach as well
as the baselines on the 3 test datasets for the 3 performance metrics: RMSE, MAE and
nDCG@5. For RMSE and MAE, a lower value signifies superiors performance while for
nDCG, a higher value signifies superior performance. Clearly, our approach outperforms
these baselines.
9.6.6 Discussion of Results
As evident from the results, the neighborhood-based Collaborative Filtering baselines
exhibit poor performance with respect to all the 3 performance metrics. There are two




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Our approach 0.833 0.832 0.807
UCF 0.581 0.612 0.605
LCF 0.563 0.605 0.567
ACF 0.541 0.609 0.575
TCF 0.593 0.632 0.582
Standard CP 0.578 0.605 0.563
HOSVD 0.812 0.82 0.798
ALS 0.732 0.725 0.656
Table 9.9: nDCG for time for our approach and baselines on the 3 test sets
× Activity × Time tensor. Since the tensor is extremely sparse, computing similarity
along any dimension will be error prone as most of the entries are missing. Hence, our
approach which supplements the sparse tensor with additional information from external
sources overcomes this hurdle. Second, each of these baselines predicts the missing val-
ues based on similarity along one dimension only, ignoring the other dimensions. Since
our problem involves collaborative recommendations along multiple dimensions, it is im-
portant to employ all the dimensions for recommendations as we do.
The model based and algorithmic baselines such as Standard CP, HOSVD and ALS
also utilize only the sparse tensor as input. As pointed out in Section 9.2, the standard CP
approach demonstrates an increase in error if the data is extremely sparse. Similarly, ALS
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has poor convergence if the data is sparse and does not scale to large datasets. Moreover,
HOSVD and ALS have high space complexity. On the other hand, our approach over-
comes the sparsity of the data by supplementing the sparse tensor with coupled matrices
and also scales to large datasets. Hence, it outperforms these baselines.
Also, we note that the nDCG values for location varies greatly for each dataset for
each algorithm while the nDCG values for activity and time do not exhibit such a high
variation. This is possibly because the number of locations in each of the dataset varies
significantly while the number of activities and time slots are constant for each dataset.
In addition, the nDCG values for location are higher in general for most of the algorithms
and datasets, as compared to activity and time. This indicates that location is the most
important dimension for recommendation, followed by time and activity. This is also
intuitive because in our datasets, each photo has a location and timestamp but < 50%
photos have meta data to enable activity inference. Hence, the activity data is sparser than
for location and time. This would affect the performance of all the baselines since they
use the sparse tensor as the only input. However, in our approach, we supplement this
sparse tensor with additional matrices involving Location, Activity and Time. We also
perform regularized temporal smoothing. Hence, the nDCG for Activity and Time are
higher and comparable to that of Location for our approach.
9.6.7 Runtime Comparison
Since our data is very sparse, we performed a weighted decomposition of the tensor which




San Francisco Las Vegas Chicago
Without weighting 12000 2465 10500
With weighting 9600 1180 8580
Table 9.10: Runtime comparison
the weighting imposed on the tensor i.e. minimize the error in all the entries of the tensor.
In this case, our objective function is:
F = 1
2











(‖U‖2 + ‖L‖2 + ‖A‖2 + ‖T‖2)
We minimized it using Algorithm 8. Both approaches have the same performance
with respect to RMSE, MAE and nDCG@5. However, they differ in their runtime. As
shown in Table 9.10, the weighted approach is faster as it minimizes the loss on only the
known entries of the tensor. All experiments were run on a 64 bit Windows machine with
core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM.
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Chapter 10: Modeling Users’ Behavior from Large Scale Smartphone
Data Collection
Users’ sensed context can be aggregated over a period of time to generate their con-
text history. The Learning Engine of the Rover II middleware framework (Figure 3.1)
can then mine this history for building user behavioral models using a combination of
machine learning and data mining algorithms such as Decision Trees, k Nearest Neigh-
bor (kNN) classifier, k Means clustering, Hidden Markov Models, and Association Rule
Mining. These algorithms are trained on the users’ context history to induce probabilistic
associations and patterns.
This chapter explains the design and implementation of the Learning Engine of the
Rover II middleware framework [13]. This engine implements several novel approaches
and algorithms that employ various contextual features and state of the art machine learn-
ing techniques for building diverse behavioral models of users.
10.1 Introduction
While discrete observations of an individual’s behavior can appear almost random, typi-
cally there are repetitive and easily identifiable patterns or routines in every person’s life.
For many people, a typical weekday routine consists of leaving home in the morning and
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traveling to work, going for lunch in the afternoon, and returning home in the evening.
These daily routines are often coupled with routines across other temporal scales, such
as weekly (e.g. going hiking or running on weekends) or monthly (e.g. visiting family
during holidays) patterns.
In today’s world, smartphones are the most ubiquitous devices and have become an
integral part of people’s everyday lives. People carry them around everywhere and use
them as their primary medium for many day to day activities. These devices can collect a
variety of data about users such as their locations (from GPS), sensory data (from various
sensors), call and sms logs etc. As a result, they can act as a rich content source for users’
contextual information. However, a large volume of research in mobile and ubiquitous
systems has been devoted to using this collected information for inferring users’ current
high level context such as their environmental context (whether they are indoors or out-
doors), the activities they are engaged in (walking, driving etc.) and how many people are
around them [9, 45, 46]. On the other hand, mining of users’ diverse longitudinal behav-
ioral patterns from rich smartphone data, which can enable exciting new context-aware
applications and services, has not received much attention.
Figure 10.1 shows our broader long-term vision. As part of this vision, we plan to
collect large-scale data from users’ smartphones and employ it to infer diverse frequent
patterns that capture different aspects of their behavior. We plan to explore the utility of
each type of pattern in improving the users’ quality of life by proactively taking actions
on their behalf. As shown, we envision a client agent application sensing the user’s tem-
poral multi-dimensional context and activity information (e.g. location, call logs and app
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Figure 10.1: Long term vision for building diverse user behavioral models, from users’
sensed data, in order to take proactive actions
logs. A context-aware middleware extracts the user’s context history (for instance, call or
location history) from these logs. It utilizes this history to learn and store the users’ be-
havioral models (behavioral patterns that users exhibit in similar context or situations over
a period of time) for predicting future behavior. Ultimately, this enables the middleware
to act proactively on the users’ behalf in anticipation of their future goals and intentions
without explicit requests from them. The system also refines these models periodically
based on users’ feedback.
In this work, we take a step towards achieving this vision. We develop an infras-
tructure for learning diverse patterns, from large-scale data collected from users’ smart-
phones, and utilizing these patterns to help identify a variety of their behaviors, habits,
and daily life places and activities. A key aspect of our research is how to mine this mas-
sive amount of data, captured over long durations of time, for inferring users’ high level
behavioral models. In particular, we try to answer questions such as:
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• What are the various places frequently visited by the user? Which among them is
his home, workplace, recreational or known places etc.?
• Will the user receive an incoming call in his current situation? Who will be the next
person that he will call?
• When and where does the user usually charge his device? How is his device battery
usage and can we predict his future device battery level?
• What applications (referred to as ‘apps’) does he use most frequently in the morning
as opposed to night?
These behavioral models would enable the context-aware system to predict a user’s be-
havior and proactively take actions on his behalf. For instance, the system can leverage a
user’s past communication behavior to predict his availability to receive an incoming call
and proactively reject it if he is unavailable (say, if he is in a meeting at work). It could
periodically order the user’s contacts based on who will be the most likely contact that
will be called next. Similarly, it can employ his device charging behavior to prompt him
if he forgets to charge his device. It can even load his favorite apps ahead of time based
on his app usage history. Ultimately, such a system can save the user’s time and energy
and improve his quality of life.
Our key contributions in this work are:
• We design and implement a unified infrastructure for modeling a diverse set of
users’ behaviors from large-scale data collected from their smartphones.
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Figure 10.2: The Learning Engine pipeline of Rover II
textual features and state of the art machine learning techniques for building vari-
ous behavioral models of users. Examples of generated models include classifying
users’ semantic places (such as Home, Work etc.) and mobility states (Stationary or
Moving), predicting their availability for accepting calls and inferring their device
charging behavior.
• We evaluate our work on large-scale real-world smartphone data of 200 users, from
the DeviceAnalyzer [51] dataset, consisting of 365 million data points.
• We show that our algorithms and approaches can model user behavior with high
accuracy and demonstrate improved performance over existing approaches.
10.2 Rover II context-aware middleware
The Rover II context-aware middleware [16,17] is a generic middleware, which serves as
an integration platform for mobile and desktop applications. It can store and retrieve con-
textual information, as well as learn and store user behavior models. It consists of several
components including a main Controller module (which controls the flow of informa-
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tion among the various components), an Activity Manager (which defines what activities
the system can perform on the user’s behalf), a Learning Engine (which learns patterns
from user’s behavior) and a Relevant Information Discovery and Ranking Engine (which
determines what information will be relevant to the user’s current situation). Here, we de-
scribe the core component responsible for learning user behavioral models - the Learning
Engine.
Figure 10.2 shows the pipeline for the Rover II Learning Engine. A user’s behavioral
log is collected from his smartphone and stored in a relational database in the form of
timestamped <key,value> pairs where each key is unique and represents the type of con-
textual data that is logged e.g. location (represented in latitude and longitude format) or
call data including the number called, duration etc. The data is stored in chronological
order. The Log CRUD Module extracts the user’s context history (location trace, sensor
log, call history etc.) over a certain window of time, from these logs, and sends it to the
Learning Engine.
The Learning Engine implements several state of the art supervised and unsupervised
machine learning techniques including classifiers such as J48 Decision Tree, k Nearest
Neighbors (kNN), Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) [173] (an algorithm used for training support vector machines), clustering algo-
rithms such as k Means and DBSCAN, association rule mining algorithms such as Apriori
and PredictiveApriori as well as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) that model causal rela-
tionships. In the current version of our system, we employ the Weka [53] and ELKI [174]
libraries for implementing these techniques.
The engine extracts various contextual features from the users’ context history and
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applies these techniques to them in order to generate user behavior models. These models
are either held in memory for immediate use or persisted to disk for subsequent usage in
prediction of users’ behavior.
10.3 Data
The data used in this research comes from two sources:
10.3.1 DeviceAnalyzer dataset
DeviceAnalyzer [51] is a free smartphone based Android application that runs continu-
ously in the background and collects a user’s data from his smartphone. It was developed
to collect a large-scale research data-set of phone usage. It has collected usage informa-
tion from 17,000 Android devices, over the course of nearly 3 years, and contains 100
billion data points. It captures a rich and highly detailed time-series log of approximately
300 different events1 including sensory information, Wi-Fi and bluetooth scans, call and
sms logs, running processes and applications etc. This data is stored in the form of times-
tamped key-value pairs.
Since not all users in the DeviceAnalyzer dataset consented to sharing location and
sensory information, we pre-processed the data to include only those users who have
shared all information from their phone. In order to have enough training and testing
instances, we also set the criteria that only those users who have > 30 days of data should
be included. Our final dataset consists of 200 users and includes over 365 million data
1 A complete description of the logged event types is available at
http://deviceanalyzer.cl.cam.ac.uk/keyValuePairs.htm
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Feature Description or Representation
Average acceleration Average acceleration of the device
Variance of acceleration Variance of acceleration of the device
Table 10.1: Movement related features
points logged over 100,000 days for all users. We use about 20% of this data as Validation
data for parameter tuning.
10.3.2 Field study
Despite the richness of the DeviceAnalyzer dataset, a disadvantage of it is that it does
not have ground truth labels for semantic places and for mobility states. To address this,
we conducted a field study using the DeviceAnalyzer app to collect labeled data over a
period of 1 month. This data was collected by 10 members of our lab (including the first
author). All the participants who collected the data also annotated it carefully to provide
ground truth values for place labels (see Table 10.4) and mobility states (see Table 10.2).
This dataset consisted of around 500,000 data points. We split this dataset into Training
and Testing data with a 1:1 ratio. We used the training dataset for building some of the
models and the testing set for their evaluation.
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Label Description or Representation
Stationary Whether user is stationary
Moving Whether user is moving
Table 10.2: Mobility state labels
Accuracy
kNN J48 Random Forest
0.81 0.72 0.85
Table 10.3: Comparison of accuracies of various classifiers on the training set for
Mobility State Classification
10.4 Feature engineering and Algorithm Design for User behavior mod-
eling
10.4.1 Mobility State Classification
The DeviceAnalyzer app samples the data from the accelerometer of a device at a fre-
quency of approximately 0.003 Hz (once per 5 minutes). Moreover, this data is not
logged in its raw format but as aggregate measurements (such as count, variance, average
etc.) computed over all magnitudes of sensor values captured over a 1-second window.
Hence, fine-grained activity recognition as performed in [9, 45, 46] is not possible with
this dataset.
Instead, we classify the user’s mobility state into two classes - Stationary and Mov-
ing. We extract movement related features such as average and variance of acceleration
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(see Table 10.1) to build this model. We experimented with 3 classifiers - kNN (k=3),
Random Forest (10 trees) and J48 decision tree on the training data collected as part of
the field study (see Section 10.3.2) with 10 fold cross validation. As shown in Table 10.3,
Random Forest had the best performance. Hence, we implement it for Mobility State
Classification.
10.4.2 Timestamp hashing
Since the number of timestamps in our dataset is huge (as it spans nearly 100,000 days of
data for all users), we perform feature hashing to hash the value of each timestamp to a
timeslot in order to reduce the data dimensionality. We generate buckets of hashed time
slots based on the day of the week and time of the day. This also enables us to capture
daily and hourly patterns in behavior which further help in user behavior modeling.
To this end, we divide a day into 4 hourly slots:
• Morning - hours between 5 am and 10 am
• Noon - hours between 10 am and 5 pm
• Evening - hours between 5 pm and 10 pm
• Night - hours between 10 pm and 5 am
We generated these slots using commonsense knowledge that most people tend to sleep
between 10 pm and 5 am. They usually commute between 8 and 9 am and reach work
between 9 and 10 am. In addition, most places have work hours are till 4:30 or 5 pm.
Since there are 2 types of days in a week - weekday and weekend, and each day has 4
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Label Description or Representation
Home Home location of the user
Work Work location of the user
IndoorRecreation (InRec) Place for indoor sports and recreation (e. g. gym)
OutdoorRecreation (OutRec) Place for outdoor sports and recreation (walking, hik-
ing, running etc.)
Transport Place related to transportation (e.g. road, bus stop,
train station, parking lot)
IndoorKnown (InKnown) Known indoor place (e.g. friend’s home or a coffee
shop)
OutdoorKnown (OutKnown) Known outdoor place (e.g. park)
NearHome Place near home location
NearWork Place near work location
Other Any other place
Table 10.4: Semantic place class labels
hourly slots, the total number of hashed timeslots is 8. Each timestamp is first converted to
a standard date time format which is then hashed to a timeslot. For instance, a timestamp
of 2013-05-17 14:07:00 will be hashed to ‘WeekDay Noon’.
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10.4.3 Semantic Place Classification
Semantic Place Classification involves association of appropriate meaningful semantic
labels with a user’s location2. Knowing the semantics of a location can enable a context-
aware system to provide the user with information relevant to his current location e.g.
work related notes at work or grocery list when he is at the grocery store. Moreover, this
knowledge can also help predict other behaviors of the user such as his availability to
attend a call or his intention to charge his phone.
As mentioned earlier, human behavior usually follows a regular pattern in practice e.g.
people sleep at home at night, move continuously when in the gym or running outside,
and charge their phones indoors. We exploit these patterns to label the semantic places
of users. Table 10.4 shows the 10 semantic place labels which we use to classify the
locations in a user’s location history. Some of these overlap with those used in the Nokia
Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) dataset [175, 176].
The location data in the DeviceAnalyzer dataset has been obtained via the Android
network provider, instead of GPS, due to privacy constraints. This provider determines
user location using cell tower and Wi-Fi signals. As a result, the obtained location is
coarse-grained and not very accurate. Moreover, the sampling is duty cycled to conserve
power. Hence, we rely on several additional features to label a user’s locations. Table 10.5
shows the 14 spatial and temporal features that we extract from a user’s context history
and employ for semantic place classification. These are:
• Place visit count: This is computed as the number of unique visits to a place. This
2 We use place and location interchangeably throughout the chapter.
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Feature Description or Representation
Place visit count Number of unique visits to a place
Relative place visit frequency Number of visits (per day) to a place
Place stay duration Total stay duration at each place
Average place stay duration Average stay duration (per visit) at each place
Place - Time slot visit fre-
quency
Number of unique time slots for each visited place
Time slot - place visit fre-
quency
Place visit count for each time slot
Time slot - place time fre-
quency
Place stay time for each time slot
Bluetooth count Average number of people around at each place
Bluetooth diversity Change in the people for consecutive visits to each place
Wi-Fi count Average number of unique Wi-Fi APs heard at each place
Wi-Fi RSSI Average Wi-Fi RSSI at each place
Wi-Fi connectivity Wi-Fi connectivity status at each place
Charging state frequency Charging state of the device at each place - connected (via
ac/usb) or disconnected
Mobility state frequency Mobility state of the device at each place - stationary or
moving
Table 10.5: Spatial and temporal features used for Semantic Place Classification
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feature helps in identifying places such as ‘Home’ which a user would visit the
most.
• Relative place visit frequency: This is the number of visits to a place per day and is
computed as
Number of unique visits to a place
Total number of days in the user’s location history
This feature too helps in identifying places such as ‘Home’ which would be visited
almost everyday.
• Place stay duration: This is computed as the total time spent at a place. This again
should be high for ‘Home’ as most people spend a bulk of their day at home.
• Average place stay duration: This is the average stay duration at a place (per visit)
and is computed as
Total stay duration at a place
Number of visits to the place
.
• Place - Time slot visit frequency: This is computed by counting the unique time
slots at which a place has been visited by the user. This feature helps in discrimi-
nating between places such as ‘Home’ and ‘Work’ as most people visit their homes
at all possible time slots but usually visit their work place on weekdays only.
• Time slot - place visit frequency: This is computed by calculating the count of a
user’s unique visits to a place in each time slot.
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• Time slot - place time frequency: This is computed by calculating the total time
spent at a place, by the user, in each time slot. These temporal features too help
identify ‘Home’ and ‘Work’ as most people are at home during the night and at
work during the noon time slots.
• Bluetooth count: As suggested by our previous work in [9], bluetooth count can
be utilized to determine the number of people around. We compute an average
bluetooth count for each unique place in the user’s location history.
• Bluetooth diversity: To compute this, we determine the set of bluetooth devices
scanned at each unique visit to a place. For every two consecutive visits, we com-
pute the ratio of the intersection to the union of the device sets and average all the
values to generate a final value. The bluetooth features are useful for identifying
places such as recreational spots which several people may visit and at different
times.
• Wi-Fi count: This is computed by counting the number of visible Wi-Fi Access
Points (APs) heard at a location for each unique visit and averaging the values.
• Wi-Fi received signal strength (RSSI): This is computed by recording Wi-Fi RSSI
values heard at a location for each unique visit and averaging them. These Wi-Fi
related features enable distinguishing between indoor and outdoor places.
• Wi-Fi connectivity status: This is generated as the count of times the user’s device
is connected to Wi-Fi at a place. This feature helps in identifying places that are
known to a user as his/her device would connect to the Wi-Fi network at a known
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place only and if it has access to it.
• Charging state frequency: This represents the charging state (ac, usb or discon-
nected) frequencies of the device at a place. This feature too helps in distinguishing
between indoor and outdoor environments as ac charging can occur indoors only.
• Mobility state frequency: This represents the mobility state (stationary/moving)
frequencies of the user at a place. This feature helps identify recreational and trans-
portation places where the user would exhibit more movement.
The Learning Engine of Rover II employs Algorithm 9 for identifying the semantic
labels of all the places visited by a user. The algorithm takes as input the user’s context
history consisting of the 14 spatial and temporal features described in Table 10.5. It
returns the list of all locations, as well as their semantic place labels, in the user’s location
history.
As shown, we first hash each timestamp in the user’s context history to a time slot.
We then discretize each location (expressed in latitude and longitude), in the user’s lo-
cation history, into virtual rectangular bins that are formed throughout the geographical
coordinate space. This helps in reducing redundancy in the locations. Each bin is created
through a location hashing function which takes as input: (i) latitude and longitude as 64-
bit floats and (ii) a bin size r in meters. The function leverages the fact that latitude and
longitude are expressed in decimal degrees, with the fifth decimal place corresponding
roughly to 1 meter. Since this precision was acceptable to us, we truncated each value to
five decimal places. The function produces the resulting integer key with the longitude
and latitude ending up in the high and low bits, respectively. This key identifies a virtual
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Algorithm 9: Algorithm for Semantic Place Classification
Input: User’s context history data consisting of the spatial and temporal features described in Table 10.5
Output: List of locations visited by user and their semantic place labels
foreach Timestamp for which there is a location logged do
Hash each timestamp to a time slot;
Hash each location (in latitude and longitude format) to a discrete virtual rectangular bin of size 500m;
end
Cluster the hashed locations based on distance;
foreach hashed location in user’s location history do
Compute total stay duration, visit count, time slot - place visit frequency, average stay duration, relative visit frequency;
Compute the time slot at which the location is visited most and the count of unique time slots at which it is visited;
Compute the ratio of time spent on weekends to time spent on weekdays for the location;
Compute the average count of visible Wi-Fi APs and the average Wi-Fi RSSI for the location;
Compute the average count and diversity of bluetooth devices for the location;
Compute the normalized mobility state frequencies, charging state frequencies and Wi-Fi connectivity status;
end
foreach time slot do
Compute the total stay duration and visit counts for each visited place, in the user’s location history, for this time slot;
Compute the location that is visited the most, and the location at which the most time is spent, during this time slot;
end
Label ‘Home’ as location that has highest stay duration, highest relative visit frequency, highest visit count and has been visited at all time slots;
Label ‘Work’ as the place that is visited most or where most time is spent during the Noon time slot, which is not ‘Home’, for which the ratio of weekend to weekday
time< 1.0 and which has not been visited on all time slots;
foreach hashed location in user’s location history (other than ‘Home’ and ‘Work’) do
Label as ‘IndoorRecreation’, ‘OutdoorRecreation’ or ‘Transport’ based on its features such as normalized mobility state of the user, average count of visible
Wi-Fi APs, average Wi-Fi RSSI, average bluetooth count and diversity ;
end
foreach unlabeled hashed location in user’s location history do
Label as ‘IndoorKnown’ or ‘OutdoorKnown’ based on features such as visit count, # of time slots at which visited, average count of visible Wi-Fi APs, average
Wi-Fi RSSI, and Wi - Fi connectivity status;
if location not labeled as ‘IndoorKnown’ or ‘OutdoorKnown’ then
if location belongs to the same cluster as Home then
Label as ‘NearHome’;





return List of locations visited by user and their semantic place labels;
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Figure 10.3: Location clusters for a randomly chosen user in our dataset (best viewed in
color).
bin approximately r meters per side, although the bin will be elongated north-to-south for
regions further away from the equator due to the Earth’s curvature. Based on empirical
observations, we set r as 500m in our current implementation.
We then cluster the hashed locations using the DBSCAN [177] algorithm which iden-
tifies clusters in large spatial datasets by looking at the local density of database elements.
DBSCAN takes two parameters as input - MinPts which is the minimum number of points
in the vicinity of a point in order for it to be the cluster center and Eps which is the vicinity
radius. We set MinPts as 100 and Eps as 2400m in our current implementation. Figure
10.3 show the location clusters generated for a randomly chosen user in our dataset. To
improve legibility of the figure, so that individual locations can be discerned, we sampled
the number of data points down. The user’s ‘Home’ cluster (colored in pink) and the
‘Work’ cluster (colored in blue) are clearly evident. The locations colored in maroon are
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outliers or ‘Noise’ as determined by DBSCAN as they do not belong to a cluster but are
other places that are visited by the user.
We now extract the spatial and temporal features described earlier, for each hashed
location, and use them for labeling the locations. We first identify the user’s ‘Home’
location. To achieve this, we exploit the fact that ‘Home’ is the place where we spend the
most time, which we visit the most and on all days and at all possible time slots. Once
the ‘Home’ is obtained, we identify his ‘Work’ location. Most people follow a day time
schedule and hence we classify ‘Work’ as the place which is not ‘Home’, and which is
visited most and where most time is spent during the noon time slot. We also utilize the
fact that ‘Work’ will usually not be visited on weekends (hence, ratio of time spent on
weekends to weekdays will be < 1) and will not be visited at all possible time slots.
We then classify all the other locations in the user’s location history into the 8 re-
maining classes. For labeling ‘IndoorRecreation’, ‘OutdoorRecreation’ and ‘Transport’
places, we use features such as the average number of visible Wi-Fi APs and RSSI, av-
erage number and diversity of bluetooth devices, and average movement of the user (as
observed from his normalized mobility state). This approach is intuitive because recre-
ational and transportation places will involve more movement, will typically be visited by
many people and by different people during different times. Also, indoor places will have
a higher count of APs and higher average RSSI.
Locations which do not get classified into these 3 classes are then categorized as
‘IndoorKnown’ and ‘OutdoorKnown’ based on features such as their visit count, number
of unique time slots at which they are visited, average number of visible Wi-Fi APs and
average Wi-Fi RSSI, and Wi-Fi connectivity status of the device. This approach is also
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Accuracy
kNN J48 Naive Bayes
0.78 0.85 0.63
Table 10.6: Comparison of accuracies of various classifiers on the training set for
Semantic Place Classification
intuitive as known places (such as a friend’s home or a coffee shop) will be visited more
often by the user and possibly at different times of day. Moreover, a user’s device will be
connected to Wi-Fi at a known place that he would have visited before. Places which do
not fall into the ‘Known’ class are then classified based on the clusters they belong to. All
unlabeled places in the ‘Home’ cluster of a user are labeled as ‘NearHome’ and all places
in the ‘Work’ cluster are labeled as ‘NearWork’. Finally, all remaining unlabeled places
are labeled as ‘Other’.
We experimented with kNN (k=3), J48 decision tree and Naive Bayes classifiers for
classifying the places into the 8 classes as mentioned above. Table 10.6 shows the accu-
racies for these 3 classifiers on the training data collected as part of the field study (see
Section 10.3.2) with 10 fold cross validation. J48 had a superior performance and faster
training time than kNN and Naive Bayes. Hence we have implemented it for Semantic
Place Classification.
10.4.4 Call Acceptance Prediction
A user’s call log, as generated via the DeviceAnalyzer application, consists of times-
tamped events such as calls made and received, call duration, properties of the number
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Feature Description or Representation
Hashed time slot Time of day and Day of week at the time of the call
Semantic Place Semantic location of the user (Home/Work/Transport etc.)
Bluetooth count Number of people around
Mobility state Whether user is moving or stationary
Average call frequency Average number of calls made (per hour) during each time
slot
Average ring frequency Average number of calls received (per hour) during each
time slot
Average missed call fre-
quency
Average number of calls missed (per hour) during each time
slot
Average missed call rate % of the calls received that are missed during each time slot
Average call duration Average call duration during a time slot
Average call time difference Average time difference (in minutes) between calls made
during a time slot
Average ring time difference Average time difference (in minutes) between calls received
during a time slot
Average SMS out frequency Average number of SMS sent (per hour) during a time slot
Average SMS in frequency Average number of SMS received (per hour) during a time
slot
Table 10.7: Spatial and temporal features used for call acceptance prediction
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Figure 10.4: % of calls missed in different time slots for a randomly chosen user from
our dataset
called etc. This log can be used to mine a user’s communication behavior such as his
availability or willingness to communicate (for instance, the user could be in a meeting at
work and unavailable to receive a call) or the next contact that he would call. As discussed
earlier, building such behavioral models for a user can enable a context-aware system to
predict and anticipate his behavior and take proactive actions on his behalf without an
explicit request from him. For instance, if a user is unlikely to accept an incoming call,
the system can take appropriate actions such as messaging the callee after rejecting the
call. In addition, the system can periodically provide shortcuts on the device screen for
the next called contact.
In this work, we focus on one of these communication behavior models - predicting
whether a user would accept an incoming call based on his/her communication behavior
history. To this end, we employ several spatial and temporal features, device related fea-
tures, and as well as features of the contact with whom the communication is occurring.
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Table 10.7 shows the 13 spatial and temporal features we extract from a user’s context
history. We used practical knowledge to select these features as they define the usual
communication behavior of the user at a place and during a time slot. Typically, people
communicate very little during the night if they are sleeping at home or during the after-
noon if they are at work. Also, many people return calls during their evening commute or
when they reach home. Thus, the features that we extract are:
• Hashed time slot (Time of day and day of week) of the time of call - This feature
is important as the time and day heavily influence a user’s availability to attend a
call. Figure 10.4 shows the fraction of calls missed (from all the received calls) in
different time slots for a randomly chosen user from our dataset (WD = Weekday,
WE = Weekend, M= Morning, N = Noon, E = Evening and Nt = Night). Clearly,
week day morning and noon time slots have a high rate of missed calls. This is
intuitive as a user could be at work on weekday afternoons and hence, reluctant to
attend calls.
• Semantic Place - This represents the semantic location of the user at the time of
call and is generated using the Semantic Place Classification model described in
Section 10.4.3. This feature too is important. For instance, a user could be at work
and unable to attend calls.
• Bluetooth count - This represents the number of people around the user at the time
of call. For instance, if the user is in a meeting, he/she might not be able to attend
calls.
• Mobility state - This represents whether the user is moving or stationary at the time
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of call. For instance, if a user is driving, it would be difficult for him to attend a
call.
• Average call frequency - This represents the average number of calls made by the
user (per hour) during the time slot and is computed as
Total number of calls made during the time slot
Total number of time slot hours (for that slot) in user’s call history
• Average ring frequency - This represents the average number of calls received by
the user (per hour) during the time slot and is computed as
Total number of calls received during the time slot
Total number of time slot hours (for that slot) in user’s call history
• Average missed call frequency - This represents the average number of calls missed
by the user (per hour) during the time slot and is computed as
Total number of calls missed during the time slot
Total number of time slot hours (for that slot) in user’s call history
• Average missed call rate - This represents the % of calls, received by the user, that
are missed during a time slot and is computed as
Total number of calls missed
Total number of calls received
during the time slot
• Average call duration - This represents the average call duration for the user during
a time slot and is computed as
Total call duration
Total number of calls
during the time slot
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Feature Description or Representation
Ringer mode Device ringer mode status (normal/silent/vibrate)
Roaming state Whether the device is on roaming or not
Service state Whether the device is in service, out of service, receiving
emergency calls only
Battery % Battery level (%) of the device remaining at that time
App frequency Average number of applications running on the device
Process frequency Average number of processes running on the device
Table 10.8: Device related features used for call status prediction
• Average call and ring time difference - These represent the average time difference
(in minutes) between calls made or calls received by the user during the time slot.
• Average SMS out frequency - This represents the average number of SMS sent by
the user (per hour) during the time slot and is computed as
Total number of SMS sent by the user during a time slot
Total number of time slot hours (for that slot) in user’s call history
• Average SMS in frequency - This represents the average number of SMS received
by the user (per hour) during the time slot and is computed as
Total number of SMS received by the user during a time slot
Total number of time slot hours (for that slot) in user’s call history
In addition, the device state at the time of communication can also determine a user’s
availability. For instance, if a device is on silent mode then the user may be in a meeting.
If the device is on roaming, the user could be traveling. Similarly, if the user’s device is
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Feature Description or Representation
Frequency of communication Total number of calls or SMS exchanged with this contact
Normalized Frequency of
communication
Fraction of the total number of calls or SMS that are with
this contact
Relative Frequency of com-
munication
Average number of calls or SMS (per day) exchanged with
this contact
Average call duration Average call duration for this contact
Missed call frequency Total number of missed calls for this contact
Normalized missed call fre-
quency
Fraction of the total number of calls missed that are with
this contact
Relative missed call fre-
quency
Average number of calls missed (per day) for this contact
Average missed call rate % of the calls received, that are missed, for this contact
Number type Whether number is unknown, toll free, mobile, fixed line
etc.
Number validity Whether number could be parsed and is local or foreign




Average time difference (in hours) between consecutive
communication (such as call or SMS) with this contact
Table 10.9: Contact related features used for call prediction
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running out of battery, then he may want to charge his device before any communication.
These factors too can influence a user’s decision to attend calls. Table 10.8 shows the 6
device related features that we employ. These are:
• Ringer mode - This represents the ringer mode status (normal/silent/vibrate) of the
device at the time of call.
• Roaming state - This represents whether the device is on roaming or not at the time
of call.
• Service state - This represents the service state of the device i.e. whether it is in
service, out of service or receiving emergency calls only at the time of call.
• Battery % - This represents the battery level of the device remaining at the time of
call.
• App frequency - This represents the average number of apps running on the device
at the time of call.
• Process frequency -This represents the average number of processes running on the
device at the time of call.
Moreover, who the the caller is can also influence a user’s decision to attend a call. If
the call is from an important contact, then the user might attend it irrespective of his cur-
rent situation. Similarly, if a user communicates very frequently with a caller, he/she may
be more willing to take the call. On the other hand, if the caller is unknown, then the user
may decide to not take the call. Hence, we extract several features for the caller/contact
who is calling. Table 10.9 shows the 12 contact related features we use:
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• Frequency of communication - This represents the strength of communication (in
the form of total number of calls or SMS exchanged) with this contact.
• Normalized Frequency of communication - This represents the % of the total com-
munication, of the user, that is with this contact (computed as the fraction of the
total number of calls or SMS exchanged that are with this contact).
• Relative Frequency of communication - This represents the average number of calls
or SMS exchanged per day with this contact and is computed as
Frequency of communication with the contact
Total number of days in user’s communication history
• Average call duration - This represents the average call duration for this contact and
is computed as
Total call duration
Total number of calls
• Missed call frequency - This represents the total number of missed calls for this
contact
• Normalized missed call frequency - This represents the % of calls missed, by the
user, that are for this contact (computed as the fraction of the total number of calls
missed).
• Relative missed call frequency - This represents the average number of calls missed
per day for this contact and is computed as
Missed call frequency for the contact
Total number of days in user’s communication history
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Accuracy
J48 kNN Naive Bayes Random Forest SMO
0.87 0.77 0.67 0.88 0.83
Table 10.10: Comparison of accuracies of various classifiers on the DeviceAnalyzer
validation set for Call Prediction
• Average missed call rate - This represents the % of the calls received from this con-
tact that are missed and is computed as
Total number of calls missed
Total number of calls received
for this contact
• Number type - This represents the number type i.e. whether it is unknown, toll free,
mobile, fixed line etc.
• Number validity - This represents the number validity (whether it could be parsed)
and is local or from another country.
• Number country code source - This represents the country code source i.e. whether
the number is from the same country, international etc.
• Average communication time difference - This represents the average time differ-
ence (in hours) between consecutive communication (such as a call or SMS) with
this contact.
To build this model, we extracted these 31 features (13 spatial and temporal, 6 device
related and 12 contact related) from the context history of all the users in the DeviceAn-
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Feature Description or Representation
Hashed time slot Time of day and Day of week
Semantic Place Semantic Location of the user (Home/Work/Transport etc.)
Mobility state Whether user is moving or stationary
Battery Level status Whether battery is very low, low etc.
Charging state Device charging state - connected (via ac/usb) or discon-
nected
Table 10.11: Device charging behavior related features
alyzer validation set (see Section 10.3.1). For each user in the validation set, we labeled
each instance of an incoming call as either of the 2 classes - ‘Call Taken’ if the call is
accepted or ‘Call Missed’ if the call is not accepted by the user. Since the call log data
can be unbalanced for many users (with more instances for one class than the other), we
applied a resampling filter to introduce a bias towards a uniform class distribution. This
filter produces a random subsample of a dataset using either sampling with replacement
or without replacement.
We experimented with 5 machine learning techniques for this model - J48 Decision
Tree, kNN (k=3), Naive Bayes classifier, Random Forest (10 trees) and SMO. These al-
gorithms were run on the validation set with 10 fold cross validation. Table 10.10 shows
the comparison of accuracies for these 5 algorithms. Random Forest had the best per-
formance on the data and hence, we have implemented it for Call Acceptance Prediction
model.
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10.4.5 Device Charging behavior modeling
Ferreira [178] et al., analyzed the device charging behavior (such as charging time periods,
usual battery levels, levels at which charging is initiated, and preferred mode of charging)
of 4035 participants over a course of 4 weeks. Their study showed that most users follow
a pattern in charging their devices. The daily average battery level across all users was
67%. The 2 major charging schedules for most users were between 6 and 8 pm in the
evening, when the battery level was at 40%, or between 1 and 2 am in the night when the
battery level was at 30%. Also, users preferred to charge their phones via ac for longer
periods and usb for shorter periods.
As suggested by this work, we attempted to build such charging behavior models for
all users in our DeviceAnalyzer dataset. Table 10.11 shows the 5 features we employ for
modeling users’ device charging behavior. These include:
• Hashed time slot (Time of day and day of week): This feature is important as the
time or day can influence a user’s inclination to charge their device. For instance,
many users prefer to charge their devices overnight.
• Semantic Place: This represents the semantic location of the user and is generated
using the Semantic Place Classification model described in Section 10.4.3. This
feature is intuitive as most people charge their devices at ‘Home’, ‘Work’ or an
indoor location.
• Mobility state: This represents whether the user is moving or stationary. Often,
people charge their devices in their cars and hence, this feature is important.
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• Battery Level: This is one of the most important features. As suggested by [178],
most users avoided extremely low battery levels and there is a significant correlation
between the battery level and initiation of charging. Since the device battery level
is a numeric value, we discretized it into certain ranges and used the range as a
feature. For instance, a battery level of 0 - 20% maps to a range of ‘VeryLow’,
from 20 - 40 % is ‘Low’, from 40 - 60% is ‘Average’, from 60 - 80% is ‘High’ and
from 80 - 100% is ‘VeryHigh’.
• Charging state: Finally, this represents the device’s charging state - if it is getting
charged (via ac/usb) or is disconnected.
These features were used to generate the device charging behavior instances for all
the users in the DeviceAnalyzer dataset. To address any imbalance in the dataset, we
applied a resampling filter to introduce a bias towards a uniform class distribution. We
also filtered out duplicate instances.
To model the charging behavior of users, we employed association rule mining to
mine associations between the various features - time period, semantic place, mobility
state, battery level and charging status of the device. A significant benefit of association
rules is that they can determine strong associations between different attribute values.
Thus, they can predict any attribute, not just the class, which gives them the freedom to
predict combinations of attributes [179]. We employed two state of the art association
rule mining algorithms - Apriori [180] and PredictiveApriori [181]. Apriori iteratively
reduces the minimum support until it finds the required number of rules with the given
minimum confidence. We set the minimum confidence level as 0.6 and the number of
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rules to generate as 5. The minimum support is varied from 1.0 to 0.1. PredictiveApriori
combines confidence and support into a single measure of predictive accuracy and finds
the best n association rules in order. We set n as 5 in our experiments. Some of the sample
rules generated for the users in our dataset are:
• If ‘Time slot = Weekday Night’ then ‘Charging State = charging’.
• If ‘Battery Level = Very Low’ and ‘Semantic Place = Home’ then ‘Charging State
= charging’.
• If ‘Charging Status=charging’ and ‘Time slot=Weekend Noon’ then ‘Mobility State=Stationary’.
• If ‘Time slot = Weekend Night’ and ‘Battery Level=Low’ then ‘Charging State =
charging’
Clearly, these rules are intuitive and support the findings in [178]. As evident, users
in our dataset charge their phones during weekday or weekend nights, when the battery
levels are low and they are at home. Learning such rules, from a user’s charging behavior,
can enable the design of intelligent prompting mechanisms to proactively remind users to
charge their devices.
10.5 Evaluation
10.5.1 Methodology and Goals
As stated earlier, the Learning Engine of the Rover II middleware is responsible for build-
ing diverse user behavioral models in order to predict a user’s behavior and enable the
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Model Accuracy (%)
Semantic Place Classification 89.8
Mobility State Classification 88.02
Call Acceptance Prediction 89.1
Table 10.12: Accuracy of various algorithms (%)
middleware to take proactive actions on the user’s behalf. Hence, the primary goal of
our evaluation is to determine how accurately the various algorithms and approaches,
implemented as part of the engine, model users’ behavior. To this end, we evaluate the
approaches that we have implemented currently (for Mobility State Classification, Se-
mantic Place Classification and Call Acceptance Prediction) on the entire dataset of 200
users from the DeviceAnalyzer data collection as well as the dataset collected from the
field study (see Section 10.3) with 10 fold cross validation. We perform an accuracy
analysis of these approaches and report our results.
10.5.2 Accuracy measures used









Home Work InRec OutRec Transport InKnown OutKnown NearHome NearWork Other
1.0 0.95 0.93 0.78 0.81 0.94 0.9 0.96 0.95 0.76
Table 10.13: Individual place accuracies for Semantic Place Classification
10.5.3 Results
Table 10.12 shows the accuracy results for all the approaches that have been implemented
as part of the Learning Engine in Rover II. As evident, they achieve high accuracy.
10.5.3.1 Semantic Place Classification
Table 10.13 shows the accuracies of our Semantic Place Classification algorithm for in-
dividual place labels. The ‘Home’ location is labeled correctly for all users. Also, places
such as ‘Work’, ‘IndoorKnown and ‘OutdoorKnown’ are classified with high accuracy.
Similarly, location based clustering allows us to label places that are ‘NearHome’ and
‘NearWork’ accurately. While ‘IndoorRecreational’ places are labeled correctly with
high accuracy, ‘OutdoorRecreational’ and ‘Transport’ related places are classified with
reasonable accuracy. A possible reason for this could be that at both these places, a user
exhibits similar behavior - more movement and being surrounded by several people at
different times. Hence, we observed that the correct labels for some of these places were







Table 10.14: Confusion matrix for Mobility State Classification
Ground Truth
Predicted labels
Call Taken Call Missed
Call Taken 0.91 0.09
Call Missed 0.13 0.87
Table 10.15: Confusion matrix for Call Acceptance Prediction
10.5.3.2 Mobility State Classification
Table 10.14 shows the confusion matrix for Mobility State Classification. Overall, this
approach has an accuracy of 88.02% and can accurately classify the user’s mobility state.
10.5.3.3 Call Acceptance Prediction
Table 10.15 shows the confusion matrix for Call Acceptance Prediction. Our approach




Since our work involves building several user behavior models for semantic place classi-
fication, mobility state classification, call acceptance prediction etc. we have categorized
the related work into different sections. We differentiate our work from them and identify
their shortcomings. Please note that while most of these works have focused on build-
ing a single isolated user model, we have developed a unified infrastructure for building
several such models, from large-scale smartphone data, as part of the generic Rover II
context-aware middleware.
10.6.1 Semantic Place Classification
Previous research in Semantic Place Classification has used the MDC dataset [175, 176]
for classifying semantic places into 10 categories specified by the challenge organizers
(Home, Home of a friend, Work, Transport, Indoor sports, Outdoor sports etc.). Huang
et al. [182] used 54 features and experimented with classifiers such as kNN, Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and J48 along with an ensemble of the three to achieve a final
accuracy of 65.77% with 10 fold cross validation. Montoliu et al. [183] employed a multi-
coded class based multiclass evaluation rule that combines classification results of the
binary classifiers such as kNN and SVM. They achieve an accuracy of 73.26% with 2 fold
cross validation. Zhu et al. [184] compare the performance of Logistic Regression, SVM,
Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT), and Random Forest to achieve an accuracy of 65.3% with
GBT and 10 fold cross validation. Lex et al. [185] used 32 features and employed Random
Forest as well as SVM. They achieve an accuracy of 85.4% with RandomForest and 10-
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fold cross-validation. While some of the features employed by these works overlap with
ours, a direct comparison with them is not possible due to difference in the datasets,
quality of location information, and semantic place labels. However, the overall accuracy
of our Semantic Place Classification algorithm is higher.
More recently, Bao et al. [186] have experimented with the DeviceAnalyzer dataset
and employed features such as Wi-Fi visibility and connectivity, and cell locations to
identify semantic places such as Home, Work and Commute as well as the transitions
between them. However, they do not present any evaluation or results.
10.6.2 Mobility State
While previous work in activity recognition (including SenseMe [9], CenceMe [45] and
Jigsaw [46]) has focused on fine-grained activity recognition such as Walking, Running,
Driving etc. , it is not possible to do that with the DeviceAnalyzer dataset because of the
limited accelerometer data available and its sampling rate (see Section 10.4.1). Hence,
due to this inherent limitation of the used dataset, our work focuses on determining two
mobility states for the user - Moving and Stationary.
10.6.3 Call Acceptance Prediction
Husna et al. [187] and Zhang and Dantu [188] have proposed ‘quantifying’ the presence of
users and their availability for phone calls. They used 3 basic features such as time of the
day, day of the week and location, and predicted the user’s availability and likelihood of
accepting phone calls based on a weighted average of these feature values. They evaluated
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their approach on the data of 10 users from the Reality Mining dataset [189] and appear to
have achieved an average accuracy of around 50%. This makes their approach unsuitable
for real world applications. While our approach shares similar goals with these works, we
use 31 varying contextual features for call acceptance prediction. In comparison to these
works, our approach has a much higher accuracy (89%) for 200 users.
10.6.4 Device charging behavior
Existing literature [190–192]has explored correlations between device power consump-
tion and a user’s context (such as location, time and device usage) as well as device
related features (such as CPU utilization, wireless state, IO and data transfer) in order
to perform context-aware and personalized device battery lifetime and level prediction.
However, majority of this research is driven by the need for effective energy management
on devices. To the best of our knowledge, no other work has proposed modeling a user’s
charging behavior to generate patterns and rules in order to design intelligent prompting
or reminder mechanisms.
10.6.5 User modeling from mobile phone data
The Reality Mining project [189] was one of the first attempts at mobile phone data col-
lection. This project collected data from 100 users over the course of 9 months. However,
a large amount of data collected in this study was through self reported surveys. Eagle
and Pentland [193] applied principal component analysis to users’ location data from this
dataset to identify primary routines or eigenbehaviors (such as sleeping late on weekends
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or going out on weekend nights) for individuals and their social circle. They also inferred
community affiliations by clustering individuals. Altshuler et al. [194] used the same
dataset for predicting individual traits of users such as their nationality, gender and social
links such as life partners. Farrahi [195] explored the use of topic modeling for discov-
ering location driven routines such as ‘going to work’ or ‘staying home at evening’ and
experimented with this approach on a subset of the Reality Mining dataset. In contrast,
we attempt to build diverse behavioral models that capture different aspects of users’ be-
havior (such as place visitation patterns, calling patterns and device charging behavior)
from large-scale data collected over several years.
Srinivasan et al. [196] proposed an association rule mining based algorithm to mine
co-occurring context patterns of users on their devices. A limitation of their work is that
though they determine correlations between inferred contexts of users such as ‘AtHome’
and ‘ReadComics’, they do not explain how the inference is performed. Moreover, their
approach is restricted to pattern mining only and cannot predict or classify user behav-
ior which is often more important and accurate. On the other hand, we employ several
machine learning techniques including classifiers and association rules to build user be-
havioral models.
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Chapter 11: Enabling Proactivity in Context-aware Middleware Sys-
tems by means of a Planning Framework based on HTN
Planning
The context-aware middleware can utilize the behavioral models of users in order to pre-
dict their future behavior and proactively take actions on their behalf. These actions
could include tasks such as sending an email on the user’s behalf, calling a phone num-
ber, changing the device mode (say from silent to ringer) based on his situation, installing
or starting an application on the user’s device etc. To this end, we present a new paradigm
for enabling proactivity in context-aware middleware systems by means of a Planning
Framework based on HTN planning. In this chapter, we present the design and implemen-
tation of such a framework [14] within the infrastructure of the Rover II context-aware
middleware.
11.1 Introduction
Today’s context-aware systems tend to be ‘reactive’ or pull based - the user requests or
queries for some information and the system responds with the requested information.
These systems provide personalized and relevant information by filtering the information
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retrieved based on the user’s preferences or limited context such as time, location, or web
history. Such systems, once queried, could return a list of restaurants ordered by food
preferences and sometimes recent browsing history. However, none of the systems antic-
ipate the user’s intent and behavior, or take into account his current events and activities
to act ‘proactively’ and push relevant information to the user.
The initial notion of proactive computing, as proposed by Tennenhouse [197] and
Want et al. [198], focused on human -supervised operations where the user stays out of
the loop as much as possible until he is required to provide guidance in critical decisions.
Tennenhouse [197] also stated that a fundamental goal of proactive computing is to enable
autonomy in ubiquitous systems. However, Want et al. [198] specified key differences
between proactive and autonomic computing and outlined several principles underlying
proactive computing. Some of these are anticipation, context-awareness and statistical
reasoning. Salovaara and Oulasvirta [199] discussed the general concept of proactive
computing and suggested that a system can act proactively if it can hypothesize what its
user’s goals are.
Thus, for a ubiquitous or context-aware system to be effectively proactive, it is crucial
that it tracks and predicts user intent [200] in order to take actions on the users’ behalf
without explicit requests from them. We term these systems as Proactive context-aware
systems. These systems continuously sense and anticipate users’ behavior - they acquire
data from multiple sources and sensors, and then analyze the data in order to learn and
predict users’ behavior. Once the user behavior has been predicted, the system can proac-
tively take actions on behalf of the users without an explicit request. These actions can in-
clude sending an email on the user’s behalf, calling a phone number, changing the device
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mode (say from silent to ringer) based on his situation, or even booking movie tickets for
the user. From this discussion, two fundamental capabilities of proactive context-aware
systems emerge: prediction and autonomy.
In our previous work [13], we have addressed the first aforementioned capability of
a proactive context-aware system - modeling and predicting user behavior, as part of the
Rover II context-aware middleware [16,17]. In this work, we address the second key capa-
bility required by a context-aware system to act proactively - acting autonomously without
an explicit user request. To address it, we present a new paradigm for enabling proactiv-
ity in context-aware middleware systems by means of a Planning Framework based on
HTN planning. This framework is based on a predicate model of ubiquitous computing
where the state of the context-aware system is represented as a set of variable bindings.
It receives information about a task or activity that needs to be performed on the user’s
behalf (which the user may have requested explicitly or implicitly) and generates a plan to
achieve it. It utilizes the current context of the user, and internal and external information
sources available to the system in order to determine the sequence of actions that should
be performed in order to achieve the task.
The use of AI planning enables the system to decide, dynamically, how best to achieve
user goals. It relieves users from the burden of having to know exactly what actions or
tasks can or cannot be performed by the system and how to perform those actions. More
importantly, since the system plans the sequence of actions to achieve the user’s goals
dynamically, it can adapt more easily to changing context and availability of resources.
This also allows the system to handle faults that may occur while achieving the user’s
goals gracefully and with minimum user intervention.
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Thus, our contributions in this work are:
• We propose the paradigm of enabling proactivity in context-aware middleware sys-
tems by means of HTN Planning.
• We present the design of a Planning Framework within the infrastructure of our
intelligent context-aware middleware called Rover II.
• We implement this framework and evaluate its utility with several use cases.
• We also highlight the benefits of using such a framework in dynamic ubiquitous
systems.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 11.2 describes a scenario to moti-
vate the need of enabling proactivity in a context-aware system. Section 11.3 provides an
overview of HTN Planning. Section 11.4 describes the design of our planning framework
and algorithm while Section 11.5 describes the implementation details and use cases. We
discuss related work in Section 11.7.
11.2 Motivating Scenarios
In order to motivate the proactivity paradigm, we describe a simple scenario.
A user is running late for a meeting with a colleague. The context-aware sys-
tem infers this delay from his current location and from his meeting schedule
(date, time, location, agenda, participants) marked in his calendar. It proac-
tively communicates a message to the colleague with whom the meeting is
scheduled to take place informing him/her of the delay.
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There may be multiple ways of performing this task and some ways may be better than
others because of the user’s context or availability of information sources. In addition,
the best way of achieving the goal may also change with time because of dynamically
changing context. Also, depending on the current state of the system, different actions
may need to be taken to achieve it. Hence, it is not easy to statically specify how the task
is to be performed. Thus, new techniques are required that can dynamically perform such
tasks for users.
Our proposed planning framework helps address this complexity and dynamism of
context-aware systems. The framework analyzes the different ways in which a task can
be achieved based on the available sources and user’s context. It then determines the
most feasible way of performing the task and generates a sequence of actions required to
achieve it. In the aforementioned scenario, there are two possible ways of communicating
with the user’s colleague:by SMS or by email. SMS might be a faster way to reach the
colleague as he/she may be driving or walking and may not check email soon. However,
if the system doesn’t have access to the phone number of the colleague then email is
the only solution to reach him/her. Hence, the planning framework has to take all these
factors into consideration and generate a sequence of actions that will be executed in order
to perform this task. From the scenario, it is evident that an AI Planning technique such
as HTN Planning can be applied to facilitate proactivity.
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11.3 Hierarchical Task Network Planning
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning
technique [201]. The objective of an HTN planner is to produce a sequence of actions
that perform some activity or task. The description of a planning domain includes a set
of operators or primitive tasks and also a set of methods, each of which is a prescription
for how to decompose a compound or non-primitive task into subtasks (smaller primitive
tasks). Given a planning domain, the description of a planning problem will contain an
initial state and a partially ordered set of tasks to accomplish.
HTN Planning proceeds by using the methods to decompose tasks recursively into
smaller and smaller subtasks, until the planner reaches primitive tasks that can be per-
formed directly using the planning operators. Thus, for each non-primitive task, the plan-
ner chooses an applicable method, instantiates it to decompose the task into subtasks, and
then chooses and instantiates methods to decompose the subtasks even further if required.
If the plan later turns out to be infeasible, the planning system will need to backtrack and
try other methods.
HTN Planning requires well-conceived and well-structured domain knowledge. Such
knowledge contains rich information and guidance on how to solve a planning problem.
This structured and rich knowledge gives a primary advantage to HTN planners in terms
of speed and scalability when applied to real-world problems. Examples of HTN Plan-
ners include Nets Of Action Hierarchies (NOAH) [202], System for Interactive Planning
and Execution (SIPE) [203], Universal Method Composition Planner (UMCP) [204] and










































Figure 11.1: Architecture of the Rover II context-aware middleware
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11.4 Planning framework of the Rover II context-aware middleware
The Rover II context-aware middleware [16,17] is a generic middleware, which serves as
an integration platform for mobile and desktop applications. It can store and retrieve con-
textual information, as well as learn and store user behavior models. Figure 11.1 shows
the architecture of Rover II context-aware middleware It consists of several components
including a main Controller module (which controls the flow of information among the
various components), a Learning Engine (which learns patterns from user’s behavior in
order to predict a user’s intent or goal), a Relevant Information Discovery and Ranking
Engine (which determines what information will be relevant to the user’s current situ-
ation), an Activity Store (which defines what activities the system can perform on the
user’s behalf) and a Planning algorithm (which generates the sequence of activities that
should be performed in order to accomplish a task). A complete description of this system
and its architecture is beyond the scope of this chapter. Here, we focus on the planning
framework of Rover II. This framework (as shown in Figure 11.1) consists of two com-
ponents:
11.4.1 Planning Algorithm
We employ the Pyhop HTN planning algorithm1, which is a Python implementation of
SHOP [205]. Pyhop is a HTN planner that uses hierarchical decomposition of tasks for
planning. It is widely used in hundreds of projects worldwide with applications in in-
1 https://bitbucket.org/dananau/pyhop
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dustry, academia and government labs. Like other HTN planners, Pyhop is configurable
i.e. its planning engine is domain-independent, but the HTN methods may be domain-
specific, and the planner can be customized to work in different problem domains by
giving it different sets of HTN methods. As mentioned earlier, this ability to use domain-
specific problem-solving knowledge can dramatically improve a planner’s performance,
and sometimes make the difference between solving a problem in exponential time and
solving it in polynomial time.
In Pyhop, a task is a symbolic representation of an activity to be performed in the real
world, for instance, ‘Book a flight’. Instead of spending time on each individual operator,
Pyhop uses its in-built hierarchical structure to avoid exponential explosion. Rather than
searching through the entire state-space to find the plan, it aims at performing certain
tasks that meets predefined conditions. As commonly done in HTN Planning, Pyhop uses
abstract tasks to start a plan and then decomposes them into smaller sub tasks. A task
can be primitive or non-primitive. A primitive task corresponds to a basic action that can
be directly performed in the real world. On the other hand, a non-primitive or compound
task is composed of other primitive tasks and cannot be performed directly to the real
world. It first needs to be decomposed into simpler tasks until primitive tasks are found.
Algorithm 10 shows the pseudo code for the Pyhop HTN Planning algorithm. It takes
the following as input:
• An initial state - This is a description of the current situation.
• List of tasks - These describe the activities to perform
• Methods - These are parameterized descriptions of possible ways to perform a com-
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Algorithm 10: HTN Planning algorithm
Input: Initial state S0, list of tasks T, methods M and operators O
Output: Plan P
Initialize tasklist T to contain the toplevel task in the hierarchy;
Initialize plan P = ∅;
Initialize state S = S0;
procedure SEEKPLAN(state S, tasklist T, plan P)
if T = ∅ then
return plan;
else
Task t←first task from tasklist;
if t ∈ O then
if S satisfies the pre conditions of t then
S’← t applied to S;
T← T - {t};
P← P + {t};
SeekPlan(S’, T, P);
return P (if found);
else
return failure;
else if t ∈ M then
foreach relevant method do
τ ← subtasks of t;
SeekPlan(S, τ + T - {t}, P) ;






pound task by performing a collection of subtasks. There may be more than one
method for the same task.
• Operators - These are parameterized descriptions of what the primitive actions can
achieve.
The Pyhop algorithm makes use of backtracking. Backtracking is a general algorithm
for finding all (or some) solutions to a computational problem, that incrementally builds
candidates to the solutions, and abandons each partial candidate c (”backtracks”) as soon
as it determines that c cannot possibly lead to a valid solution.
The algorithm recursively checks if it can find a plan for a given set of goal tasks
(the planning problem). First it checks if any tasks are left. It is done when no tasks are
left, but needs to continue planning if any tasks remain. It then selects the next task and
checks if an operator matches the task. If no operator matches the task, the planner looks
at the methods. There can be multiple HTN methods to accomplish the same task. If the
planner found either an operator or method for a given task, and they did not fail (e.g.
when preconditions are not met), the search method is called again for the next task (and
thus it is recursive) until a full plan is either found or not. If no plan is found, failure is
returned.
11.4.2 Activity Store containing Domain Description
As mentioned in Section 11.3, HTN Planning requires domain knowledge. This domain
knowledge is specified in our Planning Framework in the form of a domain description
consisting of tasks, methods, and operators. The tasks are specified in the form of activi-
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ties that needs to be performed on the user’s behalf such as ‘Book Movie’.
The simplest version of a method has three parts: the task for which the method is
to be used, the precondition that the current state must satisfy in order for the method
to be applicable, and the subtasks that need to be accomplished in order to accomplish
that task. For instance, one method to accomplish the task ‘Book Movie’ for a user is
‘Book movie via smartphone app’. This involves sub tasks such as ‘searching for the
desired movie’, ‘checking availability of desired date and time’, ‘checking availability of
the required number of seats’, ‘booking the seats’ and ‘paying for the tickets’.
Each operator indicates how a primitive task can be performed. Each operator de-
scription includes the operator’s name and a list of parameters, a precondition expression
indicating what should be true in the current state in order for the operator to be applicable
and the effects of the operator on the current state if it is applied. For the above mentioned
example, the primitive task for ‘checking for seats availability’ would involve checking if
the number of available seats for the desired movie is > the number of seats required by
the user.
11.5 Implementation and Use Cases
In this section, we present the implementation of our Planning Framework (developed
as part of the Rover II context-aware middleware) and its components using specific
technologies. The Pyhop planning algorithm is implemented in Python. We have im-
plemented the Activity Store containing domain knowledge as a python module which
contains different methods and operators to achieve tasks on the user’s behalf. This
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framework has been integrated with the Rover II middleware using Jython2, which is
an implementation of Python seamlessly integrated with the Java platform.
Some sample use cases that we have implemented are:
11.5.1 Communicating with a user’s contact
Recall the scenario mentioned in Section 2. The system can communicate with the col-
league of the user via two possible media: SMS and Email. This use case is implemented
as follows:
11.5.1.1 Task
The high-level task that needs to be achieved in this use case is ‘Communicate’.
11.5.1.2 Methods
There are two methods to achieve this task:by SMS or by email.
def communicate by sms (state, sender, recipient, subject, text, status):
if ((sender in state.contacts) and (recipient in state.contacts)):
return [(’create sms’, sender, recipient), (’search phonenum’, sender, recipient), (’set sms subject’, subject), ’set sms
text’,text), (’send sms’, status)]
return False
def communicate by email (state,sender,recipient,subject,text,status):
if ((sender not in state.contacts) or (recipient not in state.contacts)) and ((sender in state.emaillist) and recipient
in state.emaillist)):
return [(’create email’, sender, recipient), (’search emailadd’, sender, recipient), (’set email subject’, subject), (’set
2 http://www.jython.org/
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email text’, text), (’send email’, status)]
return False
As shown, if the phone number of both the sender i.e. the user and the recipient i.e.
his colleague are in the contacts list, the system would send an SMS to the colleague.
Otherwise, it would send an email.
11.5.1.3 Operators
The method to send an SMS (communicate by sms) can be decomposed into the fol-
lowing primitive sub tasks or operators:
def create sms(state, sender, recipient):























def send sms(state, status):
state.sms[’status’] = status
return state
Similarly, the method to send an email ( communicate by email) can be decomposed
into the following primitive sub tasks such as:
def create email(state, sender, recipient):


































def send email(state, status):
state.email[’status’] = status
return state
These primitive subtasks involve creating the SMS or email, searching for both the
sender’s and recipient’s phone numbers or email addresses, setting the SMS or email
subject and text and finally, sending it to the recipient.
11.5.1.4 Initial state
The initial state to the Planning algorithm includes the contacts and the email list of the
user, as well as the subject and text of the message.
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11.5.1.5 Generated plan
The planning algorithm uses the defined domain knowledge (consisting of methods and
operators) and current context to generate the appropriate and feasible sequence of actions
that need to to be executed in order to accomplish this task. Figure 11.3 shows a sample
generated plan in the case where the phone numbers of both the sender and recipient are
present in the contacts list of the user. For legibility, the parameters to these operators
have not been shown.
11.5.2 Booking a movie
We now consider another scenario where the context-aware system needs to book movie
tickets for the user. The system may detect from a user’s calendar that he/she desires to
watch a particular movie on a certain day and after a certain time, say Friday evening. It
then proceeds to perform the task of booking the movie proactively. It could also be the
case that the user explicitly requests the system to book the movie tickets for a particular
date and time.
11.5.2.1 Task
The high-level task that needs to be achieved in this use case is ‘Book a movie’.
11.5.2.2 Methods
There can be two ways of achieving this task: booking the movie via an app or via a
website. The methods representing these two ways are:
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def book movie through app(state,a,movie,dateandtime, seats):
if (’Fandango’ in state.apps):
return [(’search movie via app’, a, movie),(’check datetimeavailability’, movie, dateandtime),(’check seatavailability’,
movie, seats),(’book seats’, a, movie, seats),(’pay for tickets’, a, movie)]
return False
def book movie through website(state,a,movie,dateandtime, seats):
if (’Fandango’ not in state.apps):
return [(’search movie via browser’, a, movie),(’check datetimeavailability’, movie, dateandtime),(’check seatavailability’,
movie, seats),(’book seats’, a, movie, seats),(’pay for tickets’, a, movie)]
return False
11.5.2.3 Operators
These methods can be decomposed into the following primitive sub tasks or operators:
def movie tickets cost(state,movie,seats):
return state.ticket[movie]*seats
def search movie via app(state,a,movie):




def search movie via browser(state,a,movie):
















state.movieseats[movie] = state.movieseats[movie] - seats
state.owe[a] = movie tickets cost(state,movie,seats)
return state
def pay for tickets(state,a,movie):
if state.money[a] ¿= state.owe[a]:






The initial state to the Planning algorithm includes the user’s current location, movies
showing in theaters near the user’s current location, the scheduled dates and times of
their shows, number of seats available, and the cost of their tickets. An important point











Figure 11.3: Plan generated by the Planning framework for communicating with the
user’s colleague
from external sources such as web search engines or other websites. In addition, the user
request must contain the name of the movie, the preferred date and time and the number
of tickets to be booked.
11.5.2.5 Generated Plan
The planning algorithm uses the defined domain knowledge (consisting of methods and
operators) and current context to generate the appropriate and feasible sequence of actions
that need to to be executed in order to accomplish this task. Figure 11.2 shows a sample
plan generated by our framework for booking a movie on the user’s behalf.
11.6 Advantages of the Planning Framework
Our planning framework offers a number of advantages:
• Minimal user intervention - The framework automatically generates a sequence of
actions required to achieve a user’s task based on available information and re-
sources without requiring any user intervention. Human guidance is required only
at the crucial step when some information is needed from the user. Thus, the users
do not have to worry about knowing how exactly to perform certain kinds of tasks
in a ubiquitous system, what kinds of services and applications are present in the
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system and how to interact with them. They can leave the intricate details of per-
forming tasks as well as handling failures to the planning framework.
• Fault-tolerance - If an action fails, the framework detects it and backtracks by retry-
ing actions or by replanning and taking another path to achieve the same goal. The
replanning approach to failure recovery works because ubiquitous environments
are dynamic and constantly changing. Moreover, there are usually several ways of
achieving a task.
• Adaptable to varying context - The planning framework generates the plan to achieve
a task taking into consideration the current context of the user and environment. It
finds out what information and resources are currently available in the system and
then tries to achieve the goal using these resources.
11.7 Related Work
While AI Planning has been successfully applied in several domains such as robotics and
games, it has not been employed in context-aware systems or ubiquitous systems. Most
of the existing work in this domain has focused on web services composition using AI
Planning [206–210].
Ranganathan et al. [211] developed a STRIPS-based planning framework that used
state space planning for a meeting room domain. The framework was based on a predicate
model of pervasive computing where the state of the environment and its elements were
represented as a set of predicates. The users were allowed to specify the goals that had
to be achieved such as starting a presentation. The actions are either an invocation of a
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method on a service, device or application and were represented in terms of their pre-
conditions and effects. A utility function is used to determine the best goal state.
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Chapter 12: Conclusion and Future Work
We believe we have provided a major push in the direction of achieving the paradigm of
Proactive Context-aware Computing. As described in this dissertation, this paradigm
entails the following capabilities for a context-aware system:
1. Determining relevant information - This capability is the cornerstone of context-
aware computing. In today’s world, with the abundance of information available to
us, information overload can easily happen. Hence, it is imperative that the system
retrieves and displays only that information which is relevant to the user’s task at
hand.
2. Personalization - This is achieved by acquiring a user’s context (needs, preferences,
etc.) through implicit or explicit means and using it to filter the relevant informa-
tion.
3. Timeliness - The system can achieve timely information delivery by providing the
personalized and relevant information to the user at a time when he needs it and can
act upon it.
Further, this paradigm poses several key challenges pertaining to:
• Recognizing and anticipating a user’s current and future context, activities and sit-
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uations,
• Determining relevant information for those situations, and further personalizing this
relevant information,
• Providing the user with the personalized and relevant information in a timely man-
ner.
12.1 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation made the following contributions in order to realize the vision of Proac-
tive Context-aware Computing and address the challenges posed by it:
1. It presented the design and implementation of a proactive context-aware middle-
ware which has been developed by enhancing an existing context-aware middle-
ware, Rover II, and which exhibits the capabilities required by a proactive context-
aware system.
2. It presented various systems and approaches which we have developed, some as
part of the enhanced Rover II middleware, in order to realize the vision of proactive
context-aware computing. These form the building blocks of a proactive context-
aware system and include:
• Locus [7, 8] - a robust and calibration-free indoor localization, tracking and
navigation system for multi-story buildings,
• SenseMe [9] - a system that leverages a user’s smartphone and its multiple sen-
sors in order to perform continuous, on-device, and multi-dimensional context
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and activity recognition,
• TellMe [10] - a novel, general and flexible framework for bootstrapped discov-
ery and ranking of heterogeneous relevant services and information in context-
aware systems,
• An unsupervised algorithm and system [11], that models users’ interests from
their Facebook profiles and activities, for personalizing the relevant informa-
tion,
• A system and an approach [12], that performs multi-dimensional collaborative
recommendations using tensor factorization on sparse user-generated data, for
recommending new information to users,
• A Learning Engine, integrated with the Rover II middleware, which imple-
ments several novel approaches and algorithms that employ various contextual
features and state of the art machine learning techniques for building diverse
behavioral models of users,
• A Planning Framework [14], within the infrastructure of the Rover II mid-
dleware, which employs HTN Planning and demonstrates the feasibility of
enabling proactivity in a context-aware system.
12.2 Future Work
We have taken firm initial steps, paving a new direction, in the field of context-aware
computing. It has been a challenging and audacious endeavor, comprising of multiple
research problems that cannot be all addressed in a single PhD dissertation. We are con-
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vinced that we have laid a strong foundation and a lot can be built upon it. We have set a
good starting point for many more dissertations to come in the future. However, there are
still many areas that need to be specifically researched and addressed. We discuss them
here:
1. The results presented in Chapter 4 for Locus give us confidence that a calibration-
free system can achieve a better accuracy if a more sophisticated indoor propagation
model is employed for calculating location. We also believe that this accuracy can
be greatly enhanced by taking into account, the building structure, floor plans along
with the AP locations and using this information to pinpoint the exact location of the
client. Other factors that will come into play as part of this analysis is the number
of APs not being heard and the substance through which signals pass though this
may make the system less generic. This additional data should be analyzed in such
a way that the system still retains its generality and flexibility.
2. The SenseMe system (Chapter 5) recognized five dimensions of a user’s situation at
any time instant - environmental context, physical activity, location, device activity
and social context, to paint a context-rich picture of the user. It also displayed
the recognized dimensions to the users via a proof of concept visualization called
SenseMeVis. It demonstrated improved or comparable accuracy with respect to
existing systems without the need for any calibration or input.
To further improve the accuracy of SenseMe, more sophisticated methods for recog-
nition and smoothing can be implemented. Also, the system should be enhanced
in order to detect other context and activities and with a finer granularity. In addi-
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tion, work should be done on displaying periodic context and activity summaries to
users.
3. Our results in Chapter 7 demonstrated that the algorithms implemented in the TellMe
system showed strong positive correlation with human supplied relevance rankings.
Hence, they can be used as an effective means to discover and rank relevant services
and information in context-aware systems. We also demonstrated that our approach
is general, flexible and can determine relevant information for new users and unan-
ticipated situations without requiring any user history, thus, avoiding cold start.
This is an initial step and lays the groundwork for several new directions of re-
search. The Semantic Relatedness scores can be improved by mining terms that co-
occur in web search queries. Another refinement to the algorithm can be achieved
by combining and boosting the results generated by an ensemble of algorithms that
performed the best (say Wiki-HSR and STS-HSR). The lch computation can be
enhanced by boosting parts of the category graph by combining it with the user’s
context. In addition, usage history for different users of the TellMe system over
a longer period of time should be mined in order to incorporate their individual
preferences and personal biases towards services.
4. The algorithm for unsupervised modeling of users’ interests from their Facebook
profiles, presented in Chapter 8, can be enhanced to further improve results. For
instance, topic modeling could be used to generate topic words from the items to
augment the list of features. Different mechanisms can be used to analyze the
temporal decay of a user’s interests. Finally, a hybrid method which combines
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this content based approach with collaborative filtering could be used to improve
performance. This approach would also address cold start for such a system.
5. The most significant limitation of our approach for multi-dimensional collaborative
recommendations using tensor factorization, presented in Chapter 9, is its speed.
This can be addressed by creating a Hadoop-based pipeline and parallelizing the
algorithm to run on higher-dimensional data. This will also ensure that the approach
scales to larger and more complex real-time datasets.
6. In Chapter 10, we explored learning diverse patterns from large-scale data collected
from users’ smartphones in order to help identify a variety of their behaviors, habits,
and daily life places and activities. This, by no means, is exhaustive and several
directions of research still need to be explored. Several other models can be de-
veloped using this framework. These include predicting the next called contact for
users and battery lifetime for their devices, predicting their sleep cycles, classifying
their personalities in terms of the Big Five personality model, and inferring their
moods based on their smart phone usage. Moreover, it is important to investigate
community models which utilize the power of crowd sourcing and group behavior.
In addition, work can be done on analyzing behavioral sequences i.e. behaviors
that follow each other (for instance, charging phone after reaching home, sending
an SMS after missing a call etc.) and modeling them using HMMs.
7. Our planning framework, presented in Chapter 11, addressed a key capability re-
quired by a context-aware system to act proactively i.e. act autonomously without
an explicit user request. However, in order for it to be really useful, a pipeline from
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our context-aware middleware to client agent applications (running on devices such
as smartphones or desktops) should be developed. This will enable the plan to be
executed on the user’s device itself rather than remotely.
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